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. The Haman Factors Technical Area is concerned with the demands Of the.
future battlefields for:incr6aked usefasistis capacity to acquire, transmit,
process, disseminate, and utilize information. Research is focused on user/
sydtemrinterface.problems and interactions wiEhin command, control; and,in-
telligence centers and is concerned with such.areas as tactical symbology,
user-oriented systems,, information processing and management, and staff
operations and procedures.,as well as sensor systems integration And
.utilisation.

One area of special interest is the development, of procedures to support
and enhance the decision-making process within command, contrOL.and intel7
ligence centers. The curAnt.testatical report' contains a prototype introduc-
tory textbook for structuring, probabilistic thinking and decision makirig
under conditions.of uncertainty.. Based on the study of intuitive reasoning
processes and cognitive biases, it presents simple tools which can be used
to solve problems typically encountered in everyday situations. Techniques
for choosing the most likely among a set orpossible answers, estimating a
numerfcal value as the solution to.a quantitative problem, and assessing the
probability of occurrence of an evt are outlined as well as illustrated with
numerous examples. Werences anehlituggestidns for further study of this topic
are presented at the conclusion of the text

Research in decision aidirig is conducted as an 1;-house effort with ad-
.

ditional support from contracting orginizations that are selected for their
unique contributions to this,area. This effort is'responsive to the,require-
ments of Army Project 2Q161102B70

11

EDGAR M. JoHN N
Technical. Director
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ANILEMENTARY.APPROACH=TO THINKING UNDER UNCERTAINTY: A PROTOTYPE. TEXT

a,

. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

0

Requirement:
t

To develop a prototype invociZctory textbook for use by.persons regard-
less of previous formal trainiwto improve their probabilistic thinking I

skills, specifically dealing with the topic of decision malting under condi-
tions of uncertainty. .

Approach; '
t.

.2
A Hebrew textbook designed to improve student analytical and thinking

skills through an understanding .of the concept of "uRcertainty".and the use
of speAlfic heuristic procedures w'as translated into English, and adapted fqpr
she 4tericen student reader.

The development of the original text os based on the study of intuitive
reasoning processes and the identificatioi of thinking and decilion-making
biases that typically lead to faulty judgments and decisions. Emphasis was
placed on the identification of easy-to7understand procedures for understand-'
ing uncertainty and circumventing commonithinking errors. Examples appropriate
for yhe American student were. developed.

/Product;

This report contains a 'prototype textbook.whictintroduces the concepts
of Uncertainty and probability and expands on some tools for reducing errors

`and improving thinking skills Wham processing partial probabilistic informa-
tion. Concepts-and techniques are exemplified throughout with numerous exam-
ples. ipproaches'for developing skills in four major areas are presented.
(1) When the loal is tochoose the most.likely among a set of possible /1

solutions to a problemua framework is.given for formalizing the question,
eliciting a list of plisible answers, and defining the degree of confidence
in each. (2) To arrivekar%a numerical value or range of valuesin a quanti-
tative problem, the techniques of estimation based, on populations and samples
are discussed. (3,) To determine the probability ot.occurrence of a given

event and extrapolate from group percentages to ind.dual chances,' the
,techniques of probability assessment are demonstrated. (4) In addition,

special attention is given to-the issue 9f estimating (Mendes in exceptional
problems where an overwhelming amount of relevant information is available.
Practice probleips,to extend understandingare provided at the end of most
chapters. A list of technical references for background' reading and an out-

- lige_of related topics for further study are also indicated.
I(

vii

7.

. .

LB,



' Utilization:

The prqtotype textoutlines simple, well-founded techniques for the
human processing oFinformation which require only rudiment4ry mathematics
awl can be used in dayto-4ay circumsances.to make better decisions. The
basic, text material can be easily adapted to specific application areas by
replacing the existing examples of ones relevant to the new topic area. This
text will be useful inthe general training of both military and civilian
personnel, wfio'are, required to process; sortolandhir evaluate incomplete, un-
reliable information; for example, potential users are managers, commanders
at any echelon, and forecasting spedialists. Tn addition, specific high-
payoff military application areas include uaining in decision making and.
information processing in the fields of toilland; control, and intelligence.
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. .and mistaken int ti na and-suggests ways t9 o rcome biaSes'in the thinking.
proceases taking plac under conditions of u rtainty.
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! 41 , PREPACg TO THE,REBREWTEXT
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S The implementation of scientAicwideat into the educational system" was
...

. tkfigme of a lectureigivek by DanieliKahneman td a group of graduate students
, v . participating-in a seminar organized by Seymour' Fox, then head of the School

-of Education ietheRebtew University, Jerusalem, Israel. In that lecture
' the,first greeds of the present book were planted. .

.... .

. -. . . .

..

As. a researcher alp educator, ,Dr. Fox is interested in curriculum devel-
,opment'And theincorporation of scientific (educational and psychological)
ideas into school' curricula.

4

These two pedpleencouraged the development of a curriculum devoted
solelyto dkinking.under uncettainty, one product Of which) is this book.

Many'others contributed to this book:

Ruth Go4to arid Moshe Shaked went over the text many times, editing and
-addiftgi trying it in theirclasses, and developing most of the, exercises.

Baruch Fihhoff-and Sarah Lichtenstein, two American psychologists who
have been stu*i9cng thinking processes for years, reviewed the text and made
sugge$Lions.

.

Miriam Basok and Efrat Balberg were helpful in the first stages of
pl'anning and'niting.

I Finally, we learned m from a number of junior high school teachers
who had the couragp to-teach "thinking under uncertainty" bing before the
textbook was'yeady: Yossi Leshem, Juditti Miller, Aliza Peer, Tamar Kahn, and
.Lea Shatil."

.

A .
1

We deeply thank all these people. Without their help, the raw ideas
wouldtHave never developed iteb a textbook. ,

INTRODUCTION

When you start reading this book, you do not know much about it. What

is its content? Will you understand it? Willyou enjoy it? About all these
questions, you, experience feelings of uncertainty. This is just one example
of the =certainties that accompany nearly every step)of our lives.

-*

We feel uncertain about the small events in our lives:

? When will the bus arrive?
"

'Will it fain tomorrow?

Can I stick".to my; diet this week?
. .

Al
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. And' we-ala.feel uncertain mu h more major problems:

:
.

.
. -. .

es Can ',get a gOod job?

Should "I marry this .person?
I

Will I survive theSVgical operation?

Businesses and other groups of people also face uncertainty:

Will thief new product sell?

Will our iesearth be funded?

I

Is,thedeftndant guilty is charged? 4.
-

_Even the largest organimatilna in odr society experience uncertainty:

Will gl!tx cut fuel inflation?
0

1

Will a hard stance on defense decrease the chances of war?
t

.But uncertainty does_ not prevent us ,from making decisions. We must
iecidewhether or not to carry an umbrella before we know for sure what the
weather will be: Legitlalors must Vote yes or no on a tax-cut bill even if
th are not certain of itssffeqs. Nearly every step we take,as private
cit tens, as groups,. or as a who society, is the result of a decision made
und uncertainty..

ousands.of years ago, .n the primitive world, people tried to solve un
.certa ty by consulting 'prophets. The prophets exchanged uncertainty for cer-
tainty they told people what would happen in'tfie future as if it were certain.
Even to ay, people go.to.Astrologers, look at fiCroscopes, and take other
actions hat give the feelfhg of diminishing or even eliminating uncertainty.
Some'peo le believe that in such ways one can see what will happen in the
future.

,. I

most people* do not try to eliminate all uncertainty but live with it with
the help nitheirsintuition!. Intuition is a kind of sensation Or inner feel-
ing that guisles us and shows us how to act. It is a personal feeling, a per-
sonal think g tool that we use without asking how it really functions. This
feeling is v different from person to person. It is a result of life ex-
perience and ctiOnswe have taken in the past.

Researche have realized'how important it is to look at the way people'
live with or, spite of, uncertainty. These researchers have tried to find
out how our intu s work, how people think and act in uncertain situations.
the rfsultsof t s research indicate that although intuition is a private
and personal thin th4re prestrong.commialities among the intuitions of
different people w they "der uncertainty. Young people, like the
derly; and lay p ple, like professionals, use similar thinking t°4118. When
those thinking proc sses are compared to the best-known methods for treating
uncertainty, methodstaken from statistics, probability and decision theory,

2
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the researchers found that our intuitiVekthinking processes.are much simpler..

.

While these simpler methods are often satisfactory,'they can sometimes lead. . -
- -us into errors. .

1
-

, .
1

,-'
.

Ae
. 4.

Susan hai just been admitted to the hospital in labor. The doctor on
_ duty tells Susan that the last six babies born. there Were girls. -"In diet,'

vcase," Speen responded; "I tigure I'll hive a boy." .
.. 4

. ,-

}k Many people would answer as Susan/did, some Of them with a smile, others
with great seriousness. In such situations, our intuitiomtellsus that
things "balance out," so thap a series of consecutive biii6 of girls will
make a boy more likely for the next4birth. Bdt here our intuition leads us
astray. More.careful thought makes us realize that the gen(ler of glose other
`six,babies cannot gossibly influence or change the gender of Susan'It. baby. ,

This 'is lues one' example bf,a bias in. our intuitions that cans in othdr cir-
cumstanctr, have an enormous influence on human behavior. .

.

4
.

This book presents an introduction to uncertaintY.. Based, on research
.1 ah ut"people's intuitions, it describes how people usually thihk about udcer-

s.

' pa nty,and w errors these intuitive modes of thought can produce. It.de-
scribes s e better ways to thinkabout uncertainty.

-

ode are not trying to change your intuitions. indeed, eventhe intuitions
of 'researchers who have been working in this domain for many years have not
changed,diastically. instead, our goals are to alert you to situations in
which intuition can lead you astray and to provide you with new ways of think-
ling clearlyin those situations. 4

We have included some practice exercises at the end of most chapters. ,

No answers are prqVided, Gut we'hope you will try the exercises as a way of
deepening your understanding of the topic our real learning will come,
however, when you apply the techniques and ways of thinking described here to,
your own'life and to the uncertainties you face every day.

In this book we do p ot try to'be prophets or astrologers. We cannot
convert uncertainty into certainty, and we cannot provide absolute,solutiqns."

'The techniques we recommend do not guarantee that you will achieve desired
outcomes in uncertain situations. But dsing these techniques should produce
better outcomes more often than not using them.

This book is divided into three sections. The first section, chapters
?-4, provides a general framework for thinking about uncertainty. The second

section, chapters 5-7, discusses some tools that are frequently'used in deal-
ing with problems under uncertainty. The last section, chapters 8-11, deals
specifically with probability assessment.

3 18
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CERTAINTY UNCERTAINTY

Peelings- of Vert fitty and Uncettaitv I. 'I.'
. 3 .0 1.

...
.

. .,

We'oftad #ear,,as.part a the answer to a qudition,
'sure that "Iive'do doubt that ...1" or "I'm positive

anefg-d1 no doubt of its truthfulness. ,

1
. o ..

.Question: What are jou doing rifhftnow?

phrasos.like "//m
that...." Pdople'

using these phrases really'believe that they have.theanswer to the'queetion
ti

.

Amswet: I an reading.
X'

.Nobody would ask, "Are you sure about that?"

Question: David, what gender are you?

Answer: I'm sure I'm adin.

Questiod: Elizabeth, what will you 4, this afternoon?10Answer: No* doubt about 4, I'll'goorh the movies.

Question: John,'whose picture is that?

41.

Answer: I'm confident that's my sister.

Question: Dku'what kind of'sandwich did you eat for lunch today?

,

,Answer: I ktsgw for certain I had a cheese sandwich.

In all these examples, the question asked relates to a fact-or to an
event in the past, present, or future. The person_ answering feels very cer
tain, vary confident, with no doubt a all. David is sure, Elizabeth has do
doubt John is confer ident, add Dan kuo for certain.

We experience certainty about a specific question when we
Ahive a feeling of Complete belief or complete confide:ice in a
.singl answer to, the question.

Ce(tainty2feslings originate from the confidence we have in our knowledge
and .in. the experiences we have accumulated through the yeftrs (Dan has seen and

tasted cheese many tireiand he !Tows how it looks and how it tastes) and in
the confidence we nave, -in the functioning of our senses (Dan relied on his
eyesight and taste)!

II

1.
- '

Or

0o,
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This confidence may sometimes fail us. Elizabeth, who is so sure of her
:.plans,:forthe afternoon, .may, find such a long line at the theater that she has
no chance,to get in. She jist did not think about such a possibility
beforehand.

(

Knowledge an4 experie nce generally fail us when we face radically new
- .developments. Until the 15th.century, people were, certain that the sun re-
.1Olved Aroudd the earth. ,But some of those who heard of Copernicus' new
'ideas about planetary motion replaced their previous-certainty with doubt..

Our senses can also fail us. Have you ever satin a standing train
wt./ e.another train began to move? Sometimes you get, the strong sensation
'the it is Your own train that is moving. Only after the moving train has

1V. pa sed.ynur window. do you realize that youi train is still standing in the
-same place. Novice mountain climbersoften misjudge the summit, believing
they are on the final approach when in fact they are still fair away. As with
our experiences, we cannot always rely on our senses. They can fail us in
many situations.

1

In spite Of these occasional failures, we do rely on our senses and the
knowledge and experience that we have accumulated because, mnstzof the tine,
they work. Moreover, if we had to make the effort to think abd5t each step,
we take each time we take it, we would not be able to function at all. Should
we stop eating'just because there is a small chance that the food in front of
us is not the food we thinklt is? We ptefer assuming that our knowledge and
our senses are good enough.

In contrast to the feelings of certainty we experience with some ques-
tions, there are other questions that lead us to feel uncertain.

0
Will it rain next Saturday?

Are there intelligent creatures in outer space?

Will the strike be settled within a week?

Where have I met this person before?
L4

Now many traffic accidents were there last year?

Coricerning such questions, some of us, and sometimes all o us, feel un-%
certainty. To some questions, we cannot offer even one plausib e answer. Who
ruled Italy in 1563? Most people will be unable to suggest even one possible
answer...,"

.

For other questions, many answers come to mind; same seem more suitable
than, others, but we do not feel nompleteipy confident about any one answer.
How many members are there-in the, U.S. House of Representatives? I think it
may be 435, but it might be 235, or 436, etc. My confidence is spread overa
large number of possible answers.

1r .
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Consider,an archeologist who/is digginea site in the Great damns of
North Allerica and mho wants to deterilne,the date at which people lived at
the site. While digging, she found 4 leaf-shaped flifit implement that She
will use as a clue for deciding about the. date of the'site. -She knows that
such flints are prehistoric. Puritheraore, its shape rules out some periods
in prehistory but leavesthree pos lities: (1) The present implement is
most typical of the "Clovis",typelonirojectile point, which was'used between
9000 and 8000 B.C.; therefore; itis highly.probable that the site dates to
that period. (2) However, the Point has some characteristics of the "Folsom"
type, which was in use fater, between 8000 and 7000 B.C.;_ thus, it may be from
that period. Moreover, such prehistoric points are highly valued by colleC-
tars, and a ready market for modern fakes has developed. Thip point might be
a fake. (3 T iusy perhaps the site is modern.

The archeologist is sure that these three answers cover the range of
possibilities. Other possibilities 6 not seem plausible. She has three .

possible answers to the qUestion. See feels a partial belief.in each of the
three answers. This partial belief is expressed in the words "highly proJable,"

)

may be," and "perhaps." At that moment, there is no one answer toward which
she feels complete confidence. Therefore, we say that the archeologist feels
uncertain about the question', "How old is the site?" . .

- ON-

To summarize: We experience uncertainty concerning a specif it question(
when'we have a partial belief in each of a number of possible answers to the
question.

.

But what about when we cannot think if even one plausible answer to a
question, as in the example of the ruler of Italy in 1563? Although we do
not have a partial belief in a number of answers (because we cannot think of
any answers), we do feel uncertainty. If someone were to present us with a
number of possible answers, we would not feel complete confidence in any of
them. In order to include this lasq case, in which we cannot think of even
one answer, in the definition of uncertality, we define the feeling of uncer-
tainty negatively:

We experience uncertainty about a specific question when we
cannot give a single answer with complete confidence.

Exercises

1. Sometimes.in hindsight, we find
were not justified. Think about ways in
be unjustified for each of the following

. I attended a concert yesterday.

a 1111,44---

I have been here before.

out that our uncerteinty feelings
which one's oertainf feelings could
situations:

The store I am looking for is right around the cornet.

My watch indicates that it is 8 o'clock.

121
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It is now vo p.m.
-9-

.

I "am standing in front of my house. .

. . .

/ I write a letter after the guests leave.' b
4 - -4. 1 ,

r
2. Think of at least three times when you were surd about something y f.

but turned out to be wrong. r , .

.. . -

ke

Charecteristich of Uncertainty Feelings

ierlonal and General U ertainty. There are some questions for which we
feel that uncertainty is c rent* voiaable. These are rquestions toward
which we feel that. nobody now know the right answer: ' .

Is there any sort Al life on otherstars?
<.

Is there a monster in Loch Ness in Scotland?
.., ..

... ,

'1 I am about to toss a coin. Will it come up heads.or.tails? ' ... .1
. ,

. . . 4 vIt . ,...,
1

lidw did Schubert intend to finish.his "Unfinished Symphony?".' :'...
s 4 . -.

- . .. .1

For some of these qudstions, wg expect that a certain answer willcbta,
known in the future. As soon as I toss the coin, I will know whether lilime
up heads or tails. Other questions may be unresolved forever. Since Shubert
died before he finished his last symphony (and left.no notes), we will.:never '
know his intentions for it. .,,!

,
.1.

In contrast to questions about which uncertainty feelings are una
able, there are questions that, in principle, 'somebody can answer with cer -_,
tainty. In which hand am I hiding a coin? You feel uncertainty, but I do abe.,
I am not sure how many Representatives there are in Congress, but I recognize.
that other people know the answer with certainty. -

/
L._.

when A person feels that, in principle, there is now no certain
answer to a question, then that person feels general uncertaintye

When a perstin feels uncertainty concerni the question but
1:,patrealizes that, in principle, one could feel c r y, that person

,feels personal uncertainty.

Sometimes we ay be more dbmfortable with general Uncertainty, because
we cannot blame t our own ignorance. On the other hand, with perpnal
uncertainty we have the hope thtt we can resolve Ore uncertainty by consult-

ing; a'more knowledgeable source. )

8 22
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Mounts of Uncertainty. Paul. wasfasked, "What is, the longest river in
the United Stites?" He answered*witomplete confidence, "The Mississippi."' '

Next he Wes adked, "What is thelongest rimer in the world ?" This time, he
felt uncertain. He was then givett hinti; The answer isone of the four ,
rivers:' Mississippi, Yangtze, Amazon, 'Or Nile.2 Let utonow consider four
possible states of mind Paul might be.in after poceiving the hint.

.
*

:-

' 1. Paul thinks all the answers are equally likeiy./ ..

. ..
.- .

I.
.

Now that Paul sees the four possibilities, he,remembers reading about
Egypt not long ago; the article stated that th; Nile is the longest river in

..
the worle. . .

.
, i . .

. . ,
L .

Those two situations are extreme in thesense.that the first one tepre-
.senti maximum uncertainty (every posiibility is seen as equally likely).and
the second represents certainty. Between thqse two situations there are many
intermediaie situations,-and, eachvreflects different amounts of4uncertainty.

.. .
. .

3. Paul decides that the Yangtz0.s(tertaintly not the right answer, but
among the thres.remaiding(Mississippi, Amazon, and Nile), he has nd prefer-
ence. In this'ease, he feels less uncertainty than in the first situation,
in which hehid no fireference among four answers.

.

4! Paul thinks the answergis the'Amazon, but he is not certaih about
it. He judges the Ansiers.tilssissippi and Nile as equally likely, but not as
likely as the *min.'. He is surethat the Yangtze is wrong.

We can nclw order the four situations according to the amount of Paul's
uncertaintr.VO4 is most uncertain in Situation 1, because bb feels no
prefeiences among the four answers: The next-most uncertain situation is 3; -

he feelp,no preferences among three of the answers. Paul'also reduced the
set of possible answers to three in.Situation 4, but here he feels that one
is more than the'other two This uneven distribution of confidence
in 4 makes 4 less uncertain than 3, where he thought all three were equally
likely: Case 2, of course, is the least uncertain; Paul feels no uncertainty
at7all. -

The amount c$ uncertainty depends on two factors: the number of possible
answers one can give and the strength of preference one has for each answer.
relative to the others.

1
By "the Mississippi," we mean the entire river systesatat includes the
11issiAippi, the Missouri, and the Red Rock.

2Mississippi; '3,710 miles; Yangtze; 3,400 miles; Amazon; 4,000 miles;
Nile: 4,145 miles.

"

t
e

,f
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."1. If all possible insw'ert seem equally likely, then the
more possible answers there are, the more uncertainty we feel. "4.

2: When there are a fixed number of possible answers, the
amount of uncertainty depends on al spread of confidence across
the possibleanswers. We feel most uncertainty ,when all answers

' are equally likely. As the spread of confidence-across the set of
'answers ,becomes-less uniform, we feel less uncertainty. At the ex-
treme, When we are completely confident in one answer, our uncer-
,taintyis eliminated. .0, .

$".kiarr

'4"The first rule above maybe exemplified by paring one's feelings of
uncertainty just before rolling a fair die and jus efore tossing a coin. .

There is more uncertainty with the die than with the oin because ple die;
has six possible outcomes while the coin hasp only me.

.1

AO4k1'

The second rule above may be exemplified by comparing one's feelings of
uncertainty about the roll of a fair'die with the roll of a shaved die, one
on which 'a six appears more often than any of the "otter sides. There is more

uncertainty with the fair die Ilecause all sides are equally likely, to be
'rolled. '

We are not speaking about some abst ct notion of "objective uncertainty,"
that exists as a4eharacteristic "out th e" in the world. Rather, we are
'speaking about subjective feelings, be efs,or sensations. Those feelings
are naturally y persOnal and dep onexperieqce, knowledge, and other
individual char istics. One can feel uncertain about who invented the

telescope, feelin that it was either Kepler or Galileo. One's feelings of
uncertainty wiU increase if the names Copernicus and Newton, as plausible
additional answers, come to mind.

Whether one is dealing with general uncertainty or personal uncertainty,
. the amount of uncertainty may be different from person to person. Two people

may experience different degrees of uncertainty becluse they ha4e different
numbers of possible answers to the same question (as with the question about
the invention of the telescope above) or because they have different distribu-

/er tions of uncertainty across the same number of possible answers. Do flying 4

saucers'exist? People.differ in their beliefs about this; they differ in
the amount of confidence they place on each of the two possible answers, yes
and no, and taus in their overall uncertainty. '

Changes in Amount of Uncertainty. Feelings of uncertainty are notepeces-

sarily constant. Sometimes the amount of uncertainty changes; one feels more
uncertain On less uncertain because of additional information about the ques-
tion. More information can change the amount of uncertainty either because
the new information adds to or diminithes 'the number of possible answers or
because it changes the relative amount of confidence that one attaches to

each of the possible answers. Consider the following example:

1. Susan has justfinished reading a murder mystery and knows thet,X is
the murderer.

10 24
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2. Susan then gives the book to Wiry. On the first `page, there is a

list of the names, of all the characteros7in the book, one of whom is the mur- .

derer. Henry has no idea who this slight be because he his_serread the book, /
yet. Therefore, he considers allof them equally likely. \'

. 1 .

. S

- '3. Henry then reads the first 100 pages. He-now believes with near
certainty thatX the murderer. t ,

4. James'also readp the first 100 pages of the hook. He alio slapects.
X, but he is.less sure about it. He is less confident than John because he
thinks. that Y might alsd be -the 'murderer,

,

- 5. Henry then Ueda all but the last six pages of the book. He
thinksa could be the murderer, but he is now less certain than he'was of ten
reading only the first 100 pages. Because the. author has presented so manyi.
conflicting clues, he now feels that except for tie murdered person (it was;a
murder and not a suicide), everyone of the peopIe'mentioned at the beginning
of the book might be the murderer.

'This example sh6ws that different people can feel different amounts of.
uncertainty about a .single question such as "Who is, the murderer ?"

"I 1. Comparing. 1 with 2 (Susan has read it and Henry has not), we see
that Susan knows for sure who the murderer is but Henry has tio idea. He
feels uncertain about the question.

..

2. Adding information (by reading, part of the/book) may decrease un.4
certainty ode feels (compare 2 with 3), increase,uncertainty (compare 3 .7

with 5), or not change it at all.(compare 2 with 5). One can reach the same
amount of uncertainty in one case beclui# of ignorance (Example 2:'11Hetry
has .not read the book at all) and in other case because of a lot of ipton-
sistent information (Example 5: Henry has nearly finished the book). ,

3. The same data can,influence differentpepple differently. ,C#paTe
James in 4 with Henry in 3. They feel diiierent amounts of confide* in
the answer;"X is the murderer," although they have the same information.

Exercises ._,..
.

4,

i\'

1. For each question,do you think the certainty is generv/,or

personal? .

Hod many microbes are there in the world?

'IlLthe number,247,71111divisible by 7?

If I bought a ottery ticket yesterday, would I have won

Which athlete 1 win the race?

4-
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What is .the age of the earth?'

V

4

.
'*1

How much money does George have in his pocket?
;-*

. Think Of three examples of questions for which yOu hiveiersbnak
feelings of uncertainty and three questions for 41.6 you have general feel-
ingi-of uncertainty.

.. , ...

'

. 3. Each of the following questions hai two posmible answe s;., yes and no.
- A

or each question, -(a).think of a piece of information.that.wi, decrease your
uncertainty by making you more sure that ydu know the tight a wer; then ,

(b) think of another.piect of 4.mformation.thlt will incredse your uncertainty
relative to the uncertainty you felt after (f). This informatiop7r1 in-some .

.way contradict the information you gave in,(a). .

Will tomorrow be a micedayf

Is milk good for health?

Should children be taught to read before entering first grade?

Will the Republicans win the next election?

Is my car about to break down?

.'11 'Will Nancy remember to pick me up at 500 p.m.?,
1.

.

Will the air% go off timotcoy morning?,

'dill rli;re;s 1)e interviewer during my job interview?

Uncertainty and Decision eking '., .

J 1"

4, In everyday situationse the uncertainty we feel usually does not keep us
from acting. Even the most cautious of us do notdelay action until-feeling
certain. If one always waited until one felt certain, one wouldrarely take'
any action at ill. . .- .

.

It is not certain that /q -1reach work without an accident onth9 way.

, .

' I can't be certain that Olen t turn on the hot water I won't get a
cold shower.

/

ei can't even be completely certain when I go to ped at night that the

1 bed Won't collapse. . .

When such possibilities Ore raised, we are suddenly conscious that all
,"those situations are, to some extent, uncertain. Att-the chance of something
going wrong is sosmall that we are willing to take the chance and pro'ceed to
driie to work, turn on the shower, or climb into bed. &

el
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Even when we are not willing to disregard the iesesprobableAAto4pes,
we do not always avoid action Sometimes we can,.act and hake suitable safety-
steps. . ' .- ,1:.

.

. P

I'll take an umbrella on a cloudy. day because I don't want to,get Wet J
if it rains. _.

. c
. ,.,

kmy friends seid that they wilr try'to visit me tonight. I'm chilling'.
,

a bottl4WARne, although I knma that they prOtably.won't come., '

. ., 1;4: u
i.....it

Tn contrast to these examples in whiCh we act because the uncertainty ia
small pr the safety steps areeasi, there are situations 'in which uncertainty
looms large. Still we must take some action.: . .,

C '.
. . .

,
te

flow much food should I prepare for the party? -f
. .

.

What job shall I accept?,

. ..

With decisions that are important to us, we act, but only after careful
consideration andoftetwhile still very much in doubt. .

4 6
, .

Finally, remember that not making's' decision is itself a kind of decision;
not taking an action is a kind ofaction.. .-

.Shall I go-to.a movie tonight? .7 grave read conflicting reviews of the
film and feel uncertain about Whether I'll like it. At 9 p.m. I realtie that '

it is too late to decide, aince the movie has already started.

This book will look at situations in which people feel uncertainty.
We will divussmistakes that we and others make when thinking about uncer-
tainty. We will suggest how to detect fallacies and biases and how to 'avoid-
them. In general, we will explore how we can.improve our thought processea ...
and our thinking under uncertainty.

) ,

,,,:- .9

Good Results DoJNot-Alwaya Follow Good Processes. Even if wevcoad con-
sistently adopt all the recommendations made herein, we canOtbe:iwtelthat
each rational and carefully considered decision will lead to the desited re-
sult. If we decide after careful consideration, during whictr.we avoid
poasible fallacy and bias, to chooae Job A over Job B, Job Amoy still turn
out to' be A much worse job than Job B: In this cute, alythough:we adopted A.

good thinking process and made a, good decision, we got it poor/resUlt. .

. %:,,
, s .6.

, This ia a natural characteristic of situations in which 01e'leel uncer- '"

taint The outcomes of our decisions are notptedictahle tn'a'dvance. ThIsFe- ; '

fore, we cannot be sure that, a good dedision procesa Will certainly leactto
the desired restate. Our capacity to predict aA outdoia.441 advance ig the It

factor that diatinguishes decisions under certainty frmn decisions lindert, "%%.
.uncertainty. v ', -4?: r..,

,,, ... 4' A' .
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d mountain gifide had itdecidewhethWt4,,tudte Rimnte'i or Route B. Itii

. goal was to reach tbe4ake aa.quicklyak poisiblet The guide kneokhatAoute
. ..

-.The.guidNdecided to go the shortest w4y.* Rppte A.. 'However, close to,theilake,t.
; -..; A is shorter than Route B and,that the reuted have
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4
the group. found that Route A was completely, blOcked by a'rock slide; gro
bers had to retrace their steps and take RouteB..'.,

tv
If someone had asked the guide, "

Route A will get you to'the lake fast
have been, "No, not absolutely cettai
can happen. No-one could be complet
one could not be completely con4iden't
a characteristic eXtuati&I in making
nothing wrong with the decision proc
available, the guide made a good decisi2
of an unexpected rock slide, the road was
1,ake after sunset.'

up mem-

,yopesplutely certain that talc

445,4B?," the response would
.tmeir414isure." Unexpected thing
*004gAtigphat Route A was clear,
ap16* 8;.wasgimar either. This

r uMertainty. There wa

tOejvide. Accolling to the ad

)t ,.,0e outcome was bad. kBecals

ocked and the group arrived at t

ing

s

but
is

ata

We'have seen that a good decision made under uncertainty can lead to
an undesired' result. In contrast, consider the following:

An Israeli visited the United States. ,When he came out of the airport,
he hailed a cab. The driver looked at him and said, "Are you kn Israeli?"
The man was surprised, saying, "Yes, I'm an Israeli; how dj,d you know?" The
drive answerbd,."That's easy. You wear a patch on your eye. Moshe,payan
also wore a patch on his eye. Sayan was Israeli. So I figured you are, tbo4

' Poor decision processes can. sometimes lead to good'resulps.

When we feel certain about a specific situation, we can predict
with complete confidence "the outcome of each of our possible actions.

When we feel any uncertainty about a'situation, we cannot pre-
dict with complete confidence what the outcome of our ac .1V3 will be.

Under justified certainty,l'good dedision processes are followed by
desired results, but under uncertainty, good. decision processes can sometimes,
be followed by undesired results, while poor decision processes can sometimes
be followed by desired results.

.

i

. Because of these characteristigh of decisions undet uncertainty, there
is no way to make inferences about the quality of the decision process based
on the huality of the results.. You cannot tell the guide, "Because you 'are
late, your decision to take Route A was'wrong." This argument would be as"
unreasonable as saying, "You did not get six when you threwthe dice; there7
fore, you did not throw well."

It would be reasonable to ask; "If 1.can't be certain of getting a
desired result, why should Itry to improve my decision processes?" The

ansyer is that the better our decision processes are, the more likely good
reAllts are. Someone who adopts good decision processes gets more desired
results than someone who adopts bad decision processes.

I
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.
The rules -and suggestions Presented in this book are recommendations for

good thbught pry-seises to use when tasking decisions under, uncertainty. The
overriding message from them is, "Wait a minute. Think ;vice,- Don't rush to
-conclusions." To adopt these techniques takes much time and effort. Not all

,lpr6blems,situations, or questions that arise under uncertainty will require
4 special efforts. .Ha if you know the rules for better thinking, you can use

them for prbblems that are.esPecially important to you. '

wo

A

, .,Exercises

.

t. For each' of 'the foliWing
was good' or bad. Then, for each bad
ft

-7 come. For each good decision, think

C

eCisions, first judge whether the decision
decision,think of a possible good out-
of a possible bad outcome.

a. -last night, Billd4ided that he wouldn't set his alarm look but
would wake up by himself:'

.
,

,
. .4 i

. .-

b. This morning,,Bill refuseato eat an egg that was bought 3 weeks ago;
insteialkhetooked an egg that was bougWe'yesterdays. .

i

c. Bill left the house by jumping oct a window, although his apartment
1:is on the second floor. A

......

- d. When Bill got td the, bps stop, 'two buses, arrived. He tool the full
bibs, saying to himself, "Full buses. et there faster because.they make ewer
stops." '. .

.

. . v
. . .

. p
.

.

t e. When he arrived at his college, Bill; was late to class. He entereci,
et

another class, saying,'"I have to make life moreinterestin#." %

, ..

.
1.

g. -11111 had an appointient with a demist at 2:00 p.m. He arrived

at 105, saying, "I'ddh',t wahloany.moretrouble today." . 1

g. The minute Bill
ing to hiiself, "I still
too tired to study."

got home, he at down to study for his exams, say-,
feel pretty good. Ildter this evening I will feel

.6

h. In the evening, Bill went to visit a friend he hadnt,t seen in a long'

time.

i. Bill walked back home, saying to himself, "The bus schedule at night

is terrible. Sometimes yoit have to wait anhpur for a bus.
II

-

j. Before going tosleep, Bill set his alarm for 7:00 in the morning,
saying to himself, "I have to learn from experience."

'24 Think of five examples of good decisiOni which may be followed by. .

Aundesired results.,

15 29 A
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, .
DEFINING THE UNCERTAIN SITUATION

.

4' .InNduct4i\I
...

'
,.

-, .y "a the f rst of January, 1981, Wilma A. Smith, 'the lessor' will transfer
* . to 'tifeIestee,' George S. Jones, the house keys for the residence at 1850

.

NainAtr4et, Parkington, Illinois." This sentence from a legal contract is
formulated clearly and accurately. The words, "lessor," '.'lessee," and "resit
dencearq explicitly, identified. Every word in the sentence has one and only
one meaning and the whole sentence portrays a clear message.

This strictnesedoes not usually exist A our natural language; our
eyelid* language is net built in such an exact fashion. Everyday laliguage,

* because of-its many uses, includes many wows whose meanings are not clear. '
4 Even two people who know the languagevill not always take the same meaning

from a single sentence. For example, a husband and wife are arguing: "Was
last year's vacation a success?' One says,' "We visited too many cities and

sgot tOausted; the vacation' was not successful." The other counters, "We got k

to%spelew parts of the 'country; it was terrific."
4 7'

This situation is one that could be characterized as a certainty situa-
tin,. The vacation is over and both people know the facts about it. The

. argument is not about the facts but about the meaning of the term "successful."
The diffarence_ArriTle meaning of terms is important in situations involving
certainty. We will see that agreement on the meaning of the terms is even
mete important in uncertain situations.

s
Suppose the argument took place before the vacation. Will the coming

vacation be successful? This is an uncertain situation because no one knows
se how the vacation will actually turn out. Differences of opinion will exist,

-and the'46bate will concern facts about Possible future events; but in add.-
iionjhurt of the debate will involve a lack of agreement on the maaa/ng of
"a successful vacation." Uncertain situations cause difficulties because of
their very.neture.- In order not to make it even harder to cope with these
situationsOone has to.he meticulous about the definitions. Defining terms
is Actually the firit stage in looking clearly at problems; therefore, a
clear formulation of the problem is often the key to good decisions auk
efficient actionee'

=
!#

this chapter we hope to convince you of the importande of clear for-
mulatift in general and in uncertain situationein particular. We will also
recOMment a tool that will enable you to test whether a problem is formulated
clearlyt

Viguene4s. and Ambiguity in Language

If we ask forin opinion about a mutual friend ltd get the answer "nice,"
. *e will not learn much about her character or her appearance. There are many

words in our vocabulary like "nice," "successful," "difficult," or "bad" that
. 4

pointou0 the 'speak-arid general intention without communicating much

it
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information., In daily like, we.infer the exact meaning behind such general
words And phrases with the help of past knowledge about the circumstances
or past acquaintance with the speaker. For example, when Joseph tells John,
"What a nice day," John can interpret it as "The sea was qUiet; it was not
hot; nothing went wrong with%the boat," because the two of them just came
back fibp a day of sailing. For someone returning from a tiring trip, "a
itice day" 'might Elan lying down on the sofa reading a book and drinking beer.

Vague words convey only a general meaning which we make spe-
i iifid with the help of past knowledge and the context in which

they are said.

There oft other words in the language that convey a relatively,exaat
meaning, but each such word has several possible meanings. Consider the fol-
lowing example:

She wore a hard rock '(diamond) on her ring finger.

This is hard r ock candy.

,.

40 He
0
wes drilling through hard rock.

My favorite kind of music is hard rock.

This rockiiig chwir gives a hard rock.

Every one of the meanings is understandable in its context. In a suitable '

context there is no vagueness about the meaning. We call such words ambiguous.

4

Ambiguous words are words with multiple meanings.

;
The Advantages of Vagueness and Ambiguity. There are many domains in

which_vagueness or ambiguity in natural language is.a positive contribution.
A good examp/t is the symbolic language cif literature. The poet David Fogel
has described his childhood as "blue." Be did not intend to provide an exact
definition of his childhood. instead, in, the phrase "blue childhood," he

ruing his childhood;' blue sea, blue
ughts of inner sadness or even of
t of meanings does not exhaust-Ehe
can find a broader and deeper meaning
e poet chooses or even invents vague

e more such expressions, the richer the,

tried to convey general sensations cone
sky, peacefulness. -Blue also evokes t
puritanism '("blue laws"). But this li
possibilities. The poet and the reade
for the expression "blue childhood."
or Ambiguous words and expressions; t
Poem.

Another use of vague language, hick all of us take for granted, is not

O the language that makes &poem rich metaphorically, but the language that makes
the wriEer'rich Materialistically. This is advertising language: "Things go

. better with Coke," "Marlboro Count ," or"Reach,out and'touch soipone." With
vague and ambiguous expressions, e writer tries to influenc e listter
without the listener's awareness f the.ambiguity.

.

if .18
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In daily life, we sometimes use vague or ambiguous language to.avote
conflict or to be polite. If.somebody asks us, "What happened to Fred? Why
isn't he in your officet any more?," we may prefer to answer, "It didn't work
otit," rather than going into detail with, "Fred got fired because he came late,
quarreled with others, and was &'en suspected of dipping into the till." 'By
saying,-,!It didn't work out," we leave the meaning intentionally ambiguous.
In daily conversation, a really specific answer would often sound ridiculous.
For example, "How are you?" No one would be likely to answer in. detail abotit
.bo4t temperature, a lingering cough, recent mood changes, etc. -

Even in formal langttage, ambiguity and vagueness are sometimes used
intentionally. In the peace settlement between Egypt and Israel, there was
mention of future talks about autonomy with reference to the Palestinian prob-
lem. But autonomy for what or whom? This was left unspecified so that in
discussing the treaty, Begin could say the autonomy referred to the Palestin-
iin people, whileSad4 could say it referred to the disputed land.

In summary, there are many advantages to vague and ambiguous expressions
in natural language.

Vague or ambiguous expressions can (I) activate the listener's
imagination, (2) conceal information, or (3) avoid conflict.

The Disadvantages of Vagueness and Ambiguity. The trouble copes when we
use vague and ambiguous expressions unintentionally or unnecessarily. A vague
formulation of a message may cause misunderstanding, wrong decisions, or #.a. u]
interpretations. Most of us remember saying, "I didn't intend to insult you;
you simply didn't understand me," or "That's not what I meant at all." ,After
a long argument, we hear, "Ah, is that what you're driving at? I age com-
pletely." Vagueness causes misunderstanding because of the gap between the
meaning the speaker intends and the meaning the listener'is getting.

Henry claims that during the last 2,000 years, humans have not progressed.
Helen claims that humans have made astonishing progress. The debate between
the two relies on the meaning of "progress." Henry means moral progress; he
does not see any. Helen means technological progress, which obviously has
occurred.

Dan and Paul are'discussing the need for a Saturday committee meeting.
Dan says, "We have to start early because the agenda are so long." Paul says,
"No, I like to sleep in on Saturday. Let's start late." Will they have a
rancorous fight and cancel the meeting without eVer discovering that Dan's
"early" on a Saturday is 9:30 a.m., which is also Paul's "late"?

AM a first step in a:Aargument, the two sides must test the terms.,
Do they understand each other? Do they agree on the interpretation of criti-
cal termsto.When each one of those taking part means something
else by the same term, they will not argue with o other but in parallel.

0
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.==^4 the debate over human progress in the last 2,000 years should begin by
reaChing agrieMent concerning the subject. Even after an agreement that
the topic is "moral progress," debate lvf continue. Helen can argue that
'eliminateng_the death penalty means moral progress, while Henry claims that
it is a 'retreat. But this is a debate about substantive values, not a debate
based on Misunderstanding.

Vague terms cause misunderstanding.

Early agreementeshould be reached on the definition of terms.

A debate after such agreement may be.fruitful and interesting.

. .

Alaebate based on vague and, ambiguous terms is pointless and
unpro6ctive.

Exercises

1. Find in the newspaper or any piece,of literature 10 examples of
intentional vagueness.

e 2. Look at a weekly horoscope.

Find the vague or ambiguous words.
.41

+..//Rewrite the horoscope replacing each vague o /ambiguotis word with
a clear one. '

1...

t.

Did you learn something about horoscopes?
-4,

"he Clairvoyance Test. When we are in an uncertain situation and we can-
not decide between .a dumber of possible answers to a question or problem, we
must first clearly define the problem that faces us. How will we know when
the problem islearly defined?

.

1
. .

A test (determining clarity is the "clairvoyance test." Imagine a
person who knows the answers to all possible questions.. This person is called
the "clairvoyant." THe clairvoyant knows all that happened in t past, all

Pe
that happens in the present, and all that will happen in the Alt re. But the
clairvoyant knows only facts and cannot make interpretations o ififerences.

The clairvoyant knows all facts but does not explain, interpret,
or infer.

A term, phrase, or statement passes the clairvoyance test if the
clairvoyant, relying Bola); on facts, is able to say nether the
statement is true or false.

A question plisses the clairvoyance test if the clairvoy*,
relying solely on facts, can answer it.

1
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1. How many people will attend the lecture?

2. Will the audience be large or small?

The clairvoyant an easily answer the first question: "One hundred forty-
three people will attend the lecture." The clairvoyant will not be able to
answer the second question because it is not cledr whether 143 people is a
large audience or a small audience.

A local group is sponsoring a public debate on creationism versus evolu-
*tionism in the public schools. Two members of the group want to decide
whether it will be a "hot debate." The importance of a clear definition may
be seen if we assume that such a debate has already taken place, that the two
members were present, and that they cannot agree whetfier the debate was hot,
or not. One says it was a hot debate because it went 20 minutes over the
scheduled time. The other one claims that it was not a hot debate because
the discussants were all polite to the finish. How could they define hot
debate to avoid this disagreement? A hot debate could be defined as "a debate
that lasts long after the scheduled time." This definition would not pass jihe
clairvoyance test because the clairvoyant would not know how many minutes or
hours "gong aver" meant. Definitions like "the debate lasted more than 2 me
hours" or "at least two discussants raised their voices above 30 decibels for
at least 10 seconds" would probably pass the clairvoyance test. After the
debate, any one of these definitions could be used to decide whether it was a
hot debate.

Will my two friends become reconciled? The phrase "become reconciled"
must be defined before this question can pass the clairvoyance test. We
could.define it as "my two friends will say hellogto each other when they
next meet" or as "one of them will invite the other to dinner within the next
month." Either of these definitions would pass the clairvoyance test.

.

Of course, saying hello is not really all that is meant by "becoming
reconciled." Often a definition that passes the clairvoyance test will,be
much narrower than the ordinary meaning of a phrase. One way to broaden the
definition is to list several specific behaviors, any one of which would be
taken as indicating reconciliation: "They say hello next time they meet, or
one invites the other to ieriwithin the next month, or they talk together
on the phone at least on within the next month." This definition is broader
but still sses the clairvoyance test. Even so, such definitions do not
capture e subjective -feelings of friendship and affection that reconcilia-
tion implies. Clear definitions.that pass the clairvoyance test will not
always contain all the rich impl dons and associations of'ordinary lan-
guage. But the clarity that the c irvoyance test assures is necessary-for
effective decisiotimskinv

i

effective decision making, all terms in the.problem state-

ment should be defined so that they pass the clairvoyance test.
^ . i
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Is the roadto Sarah's mountain cabin's bad road? What As a "bad road?"
A road could be bad because it has steep hills or sharp curves or because it
is narrow or deeply rutted. Each of thesi characteristics, in'turn, requires
further specification (how steep is a steep hill?). Many definitions are
posiible, and each could, with care, be worded so as to pass the. clairvoyance
test. Which tifinition should we use? To choose the best definition,.we
need to know 4Ey the question was. ked. What decision rests on the answer?
If the question was asked because the county is considering taking over the
road, the best definition of "bad road" may be "costs more than $2,000 to.
bring up to county standards." But if the decision is whether you will visit
the cabin thigfrweekend, the best definition of "bad road" may be something
like "cannot.be negotiated by a 1980 VW Rabbit in second gear without damage
to the car."

Exe rcises

1. The second question in the exercises for the preAoup section asked
you to rewrite a horoscope. Do all the components of the rewritten horlscope
pass the clairvoyance test? If not, improve them.

2. Define the following phrases so that they will pass the clairvtlyance
test. Give two definitions for each phrase.

A clever man,

A thrilling book,

A frightening movie,

A grave situation,

A just trial,

A good teacher,

Nice weather, and

A wealthy man.

3 1The definitions you gave in Question 2 were probably narrower than
the ordinary meaning of the phrases. For each phrase, give an example that
suits the ordinary meaning but does not fall under either of your two
definitions.

.,.;2 35
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CHAPTER 3 . t

LISTING AND.GROUPING POSSIBLE AN§WERS

The Importance of Considering All Possible Answers

In a day care center, the teacher was shocked to realize that a 3-year-
Fad child was missing. She had arrived at the day care center as usual, played
with the other children, had a snack with the'class,'and an hour after the snack
was found to be missing. The teacher asked the neighbors to help him look,for
the child in the area surrounding the day care building, "She probably did not
go far away hour; she's only 3 years old." When the search was in vain
the teacher called the police. Police forces got organized for the searching
process. They listed the possible whereabouts bf the missing child:

Inside the day care center (perhaps she wanted to hide somewhere and
fell asleep),

In the area surrounding the day care center, within a radius of half
a mile (a 3-year-old child is not capable of going very far in an
hour's time),

In a park 2 miles from the day care center (perhaps she was taken
there by somebody), or

In any other place, farther than half a mile away .(perhaps she
climbed in a parked car that began moving).

I
,

t ...-.)

.Only after raising these alternatives did the Wice forces BegiP their
search.

If we compare the police force response to the situation to the teacher's,
we can see the police wete much more efficient. The teacher did not think
about different possibilities cqpcerning the whereabouts of the child. He cen-
tered his actions around the,one possibility thst he thought As most likelyo,
The police also raised the possibility that the child was somewhere near the day
care center, but they considered other possibilities as inn. The child may
finally be found near the day care center, proving that the teacher was right,
but we have previously learned.not to judge a decision process according to the
result. The fact that the child was actually found to be in the neighborhood
does get prove that the thought processes of eliciting and acting on only one
possibility is the right process.

When we think about a problem about which we feel uncertain, there are
some advantages in listing all the *pale answers, even the less likely ones:

1. The elicitation of other possibilities, with reasons for them, weakens
our overconfidence iti'the first elicited possibility. If the teacher had
spoken with the police, listening to their Possibilities and arguments 'prob-
ably his confidence in the idea. that the child ia,near the building would have

been weakened. He'would probably have thought,."I have to admit that I didn't

think about those possibilities."

O
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2. When one raises only ones possibility, activities directed at other
possibilities are completely neglected. All efforts are centered aroundwone
most favorite possibility; all the neighbor's looked for the child arouncrthe
day care center. Even if, after considering all possibilities, iction were
to be focused on just one possibility, the explicit Listing of-the other pos-
sibilities prepares us mentally for those other possibilities. If the child
is finally found in the park, it will be easier to adjnst quickly tq the idea
that she is there than if we had not thought about it before. We will be
less surprised to find out that she is in the park after raising this as a
poisible place than if we had never thought about it at all.

3. The listing of other possibilities can also be of practical,ippor-
tante. If the child is not found near the day care center, searchers will be
,gent more quickly,to other plaCes. There are also situations in which it will
be possible and efficient to act on many possibilities simultaneously, sending
some searchers nearby and some to the park.

.

?A. One does not alwayslact ia accordance with the most probable possibil-
ity. Even if the police believe that it is most probable that the child is
near the day care'center, they may prefer sending searchers to the park where
there is a deep pool, because of the danger for the child. In those situa-
tions,

(
tions, it is most important to think in advance about many possibilities, even
those that are unlikely.

4

It is not appropriate to focus on the first possible solution
that comes to mind concerning a problem. It is bettet to think, in
-advance, about all poisibilities.

.

This process of listing all possibilities in advance enables us to choose
a possibility that is judged by us to be the most suitable (not necessarily

.always the most 'probable). Moreover, we can prepare ourselves menttlly.and
practically for additional possibilities judged by us to be less probable.
Finally,. listing all possibilities enables usto plan for simultaneous action
relevant to several possibilities. For example, the designers of nuclear
power plants try to think of all possible ways the plant could-fail/so that
they can design safety systems for all those possibilities. 11444

4 we should list all possibilities and how we should organize them
will be covered in'he next section.

Exercises

1. ,List as many possibilities as you can to explain the following situa-
tion: . he woke up and looked at his watch; the small hand pointed to
5. Some Light entered the room. His wife was not near him. He remembered
that she told him she would come home at midnight. He became anxious. He ran
to his phone and called his parents. His father answered in a drowsy voice.
No, his wife.is not there. He asked.whether perhaps his wife arrived while
his father was sleeping. He got a negative answer. He considered his next.
steps."
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2. My car won't start. List the 10 most likely causes.

. 3. The phone rang at 6 a.m. When you answered it, there was only a
dill tone. Why? List the five most likely possibilities.

Structuring Possibility Lists

Example A. You meet a pergon. Was this person born in Canada? The
problfm is clearly defined, and it is.easy to list the possibilities. There
are only two: (1) yes and (2), no.

Example B. I halie a die in my hand. On which side will, it fall? The
possibilities are (1) one, (2) two, (3) three, (4) four, (5) five, or (6) six.

Example C. I have a current American coin in my hand. Which coin is. it?
The list is (1,) penny, (2) nickel, (3) dime, (4) quarter, ('S) half dollar, or
(6) dollar.

We will call such lists "lists of pose ilities." In all three examples,
it is easy to list all possibilities. But f the question in Example A had
been, In what country was this person born3," many possibilities would come
to mind. All the countries in.the world are possible. In a situation where
there are many possibilities, we often will not want to, or not be able to,-
list all the possibilities.

When we have many possibilitieS, it is worthwhile to group them
into categorifrs; each category will contain a number of possibilities.

Grouping into categories is guided by a certain rule.. For examplS, we .

could group the countries according to continents. Thus there are seven cate-
gories of possibilities (one for each of the seven continents); each category
(continent) will contain a number of possibilities (countries).4mihe catego-
rization could be guided by a different rule, for example, langtafh: English-
speakingcountries, French-speaking countries, etc. The number of categories
will be the :number of languages .3

Categorization is not a process-that we use only in uncertain situations.
We encounter such a process, daily under another name: classification., For
example, a library is interested in organizing a catalog of books so that
people can easily find a specific book. The books have to be classified

according to one or more specific rules. A book can be classified a:Icor ng to
one of the following systems Or according to several; of them aimulta ly.

1. For classification according tp subject, each subject (topic) will
be acaregoryand in each category.the number of possibilities will be the
number of books on this Abject.

/lk

3
TheTe are a few-countries with more than one official langui4ge. These will

cause problems for grouping, which we will discuss later. /
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2. For alphabetical classification according to the title of the book;
each letter is a category and the'number of possibilities in each category is
the number of hooks whose title begins with that letter.

3. For alphabetical classification according to name of author; again,
each letter of the'alphabet is a category.

Any other classip.cation"is possible as long as it is useful.

One can subdivide any listof possibilities (see Figure 1) into a few
broad categories, each of which contains many possibilities (see Figure
or into many narrow categories, each of which contains few possibilities
(see Figure lc). An extreme case is the case in which each possibility has
a different categoyksee Figure la).

.

(a) 24 possibilities

1

Os) 4 categories with 6 possibilities each

(c) 12 categories with 2 possibilities each

-1

Figure 1. Categorization of 29 possibilities.

The decisioti concerning the'nuilber'of categories depends, of course,

on the problem, on the purpose of the classification. 'When one has to rely
on one's memory, about fiye to seven categories are most efficient. MOte than

,./ seven categories place a strain on Our cognitive abilities, while fewer than
,five may leave, too many. possibilities in each category. of

4

Let us look at another classificati4 problem: Row should you fillitipe
bills on your desk? You want a system that is logical so that you can Vidkly
find an. old bill when you need it. You could file them by month: All bills
paid in one month go in the same file. Alternatively, you could ile them by

f
payee: All the phone bills go in one file. Can ydu think of any other ef-
fieient filing, ystem?

6
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'' Exercises

1. Group the possibilities you raised in Questions 1 and 2 in the
exercises of the previous sect1on into categories. Give a name to each
category.

2. Classify the books in bur piivate library into five to seven cate..
gories., Give a name to each category. What is your classificatilOn rule?

Necessary Requirements for Category Lists
4

Clear Definition. Just as a problem has to be clearly defined and has
to pass the clairvoyance test, so do all the categories (or _the possibiliriesr
if we do not group). We have to define the category names so that the clair;-.
voyant could say without any doubt into which categories every possibility *
falls. If the police forces asked the clairvoyant, "Where is thewchild --in
the day care center, around it, or far from it?," the clairvoyant would not
have been able to answer becauie it is-not clear what exactly is meant by
"around" or "far." But if asked, "Where is the child - -in he day care center,
withinadbradius of half a mile, or more than half a mile ?," the Clairvoyant
could have answered.

.

Consider another example:

.

Alice: How many burglaries were committed in your, neighborhood last
year?

Tony: Not so many.

Maybe Alice knows what Tony means by "not so many," but the clairvoyant
does not. The clairvoyant could not answer the question, "Now many burglaries
were there--few, not so manZ, \or many?" The clairvoyant knows that' there
were exactly 10 burglaries, but is 10 few, not so many, or many? The clair-

voyant can.answer the quebtion, "How many burglaries were there--less than 10,.
10 or more but'less:than 50, or 50 or more?"

It is not always easy to give precise definitions to all categories.
Often. the differences are not very elder, and the bouhdailes between categories
are vague. For example, when you get a driver's license, you must state your

eye color. Eye colors arVproblematic in the sense that they are not clearly
defined. Alen does blue become green? In spite of those difficulties, the
.usual classification is (1) black, (2), brown br hazel, (3),grey, (4) blue, or

(5) green. However, even the clairvoyant may have difficulty in deciding
how to categorize the eyes of someone whose eyes are bluish green, varying
with the color of clothing. Thecategories are not well defined. (One could
define eye color on the basis of wave lengths, but the measurement would be

expensive and notk ry'practical.) In difficult cases, we should agree, in
advance, on a class fication method for assigning each pbssibility to a cate-
gory. .one method i to specify, in advance, that there is a jUkleh who decides

how to classify eac case. For a driver's license, the applicant .

judge; all people d cide their own eye color. In other titoat*ona, we can .

select a judge, or e n require tHat.two people agree on the classification,
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4 a third person to resolve- tied. Wh cou44.for example, specify an expert
decide,, for countries_ in which. mare thin one language is spoken, what

primary'language ,

e". .

Acme call for strictness in the .clear definition of the g o qa,
hevelto be very strict about a clear definition of the CategOrieo:4 t

Important.so that each possibility has a place.in the Classificatien,end:
re will be no arguments. When clear ,definitions are difficult,,we.wili-
:come the 'difficulty by specifying a ossification method in tdvancei

.

::.--

Sometimes developing clear definitions for categories will serve te-. ,. Z..
....

440 vague problem. For example, we could develop categoriesby.arich k.: '.

:lassify roads. The category "bad road" might be reads that have potholes -../...

"its more than 4 inches deep, and so forth. Such categoridefiditions.', '

A/aen clarify what is meant by the question, "Is the road:bad?"
:tivt,

Clear definition is a'necessary condition for a good list 'of categories,.
14 is not a sufficient condition. For a good lisewewig need further .0'

iirements. . .

'Exhaustiveness. Each list of categories must be exhaustive, that is,
mat be capable of including all possibilities. . -. ..

.
In the classification of motor vehicles, the license bureau creates

gories such that all motor vehicles will have a place: trucks, busek , ,

s, private cars, motorcycles, and special cars.

When we say that the year is divided into four seasons, autumn, winter,
ng,'and summer, each g, the 12 months can be assigned to a season.

It is not always easy to create an exhaustive list.

Example A. I decided to ,classify the books in my private library accord-
to subject. 7.could put most of my books under one of these categories:
fiction, (2) poetry, (3) science, (4) philosophy, or (5) art. After putting,
of the books into these categories, I find some books left: a dictionary,

)1r of puzzles, ghee cookbooks, and a book on phetogrnhy. I could add
categories, one category for each of those books, but then I would hove
usny categories, some of them with one item only. -

Amore practical solution for the above problems woqld be to add'only one
:tonal category to wii4all the remaining books' belong. The name of ,

category could Se "other" or "piscellane041," The additional category
assure that the list will be exhaustive- . every book in my library can IF
prized., For the classification of motor vehicles mentioned above,.
:ial cars" was actually the miscellaneous category.

Example B. The editor of the local newspaper grouped the new four.
pries: (1) internationaliews, (2) national news, (3) lotal:ne and

mond:ic news. News for tlpse four categories comes across t4e desk every
but what about all other news? A new Hiss Universe was elected, new te-
hop cancei has promising results, etc. Should the editor add more cate-

rs for medical news, for beauty competitions, or-for anything else which,
.siOng? This would be'ridiculous; almost every day one unpredictable

. ,
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events hapjn thOwould'not into any category. Again, It Is worthwhile

4.

1

#ding only one More category, "miscellaneous," into which all the, other dews
will be grouped. In this way, we ensure that the list of categoried is ex-

- haustiven there are not too many categories, and there is a properplace for
unusual or unpredictable news. Go back to the example at the start of this
chipter; yowill see that theAlst of categories the police developed con-
cerning the whereabouts of the child -was actually an exhaustive list.

A AscellaneOus category is especially important in uncertain situations,
whin it is difficult to think about all possibilities .in advance.

Exclusiveness. lie now add a further requirement. Not only should every
case have a place, but it should have one. and only one place. The categories
have to, be defined in such a way that not more than one of them will include
the same possibility. Ruth and Nancy have a game: a board with squareson
it, dice, and toy soldiers. They decided to invent` new rules for'the game so
that it will be more interesting. Each player tries to move her soldiers to
the opposite side. The one rho. moves all her soldiers first will twin. The
rules for moving are se follows:

1. Each player in tun throws the dice..

. . K.
2. If she.gets an.even number, she will 'progress as many squares as

shown on the dice,
.

3. If she gets an odd number, she williretreat as many squares as shown
on the dice.

A. If shA gets a number divisible by three, she does not move.

. l

" The.two begin playing. Ruth
%

ehrows the dice and gets
.

a six. "Marvelo4,
-

I can :progress six steps." "No," responds Nancy, "six is divisible by three,
you have to stay where you are."

b
A OS .

. e° se, Ruth and Nancy's new rules are no ,good because one outcome was
ITrepresen by two rules .(possibilities); six is an even number and a number

divisible by three. In other words, the catego4es_vre not exclusive. In
the above example, poor giouping caused only an argument, but if the police
forces search all possible aress'for the missing child, nonexclusive possibil-
ities may cause duplication of effort.. ,

.

Tus,the third requirement is that the categorieb in the list of cate-
gories mite be exclusive. The only may to checkflidlether the categories are

exclusive is:by logical testing; we have to imagine a case suitable to two or
more categories. Consider the followingexample. In au. attempt to create

categories.for vertebrates, we decided on five categories': (1) mammals,

(2) reptiles', (3).birds, (#) creatures with fins,-and (5) other. Is there a

1 ertebrate that is included In more than one category? Yes, the whale is a

mammal and has fins; thus, it belongs in both the first and the fourth Cate- .

.:. gories. The categories ace therefore nonexclusive. In thrsame way, we could
think about the piece of news that is simultaneously natidflisl news an economic
news. Oftqn it is easy V.oyercome nonexclusiveness by redefining the cate-
gories. Try the biological division of vertebrates: fish, amphibians, rep-~

tiles, birds, and mammals. .
.
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Sometimes it is difficult to create exclusive categories, as.with the
news problem. One of the following solutions can be adOited:

Allow the person who groups the items the freed
category to put the possibility. This solution is like
posed when the categories did not have clear definitions
will decide how to classify each piece of news. '

o decide in I;hich
lution we pro
news editor

2. Use "miscellaneous" as a category for all ambivalent cases. Then, .

each category will *be defined as "predominantly economic news;","predominantly
international news," and so forth. The miscellsnious-category willAnclude,
for example, news about an international economic problem. The disadvantage
of Such a solution is that the miscellaneous category quickly becomes too fig.
Try to avoid using these two solutions whenever possible. Instead, try to
find a list of naturally exclusive categories.

.

. . .. 4
Let us summarize all three requirements for making lists of possibilities

in uncertain situations; .

.

1. Each category of possibilities must be clearly defined.
f

2. The list of categories must be exhaustive -- include all
expected and unexpected cases.

3. The list of categories must be exclusive--each poisibil
ity should fit into only one category.

be-

In a sense, these three reqnirementsgan always be algt by technical means.
One can achieve clear definitions by specifying a judge; thRs each category is
defined in terms of that judge'sdecisions. Exhaustiveness can always be
achieved by adding one more' ategory, "other." Excluslveness can be achieved
artificially by limiting each category to possibilities that cannot belong in
any other category and by saving the "others' or "miscellaneous" category for
all mixed possibilities, thus,

All As that are not also Bs or Cs,

-All Bs that are not.also As or Cs,

- fa All Cs that are not also 'As or Bs, and

All other.

However, such tvhnical solutions do not always
categorizations. Additional characteristics of

cussed in the next section.

,

t. 1
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Exercises
4

1% in Question g o e.exercises in the previous section, you'classified

ake:books in your library. Check that the list of categories you created

satisfies the above three requirements.
7

2. Check and cfiticize the following lists of possibilities:

k, a. What will the color of the. traffic light be whin I arrive at

'the 'intextection?
.

4 Red,

YelPati, or

Green.'

4,

b. How will the coin fall'

Reads or
Tams. f

.

c. Bev many. coins are in my pocket?
4

0-4;

:

.

gg

r8, or
f 8-10.

.

. :that is his profession?

.

;scientist,

Blue dollar worker,
go. Teacher, or

Other.

e. What book are you reading?

/r, Prose,,
Poetry,
Sdientificaiterature, or
Professional literature.

. .s
f. Where did the tourist come from?,

-

.

rt,

Japan,
Europe,.

Australia, or
,New York.

-4

.3. Por each of the lists you criticized in Question 2, suggest a better $

.list. If you hkve difficulties, list them:

S

,7

401&444
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More Requirementslfor Lists of Categories
.

1 . j

Bachdliftt of categOries must pass some necessary requirements. But for
many problems, we can Create more than one list of categories, all of which
satisfy those require*nts. Which one of these well-defined; exhaustive, wide
exclusive lists is moat efficient? Let's go back to the missing child example.
We have to devise aisearch plan for her. One possible list of categories is
the billowing: .

,
Inside the, day care center, .

Within a radius of less than 110 yards of the day care center,

. . 4
'within a radius of 190 yards or more but less than 500 yards from
the day care center,

Within a radj.us of 500 yards or more but less thai a mile from the
day care center,

Within a radius of one mile or more but less than 5 miles from the
daylare center, and

t,

All other possibilities.

This list passes all three reqUirements: The categories are well defined,
exhaustive, and exclusive. But we can suggest another list of categories
for the same problem: (1) The child is with a relative, (2) the child is
4ith(friends of the famiLy1a,3) the and is with strangers, and (4) other
poeilbilfties. This list is also well defined, exhaustive, and exclusive.
Those two lists stress a different aspect of the same problem. The first
List focuses on distance from the day care center. The second list focuses
,6n the question, "Whom is the child with?" The decision about which list
to use depends primirily on the purpose of the listing. In this example,
it depends on how the police chief wants to organize the search. Should the
forces be st to search in aveas around the day care center, or is it more
efficient to send them to look for family members and friends? If the
police chief believes that the child is not just wandering around but went
to find someone, one of her friends or relatives, the chief would probably
prefer the second list of possibilities.

Consider another classification problem. The area of a certain city can
be divided into subataas in different ways according to different purposes.
There is a division of the city into neighborhoods; this is a division which
is important for city managemextt in order to provide services to all neighbor-
hoods. The same city can be divided according to the density of population
so that the mail can be delivered efficiently. In the first division, accord-
ing to neighborhood, each subarea is approximately the same size. In the
second division, the subareas vary greatly in size (Figure 2).

The selection of a set of categories depends on the purpose of
the categorization.

32 1
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Areas sailar in size Areas according to population density

Pre 2. Dividing a city into subsreas.

7
Often, the important aspects of the probliemarge from the definition

of the problem itself; we are then not free to choose the categories. The

title of a local radio news show is News Across the Country. In this case,

the grouping of the news is according to areas and not subjects. Similarly,

in the case of the missing ahiid, if we ask, "With whom did the child leave?'"

the question directs us to a specific list of possibilities.

In othervicases, the categories are given, and we learn about specific

aspects of the problem from the categories. Suppose the problem is, "Now do

Americans spend their free time?" Consider two lists:

1. List A

Entertainment inside the house (TV, conversation, etc.), <

Indoor entertainment not in one's home (concerts, theater, etc.),

Outdoor entertainment (trips, sports, etc.), and

4 Miscellaneous.

2. List B

Solitary entertainment (reading, TV, etc.),

Active social entertsinment (dancing, conversation, etc.),

33
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Passive 'social entertainment (movies, lectures, etc.), and

Miscellaneous. -+

Each of, these lists presents one aspect of the problem: List A stresses
the place of entertainment; List B stresses the amount of social interaction.
One can think about i third list which stresses the amount of time spent.
The/purpose of the listing is revealed by the categories. In this situation,
even if the problem, is not well defined, one can learn about the purpose of
listing from the names of the categories.

At
After we choose a specific aspect of a problem (searching for the missing

child according to "distance" versus "people"), we can still group the possi-
bilities into categories in different ways; List A--with relatives, with,/
friends; with strangers, miscellaneous--and List B--with her sister, with
her uncle, with MiChael, miscellaneous. Again, the preference for one of
these rises over the other depends onithe purpose of the classification.
For the police it may be more important to know the exact names of people
than to.work with general categories.

Even if the aspect is known, selection of a list of categories
depends on the purpose of the categorization.

There is one more point worth mentioning.' When there are so many pos-
sibilities that we want to group them into categories and when there are no
special requirements leading us to group according to specific aspects, it
is desirable to have approximately the same number of possibilities in each
category. An invitation to a potluck often spetifies that if your name
begins with one of the letters A through D, bring a salad; E through K,. bring
a main dish; L through Q, dessert; and R through Z, drinks. These categories
were selected by counting the pages in a telephone directory, to ensure that
approximately 25% of all names fall in each category. When such a system is
used, the potluck should have approximately the same number of salads as main
dishes, and so on.

In problems involving uniertainty, this idea expresses itself as a re-
quirement that we will try to troup possibilities in such a way that each
category is more or less equally likely. If telephone employees are assigned
to aiwer questions and complaints, an assignment based on single letters of
the alphabet would not equally distribute the work load. The employee answer-
ing only the complaints from people whose last name starts with "I" would have
little todo, while the "5" person would be swamped.. But if the alphabet were
categorized as it was for the potluck, the probability of a caller having a
last name that falls in a given category is approximately the same for all
four categpries: Assigning employees on this basis would thus, equalize the
work load.

To summaitze, categories.for the possibilities of an uncertain situation
must be clearly defined, exhaustive, and exclusive. When these criteria are
met, categories should je chosen to reflect the central aspects of the prob-
lem. IFinally, whenever possible, it is efficient to select categories in such
a way that all are approximately equally likely.

34
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Exercises

1. For each of the following problem s, good andbefficient

list of categories.

John came home from work and found no one at home. Why?

My sister is ill. What is her illness?

'IP
What is the height of the tallest man to pass by your window within
the next hour?

ft.

The fire began in the factory.: What caused it?

What kind of sandwich is that ?.

What kind of car will your friend buy?

My Time magazine did not arrive. Why?

2. Two people are interested in each of the following problems. For
eacJ problem, create a list of possibilities' for each person.

9

a. What score will.1 get in the biology exam?

First interested person: a good student

Second interested person: a poor student

b. What will the weather bk_like tomorrow?

First inne/ested person: a soldier with a long march tomorrow

Second interested person: an organizer of a competition for
model airplanes

c. I called Allan and.there was no answer. Why?

First interested person: his friend

Se6 ond interested person: a thief

d. What flower do I hold in my hand?

First interested person: a botany expert

Second interested person: a chile

e. How much does this cake cost?

Firginterested person: a person who is going to buy it

Second interested person a person whop has on11$1
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f. A truck wan tuck ilty the middle of the intersection and could not
get started. What itt the rekson? -

.-) 4

First interested person: the driver of the truck

* Second interested person: a police officer

.00
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CHAPTER 4

DEFINING DEGREES'OPBELIEF

Introduction

The elicitation of a good set of possibilities is a necessary step for
taking reasonable actions pr making decisions. However, it is not a sufficient
step. Even when the set of possibilities is well defined, exhaustive, and ex-
clusive, the listing of posiibilities does not, in itself, indicate which
decision or action is besilif For the decision as to how to deploy the police
searching for til6 missing rehild,(see chapter 3), the listing of the po sible
whereabouts of the child is,Aot enough. The decision depends on our co
dente in each one of the possibilities (as well as on other considerati )

Thus, an additional necessary step in.any decision we make is to define our
confidence or degted of belief in any one of the elicited possibilities. In

chapter,l we saw that the degree of belief is a personal, subjective feeling;
its external manifestation can give an outsider an idea about ie. In the
presenf chipter, we will inquire into the ways we usually express degree of
belief,and we will discuss how it actually should be done.

Usual Expressions of Confidence

Consider these expressions of degrees of belief:

1. Jones: Will we win the case?

The lawyer: There is a chance we will.

2. Smith: If I buy a pew $200 part for my car, will it bring an end
to the car's frequent needed repairs?

The mechanic: I can't guarantee that, but the chances are not
negligible.

3. Carol: David, are you coming to the concert tonight?

David: Maybe.

4. Physician:

Ms. Miller:

Physician:

Ms. Miller, I recommend that you undergo an operation
which is not easy and even risky, but it is worth doing.

What arethe chances that the operation will succeed?

There's a Oft chance.

' 5. ,Bew(to the palm reader): *11 I pass, the examination?

Palm reader: It's very like/y.
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6. Paul: Do yo think it will rain tomorrow?

Bill: probably; it is cloudy outside.

Don: Do you think itwill snow?

Bill: Ti pt's probable, too.
.

Mark: But less probable than rain.

These six examples are concerned with uncertain situations. The mechdific,
physician, and even the palm reader cannot give a certain answer to the ques-
tions they are asked. Each one of them chose one answer and indicated their
degree of belief in it. This degree of belief is expressed in different ways
using different verbal expressions: "there is a chance," "maybe," 'very
likely," "probably," etc. In daily conversations and in the news media we
often hear verbal expressions that convey the speaker's degree of belief in
one or more possibilities. Dd those words clearly express the speaker's de-
gree of belief? Does the listener get'a clear picture of the speaker's sub-
jective fdtlings? Ms. Miller was told that her operation has "a good chance"
of success. What does this mean? The mechanic claimed that "the chances are
not negligible"; what did he really mean by that?

In chapter 2 we discussed the ambiguity of our daily language. There we
were concerned with-ambiguity in the definition of uncertain situations. We
recommended that the question or situation be defined clearly to avoid misun-
derstandings and wrong decisions. Just as there is much ambiguity in the
definition of uncertain situations, there is also much.ambiguity,in expres-
sions indicating degree of belief, as can be seen in the above examples. In
daily usage of language, the same person often uses different words to express
the same amount of belief. Moreover, the same word is used by the same person
to express different degreed of bblier (see Example 6).

This vagueness and ambiguity prevent comparisons among different expres-
sions of degrees of belief. It is difficult to rank the words to determine
which one expresses a higher'degree of belief. Try ranking the following
words a ording to,the amount of degrees of belief they express, from the
snaile t to the highest:

A good. chance,

41 Quite likely,
A fighting chance,
Probable,
Rather likely, and
Maybe.

I.

It is difficult, sometimes impossible, to build a scale out of such words.
Is "probable" more likely than "rather likely?" 'What is the meaning of "maybe"

and "s1 fighting chance?" Where exactly is their place in the scale? Even if
you can build a scaleof words expressing degree of belief, a comparison be-

. Mean your scale and the scales of others will show how much disagreement
-, there 1.44.
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Furthermore, if we arrive at an agre d scale, we will not be able to de-
fine exactly the relationships between tI scale steps. How much more likely
is "quite likely".than "ratheilikely?" /What is half as probable as "a good
chance?" Such vague expressions for degrees of belief cause much misunder-
standing. The speaker and the listenei often do not share the same meanings.
A lodg debate can result from such ambAguities.

One can claim that although tne/ianguage is full of ambiguous expres-
sions, we generally understand one another quite well; moreover, it is not
,always so important to be precise and clear. Sometimes, indeed, it would be
ridiculous toirequire such clarity, Although this is often the case, it is
not a justification for ambiguity/&n other situations. Carol in Example 3
may be satisfied with David's answer about his possible presence at the con-
cert, if,his presence or absence, is not going to affect her decision to go.
But if his presence is going tolaffect her decision, his answer may be too
vague. She does not expect him to answer with certainty (since he himself is
uncertain) but wants to know how uncertain he is. Are the chances high, low,
very low? -His answer conveys-';;iy uncertainty and fails to indicate his

.

strength or,egree of belief./

When malting decisions in uncertain-situations, the ambiguity of veAsar-
,expressions intended to convey degree of belief makes a decision more diff i-
cult. The lawyer's, mechanic's, and physician's answers do not help their
clients much. Does the lawyer's answer, "there is a chance," mean that the
chance is high a4lob to justify the money and time that will be spent in the
judicial process? Do the mechanic's "not negligible" chances, justify spending
$200?

Vague expressions of degree of belief can (1) cause misunder-
standings and (2) complicate the decision process and lead to un-
wise decisions.

In daily conversation, there are ways to overcome ambiguity in verbal
expressions of degree of belief: We use hand gestures, facial expressions,
and often vocal infections. One can express the sentence "there is a chance"
differently using different vocal inflection which will indicate either a
small chance or a large chance (try it). But in written language these de-
vices will not help.

Another ur to overcome ambiguity is to create a common scale of words
in a group of people who are engaged in a .decision process. This will be, of

course, an arbitrary scale, suitable for, and agreed to by, that specific group.

This solution may be good for some cases, but it does not solve all the prob-

lems. An 4nplligence officer gets houfly information concerning enemy troop
movements. /On the basis of this information, she is asked to express her
daily degr of belief in an outbreak of war. The changes in her feelings :

from one y to another may be very small, but those small changes may strongly

affect a ecision to mobilize the reserve forces.. Even an agreed-upon scale
of verbal, expressions may not be sufficient to distinguish small but important

differen4es in degrees of belief.
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Another disadvantage of yerbai expressions of degrees of belief is demon-
strated in the following two examples :, )

1. The chances of war are equal to the c ncep of rolling,* six with a
fair die.

2. Mr. Baier.has aLminor medical problem
only slightly. The problem cab .solved with
chances for its success (removii4746 piobles)
rolling a six with a fair fie,*

Although the chances expressed in both examples are identical (both are
identical to the chances of rolling a six), people do not judge this say.
The chances of war will verbally be expressed as "high" or "considerable,"
while the chances of'the success of the operation will be expressed as "small"
or "negligible." ,Why? In the judgment of degrees of belief; chances, proba-
bilities, etc., we tend to take into consideration4Values, gains, and losses.
The chance of war breaking out is called "considerable" because of the high
losses involved in it. Ilk same chance, in Mr. Baker's case, is judged as
"low" since one can live a decent life with the problem and because the risks
are high.

For decision making under uncertainty (shall we call up reserves?), one
has to take account of each possibility's chances (will they attack or not?)
and the values, gains, and losses associated with each possibilify. It is im-
portant to convey to the 4ecision maker a separate picture concerning the
chances (degrees of belief) and the values. If Ms. Miller (in Example 4)
wants to make a decision concerning the operation, the physician should give
her a separate evaluation of the chance* of success and the pain, cost, and
so forth. By saying "good chances," the physician implicitly conveys his ('
advice concerning whether or notikthe operation should be performed but does
not clearly express his belief concerning whether the operation would be a
success.

that affecti his daily
a compliCated Qperation. The

are equal to the chancesof

For good communication betmeen people and for good decision-making
processes, it is important that the expression iodic ting degree of belief
indicate strength-of belief only, and not an evaluat on of that strength in
the context of the decision problem. Such eval tion can be expressed in
a second stage after the strength of belief, has en clearly expressed. The

verbal expressions for degree of belief tend to confuse those two aspects of

an evaluation.

4
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Four disadvantages of using verbal expressions to express de-
.

grees of belief are:a
1. The usage and understanding of such expreitsions are incon-

sistent both within a person over 4fferent occasions'än4 between
people on the same occasion

2. ne of these expressions conveys varying degrees of
belief dep g on the context. 11/

I
3. .These exprestionss are sufficiently sgsitive to small

,het imfortant changes in degrees f belief.

'....A .

A. These expressions may confuse strength of belief with elc-
pressioris.of value. .t

. . .

V

In the.light of these disadvantages, we, seek a different tool to express
our degreeaof beliefthst will be understood unambiguously by everybddy, will
enable Aft& make comparisons between different degrees of belief, will'be
sensitive to smallchanges in degrees ofbbelief, and will distinguish between
the quantitative dimension (strength of belief) and the evaluative dimension ,

(values, gains, quid losses).

Exerts

1. Find in the newspaper at least five paragraphs in which there is a
verbal expression of degree of belief.

2. A horoscope is a way to deal wia uncertainty. Choose one horoscope
and point out words which express degree of belief.

3: 'Bank the expressiqns You collected inlexercises 1 and 2 fret the ex-
*N.- .pression that indiates the/smallest degree of belief to the one that indi-

cates the highest. What are the difficulties you encounter?

Numerical Expressions of Confidence.

What are the chances that the Boston Red.S1 will win the American Legue
pennant in 1985?

.
John: The chances are'50-50, because the YOML York. Yanke

r'.tO0
ght win it,

'

Don: There is a 100% chance.

John and Don express their degrees of belief in the possibility that the
Boston Red Sox will win the American League pennant in. 190., They'do not ex-
press it in words, but in numberdi 50 and 100. We understand exactly their
feelings: Don is much more confident than John. We will adopt the4 way of

. expressing degrees of belief.

k 54 41.
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;1100.assume that each one of us has a full.store,o!:confidengg. Mies
ni f4,1 completely confident about something, when you .f.ael .Ortainty you 0
11 express it by saying that you attribute your whole store 'Wconfiengp.

. ,

am completely cqnft4gmt that I 'am read .nos,1;'.I f eel f.1,, .....

t. 1110 give 100% °IA? cOnfidence-to%it. Oh the other har14.......,

nty regarding a giestion4 our,store of confidence is die-, A

ibuted among thglgois*bisanswers according to our degreepf belief in each
hn believes that it 'is juWas_ likely that the Boston Religolf 4.11 wiriOr not
ft the pennant. Be therefore 100%'confidenOe eii xbecle44. tile' ,two , ,

ssibilities: The Boston Red:SoXwiiii win the-ateri4an.Peggne Ovnht, and
e Beaton Red Sox Will not win the American League pennant. '01,er.iney.4hink
at the chspces of direiiloston 'Bel Sox are much higher than tkOse Vf t14 other
sms):he gives 70% of his confidence. to the possibility the Boston team
Li Vin and pay 30% of his confidence to the possibility tbst:,Boston will
t win. Johns 01iver,-and Don 41'N.tcle their store of .confidence differently

. .

-
.,t ''. _

4....

.
N ,,,

L1144 e8 describe the total store of confidence with a circle of 4 constant ,
.

, _ .

aa, 'ilk division of .our score .of oonfidente to all the poisibilities is
)wn with pie-shaped sectors of the cirf ie. Don; John, and..,011:yer's answers .

I be desgFibed as shown in figure 3.
.

- ' r , - :Iii:

it, 100% or it
rtainty regaidin
en we f eel uncer

tween the two ApssibilitLes. ' - NL

0 4v

e

0

John Don

III Boston will win '' ' Boston. Will not win

50

Figure 3. Different divisioni.of stores of confidence.
.

**-i-i

Alf
. .

. .

The 4ivisio confi ire maybe dif ferent.from7 person torperVil, since
rees of belief are -personal, subject feelings.. ,4.1104ever, rhea! is ome-

ns common to all 'Albers: The nu assigned -.to ail the, possibilities

up to 100. If the confidence store s 100.and if we divide it among ex-
sive and exhaustive 'possibilitiesr th we have to use it all The, two

sibilities that the Boston Red Sox Will %:/4 or that they Will not win arey
course, exclusive, an4 exhapstive possibilities, since no tie is possible
n one has two such possibilities, one can infer, of ,course*, from, the .

nces ,given to one possibility shout the chances given to the other One.

;.1!.- --
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0 The number we assign to a possibility expresses the percentaii
,

of our store of confidence. .
.

. , .

If the list of pOssibilities we elicited is eXhautti'Ve and if the pos-
Sibilities are'mutually exclusive,, then the sum of the degrees of belief given
to each possibility must add up to 100%. If, after the distribution of num-
bers to all possibilities, we realize that they sum up to less than 100%, then
either (I) we atftibuted too Little of our confidence to one of the possibil.r
ities or (2) the list of potasibflities is not exhaust ve. .If the numbers sum
up to more than 100, then either (1) we attributed to much-confidence to one
of the posstilities or (2) the possibilities area exclusive. X10

-
.

The followingexample is adapted from chapter 1: What is the longest
river in the world, (1) the Nile, (2) the Mississippi, (3) the Amazon, or
(4) other2 stay and Benwweri not sure regarding.any one of the possible an-
swers. They divided their-stores of confidence differently (Figure 4).4a

114EZ Ben

1. Mississippi 30 1. Mississippi

2. Nile 35 2. Nile

3. Amazon 20 3. Amazon

4. Other " 15 4. Other

Ray

100

so

--30

10

50

Figure 4. More divisions of stores of confidence.

..

1e can Olt_that Ray fee
fidence'morelevenly awn

Is more uncertainty:tin Ben; Flay distributed his con-

.

g the four possibilities.
.



Exercises

I. Consider the verbal express
exercises in the last section.

ons Oh collected for Questionki of the
1 $

a. If you had to translate ach phrase into a number indicating per-*
centage ofconfidence, what number wo d you choose?

b. You probably are not m2letky sure ab t your numerical trans7
lation. Give an'upper and lower 1 to your tra ation such that you will
be nearly certain that the word i icates a percentage in the' given interval.

. ,.

c. iank the words accord g,to the range of the interval'. Can you
learn something about the words fro the range' of the intervals?4

.
A. Following area number of possibility lists with numerical degrees,

of beflef assigned to each But the numbers do not add up to100. For each
list, decideOhether the list is wrong (the possibilities are not exhaustive
and/or not exclusive} or if the faplt,is:with the distribution of probabil-
ities. Then correct the probleyoutfrda.

.
. .a. -

a. When will they .install a new felephone in our house?
. i

Today-10,
Within 3 days7-40,
Within a week--80,
Within 2 weeks:-95, and
Other r-5..

1 ,

b. What kind of car will stop to pick up those two hitchhikers?

Private car or truck- -60,
Commercial.truck-25,
Tow truck-:-5,
Taxi --20,

Bus - -5,and
Other--10.

c. Where did.I first meet hit?

At high school--20,
At
At 'i party--15;

In ray neighborhood-10,
At a football game--20.

and

d. Why didn't Henry call me as he 'promised?'

He fofgot--30,
Be iatentionally didn't call--51 ,

he telephone was out of order--10,
The tilephoneWas busy - -2, and ..

Other.1-30.

.;)

16.
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is Why won't the car start?

Alectrical-Troblems-30,, _

t battery-0,
.../,. t' `put,' of

Engine,flooded--2aumnd
Otherz-2&

, . .._ .The :Advantages of America !noted:31one \
. ` . , i. s .i ,, . . . , .

- !hen Ray. and Ben ,distribnted 't,\Neii-cotilidence amain the foeepasibili----1 ----'
ties' ye_ tintlf-diatelyknew who ',pas more certain,, in hies chosen gnawer::: The _...,.' -- -----

. uume4del.Janguage as an expression of. degrees of fielief has-ji-aihkeI of -a6- . ---- --

.
vallpsop over verbal' language : ..

`

yt,

a-

.. .
%-

v-

. ' Wli_.... .

.% :
. 0 . .-.

. ',. . .

1 0 , umbeis oyercome ambiguity and vagueness of.'verbe.1 exPressiiins:-
umber .xe interpreted-i tically by all_ users The numlier 'xs.z:esaes a'

.

-.pereentrage of all.confidence "attributed to an' answer or an el.%fr-When Johli":'
,aaya,-50%_,tothe chances, that tile Boston Red"Sox will win the American League -

''..., ,. pennant.; 1,70.140..pcactlj, how he feels. Re means, and we iiriderstand,, all' of t, .. .1"these tkiug.);:,
1.7 ./ ,/ " f

.1;s h 4,hatt;54 of, his -store of !confidence
'I,

" '''"..:
-1 ; '

/t4t.'*.y."Iiill .

. . . , tt ,
%

b d to the possibility
.

. . tsk

It ;Mac 30; his confidence Is attributed, to the possibility thit
.0.11,
.

..,, . .;
It: that .*.4e..chancel that they will win and the chances that_ they will iicg:

,..,. ;,. iiin..'ariveriived by him to be identical`, . .
i.,

:Ye.-- -
. .

..,-'' .̀
..i -./'.....,:;0.t,i2Thap.:JOhn--ssdegrees of belief can be diagrammed as shown in Figure ./.

* A

"'.k .. ,1,,. .

-- a 'f' . - 5';a0.-, '- :
- ..... . -.=, ::. f: ,;..,:,,,.,. .,; Pl, -...% 1

r.,;-:3:611#;:hils. the same' degree of belief .in the Red Sox's
15.4*,:f.tair _coin coming .up heads. %--
,t_.

.
.

st ,'

.,. ,

ng as -

c: hen P;'
,-. pp" el,,Antl.th.Arab. countriip mill baalgned before the end, pf ,p

.ire 2,0,.:A,a.me:saa,..(and.me._onderseand) that his 'confidence dal
itieiile14;- ..%:-..". : '" '. 4

1 ... t k e..f
. . , 1.... 1 i'

.....1'4
...1c...'. 1..:: -', y

tan, says diet. the `chances ale? a peace treaty' between

.

1,..,.1;...,, ,.....,..t. -,
1 . . tkl',...,-.=, .. -i . ...

ion f.ititztoivit
N.,oilfic140,.. . ,:,..-

. i,.t.. .4.;,1 ;.. .- :,,,: . -..- .., 4. -1,5 , ;-48. ,65,..-4...1.,...,..
-..,...-'. i -,...,,....-..
-....-....--mt...,/,.--;,,,-----i------- .- 4---.--
--....zi'.:-'..--.;/.,r-.... ..;-:.-,...,-... ,

.

..V ,;;
-4.-

year 2000 io
as shown in

:g t
1r;

. .

4

::4 ;.r":;.;

Figure' 6. -Ditision of stores
of continence-

. _



'As can be seen, the same numberalways expresses the same degree of
belief. , Different degrees Of belief are expressed by different numbers.
Every number has one meaning, identical for the speaker and the listener.

2. There Is no controversy concerning the relat4ve strength of different.
numbers. Fifteen percent is higher than 7% and, lower than 32%. If two pOssi,//77771
bilities are assigned 7$% and 25%, then the chances given to the first are
3.times as pot as thine given to the second. Thus, numbers enable us to

- Sake precise comparisolts among,different degrees of belief.

3. With number, we
,

can express small,differences in degrees of belief.can "express

SUppose thatthe intelligene officei who receives information about enemy
troop movementt Uses numbers to express, each day, her degree of belief in

. the outbreak /0'f ear., Mich numbers may be used in conjunction with a decision
,rule. For example, the'rule may specify that if the chances are more than 10%,
part of the'restrNas are called up; if they are more than 20%, more of the

/: reserves are cared up, etc. The difference betwien,10% and 20% may not be
clearly conveyed and perceived with verbal expressions. .Often, as in this

0/ example, a, decision maker has a threshold on the chance scale beneath which
one action is taken and abovewhiCh another action is, taken. Such threshold

/ .

N.
paints can be a result of a long
such threshold points needs

of .

4. With numbers it is ea to differentiate bStween the qua ity
,. - ,

/ .t
dimension which reflects the stre _t of the degree of belief and t e evalw- 1.

stiVe dimension reflecting the value. inheren in the decision= ing\conte ,-,:-..,

The nUmbei expresses chances only; it does not press .values. tet ,usin
. T: .. :.: .- ::::=

"a number to express the chances, one. could add Some wards-to expres one
.. r...;'' Pr>.

evaluation concerning those numbers in the decisio1making context. For e
i t

.ple,'"a 20% chance of a surprise attack is too high" means, implicitly, hat;; . ;,:,-,....i

something has to be done about it. However, if the characteristics of; an i a , ,

."4--:
event tend strongly to influence its probability evaluation, it may also af- ,. ..%.

fect the given numbers. .. .

ision analysis. A decision maker using
umbers.

/
I

1.. Numbers are understood identically by ail users.

2. Numbers allow comparisons betweeh degrees qf belief.

.

3.. Numbers can convey sall differences in degreei of.beliei.
's

,
.

t .Numbers separate the quantitative dimension of chance from
( the evaluative.onl.

..1

( 1 ....

: .. ...1%

WhY.Do People Use Vague Language to Convey Degrees of Belief?
. ..

, .
. .

If you are convinced that is much better to use numbers to,convey c'

degrees of bdlief than to use verbal,expressions, you probably wonder why
.

most of us continue to use verbal expressions in daily conversation,. in the
dews,' and even in a c Manusaiipts. # .

1

AP
t

. ! ,

.,

1

-a'

A
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.Most people are no aJare of the problems created byk verbal expressions,'
an.therefore d o n atrieek alternative ways to convey degrees of belief. Row-

. :4 evert ,some of those vimm are ,conscious of the disadyartages bf verbal expres- .
sionretuse to list numbers. For most of the problems they face, people have
a. genre' feeling:_regarding the chalices, but find it difficult to translate

., _. these feelings into numbers. :Acia:errequires a clear Specification of the
feeling: Are my feelings best expressed as 20%, 30%, or maybe only 10%?

AI:. . ,
-:- - .. . .

Not-. only do we find ,it difficult to translate a vague feeling into a num-
- ber, but we may believe, in addition, that using a precise number implies

. .exact reasons. When we say, "it's very likely, we do not feel the need to
..: giva a detailed justification for our statement,, but we do' feel thi's oblige-

4 4... ` tion when. we use the precision. of numbers. We expect to be asked, "Why 60
v instead' of 55 or .70? How-did you arrive at that number?"

. a

Another feeling that seems to be psychologically associated with the
use of numbers to express degrees -of belief is the feeling of being responsi-
ble for the !result, A mechaniC--may refuse to say 80% for the chances drat
the car will'work.for a-year without problems, thinking that if there are
-problems, be will; be eccusekOk a misstatement.

-.....- _4, ,-
4

-.- Can We overcothe these difficulties?, -
.,

, The Difficultif of Blicitinik thshbers. We will -propose a method for
elicitation in the next seCtiO. , , t

' The Diffisulty 'of Justifying the\thimbers. Stade the numbers reflect
',.-!,,:_+', subjective degrees of belief,. it is sometimes difficult to justify them in

detail. And it is true that statirii.a specific number,, like 80%, makes , you
.,.-; _ ,;'sounA more committed than using a.verboit phtase. like- "very 'likely." The very.;,.,

7 - --:, advantage of clarity (communicating unatabitiOuily with others} results in the
: disadvantage of apparent precision e'en When -xoti; dO nOtofeel that precige.

'-..,in the next section we o era way, of .using.numbers to express degrees of be-
tief..thiit avoids the . . licat ion of precisiO4 'by giving a range of -numbers

....-,-;-,
,_

-' -1',',. .1Tistead of a single - era .. '
l'.' It".
",:.: ::-.. . .. ' . .

1 .
..' . .j .. '-' '.The rear of Being Responsible far the Results. in the first chapter we1.-

*:;t:4".......4t. .tgliteci about good decision .processes. and - desired results; We Showed that
14::-t' e? ' : : g4n.: ,g good decision may sometimes be followed by an 'nada:liked outcome;
. .. .

-',but to the long run, good _decislion.proceaStes gill often' result in
-,desired, outcomes than. wrong.decision -processes -will. We also argued that one

10
Minot evaluate one.decision frimits results; cps' bas to look at many deci

!

fe::.; 4 "e ono. We expect a physiCian -to succeed in Soar operations for which she
gave; say, 80.%'chance bf success, Iiitve should liot, expect-her.-ta succeed in

.- imil of these operations. (or. in any particulars one of them)-. if people, learn
not to:,evaluete one decision process by its result, 'they. may be less concerned
about expressing degrees of beliefas numbers For each separate case,..a mmi-
ber should-not obligate you any. more than a word does.

. b .
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Eliciting Numbers to Express Degrees of Belief

We may overcome the difficulty in eliciting.numbers with the help of a
Small device called a chance wheel (Figure 7)' This circular device repre-
sents our total store of confidence. Around the circle there are numbers
from 0 to 100. The device is actually com-
potted of two interlinked circles, one dark
and one light. The user can manipulate the.'
device to change the size of the dark sector
from 0%to 100% dark. The numbers around.the
circle indicate what percentage of the circle
is dark. ft: the middle of the circle there is

75a pointer that we can spin. If we spin the
pointer, the chances that itwill land in the
dark sector are the same as the proportion of
the circle that is dark. When we say we assign
"25" to the chances that it will rain tomorrow,
we mean that 25% of .our store of confidence is t

assigned to the outcome "rain" and the remaining
75% is assigned to the outcome no rain." These Figure 7. Chihce
assignments are the same as the chances that the wheel.
pointer, when spun,ewill stop in the dark sector
(25% chance) or the light sector (075% chance).

0

50

% II. Sto I I .1. .
To'lllustrate the use of a chance wheel, suppose Ellen wishes to elicit

from Arthur hit degree of belief in the proposition, "In the next election
the present mayor of our town *Ill to reelected."

Ellen: What do you think are the chances that in the next electiowthe
y

present mayor will be reelected?

Arthur: I have no idea.

Ellen: I am sure you have some beliefs about it.

Arthur: Yes, I think that the chances are-small.
4

Ellen: How small?..."

Arthur: I don't know.

Ellen: Okay, let's find out. It11 offer you two gambles. 'One gamble
involves the mayor. The other involves the /chance wheel. In either gamble

t. you can either win $100 or lose nothing. All, you have to do is tell me which
kamble you'd rather play,

Step One

Gamble Number 1: After the election, we Will see who the mayor is. If

it id the present mayor, yo4 win $100. If it is someone else, you will neither
win nor lose anything.

I 61
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Gamble Number 2: After the election, we Will spin the pointer on tliis
Chance wheel, with the wheel set at 90% dark (Figure 8). If the pointer

stops in the dark area, you will win $100;
if"ehl pointer stops in the light area, you
neither win nor lose anything.

*.latich do you prefer, the first gamble,

or the second gamble?

Arthur: I prefer Gamble 2; I'm nearly'
sure I will win.

-Ellen: Oat do you mean by- "nearly
st.?"

' Arthur: There're 90 chances out of 100
to win.

Ellen: Can I infer from this that the
mayor's chances oreelection are smaller than 90?

Arthur: Sure.

Ellen: Okay* here's another choice
between two gambles.

Step Two,

Figure 8. Chance wheel
set ft 90%
dark.

Gamble Number 1: 'After the election, we will see who the mayor is. If

it's the present mayor, you win $100. If it's someone else, you will neither

win nor lose anything.

Gamble Number 21 After the election, we will

spin the pointer on the chance wheel, this time
with the wheel set 10% dark (Figure 9). Now which '''

of these two gambles do you prefer?

ATpairt On the wheel, there's not ;much chance

of winning. I'd have a better chance to win with
the mayor; I'll go with Gamble 1.

Ellen: May I infer that the mayor's chances of
reelection are larger than 10?

Arthur: Right.

*Ellen: 0 t s try again.

49 62
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0

4 50

Figtire 9: Chance wheel
set at 10%
dark.
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Step Three

Gamble Number 1: Gamble 1 is on the mayor' again. It's the same gamble

as in the first two steps. '

Gamble Number 2: Again
dark (Figure 10). Whidh one of those two
gambles do loll prefer'nowl

Arsthur: I.prefir Gamble 2.

Ellen: May I infer that the mayor's
chances of reelection are larger than 10
but :mailer than 50?

wesusa the chance wheel,

It Al

* Arthur: Sure.

this time set at 50%

0

75

50

25

Figure ZO. Chance wheel
set at 50% dark.

2

Step Four

Ellen: Now which do you prefer: Gamble 1 to receive $100 if the mayor
wins, or Gamble 2 with the chance wheel set at 25Z (Figure 11)?

Arthur: That's hard one. It's close.
I guess I'll go for the mayor, Gamble 1.

' Ellen: So now I'm inferring that you
believe the chances for the mayor's reelec-
tion are more than 25 but less,than 50.

Arthur: Yes, that's right.

4'

75

0

50

Figure 11: Chance wheel
set at 25Z dark.

Step Five

Gamble Number 1: After the election, we will see who the mayor is.
If its the presfint mayor, you will get $100. If not, you won't win anything 4

and you won't lose anything.

50
63
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Gamble Number 2: .We will use the chance
wheel again, set this time at 30Z dark
(Figure 12).

Arthur: I have .a hard time deciding.

Ellen: Do you have any preference at all?
Do you care which gamble you play?

Arthur:- I don't know. I just can'tchoose
between them. really don't care which one I
get,

Ellen: So is. it reasonable for me to say
that the chances are that the pointer will stop -figure 12: Chance
in the dark area of the circle are the same as the Wheel at n

chances you give to the mayor's reelection, 30%?

75

0

50

25

i30

30Z dark.

Arthur: Yes. 0

Those five steps enable us to elicit a number which expreagglArthuris
-degree of belief. Arthur felt as if he could not express his feelingelpith
a ':umber, but he found he could choose between' two gambles. . At the end,

his hoices conveyed to Ellen his degree of belief. This happened at the
indifference point, when he was indiffewt between the two gambles.. By
the same device, other people could have arrived it different :ambers fgr
the same event; since their feeling might be different. Although using the
chance Wheel takes time, it helps in the process of eliciting numbers.
Moreoiver, it enables us to retest a number given offhand.

It may seem that there is, no relation whatsoever between an election and
the spin of a pointer on the chance wheel. Of course, there is do content'

relation between the two events. The only rely impels the degrees of belief
associated with the two events. It is easy to ive a number to the event of

the pointer stopping, while it is more difficul to give a number to the second
event. With the helvof one, we get a number f r the second%vent; they are
identical numbers when we reach the indiftetence point.

We will not always be willing to give a'prepise number. It-is poisible,

for example, that Arthur would have stopped before Step 5, saying, "I can't I

say more than that the chances are between 25.1n.d. 50." Sometimes we do not
need a precise number; an interval is good enough." Clarity does not call for
a precise number. An interval is'no less clear than a number. As we did not
always require a narrow, ridiculous definition'of, the problem in the name of
clarity (see chapter 2), we do not.always.require it here when specifying ,

degrees of belief.

Nov, after we have. elicited a number?, can wgjustify it? Can we say why

"30" or why "between 25 and 50?" Usually we cannot justify the number or the ,

interval in such a way that. from the justification we could. infer the number
(there are some such cases, to be discussed in chapter 8). We an just state
the many reasons that together-cause.us to feel some degree of belief.

C
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It is not easy to learn a new language. We are all used to speaking in
a vague verbal lapguage when expressing degrees of belief. In daily life,
this language sables us quite well and the damage caused by its ambiguity is
minor, but fo; important decisions it is helpful to use numbers, to express
degrees of belief. It may be more diffieult to elicit numbers but it is
much more effiCient. We understand each other better, numerical expressions
are more sensitive to smell differences in our feelings, and in the end, in
the long. run, our decision processes will be better.

Exercises

1. Try to express in a number the ch nces you atttribute to the event,
"Reagan will be reelected in 1984."

2. Elicit the chances for the same event from two friends, using the
method presented in this chapter. Start with extreme settings of the_chance
-wheel and gradually narrow it down. N

t

N.
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4gP,CTION II: SOME TOOLS

CHAPTER 5

ESTIMATION

Introduction

.0-,A typical situation 'involving feelings of uncertainty is dealing with a
quantitative problem. A few examples follow:

How many people will come to my pa'rty tomorrow night?.

What is the current total number of private cars in the United
States?

What is the shortest driving distance in miles from my house to a
specific downtown department store?

How much'will the trip-cost?

f. Bow many copies of James Michener's most recent novel:Will be sold
0. thi4 year?

'Boo long is the Nile?

. Most of us feel uncertain concerning such questions. We are aware of
II/elect that we do not have the correct answer, namely, the exact number.
These feelings of,uncertainty can be either personal or general (see chapter
1). They are personal if we feel that this is "our problem"; the number
could be found in some reference book (encyclopedia, statistical report,
etc,) or there are people who know it (for example, some officials'in the
Department of TtensporeatiOn knowthe total number of private cars in the
United States). Maybe even we personally could have found out the exact'

411f *umber, prdvided that we have had enough time (like measuring the distance
fr from our h togihe downtown department store). On the other hand, some-
titer flings of uncertainty are general: nobody can be sure, for ex-
ample, how many people will attend your party tomorrow, er what the eliect
population of Babylon was 3,000 years ago.,

1
-%fr-,-

. in the previous chapters we presented sera stages for dealing with
... , questions about which we feel uncertain: (1)

r/
Check whether tfie question is

. 1Cblearly formulated; (2) list different possible answers to it; and (3) assign

. different numbers to the answers describing oursdifferent degrees of belief.

'I In such a w57, we answer a qpestioa and at the same timeexprede the amount
.

41
of uncertainty that we.f el toward it.

ia

. % 1

, ...

Similar rules appl to quantitative problems, where we arelrequently
in ted for practical purposes in getting eithei a simile number, which

,

% seems us the closest to *a true number, or a range of numbers, rather
than deve ing a classification of possibilities and their chances. When
reporters, in ance, cover a demonstration, they want to report one nuw.,

ber (e.g., appro mately 8,000 people) or'one clasr(e:g., between 8,000 and
10i000 people). These reporters know that the chance of their' estimated

41
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number being the exact, true number is almost zero. However, a goodpproxi-
mation illustrates the scale *the demonstration; it was not a small one in
which only a couple of hundred took part, nor was it a huge one in whiCh tens
of thousands of people were marching in the streets.

Quite often when we have to assess quantities we feel that we do not have
the faintest idea regarding the problei. We feel unable even to tell the
appropriate order or magnitude: hundreds, thousands, tens of thousands?
Returning to the demonstration example, the street in front of the city hall
was full of people participating in the ptoteat. How many were there? It
seems as if there is no information available that could enable us to know the
size of the crowd. However, if we think a little bit more about the demon-
stration example and similar problems, by utilizing some methods whichAill be
presented later on in this chapter, we realize that in most cases we do have
some partial or fragmentary information arour disposal, and it-can enable us
to. make some assessment or evaluation. Although it is merely an approximation,
it. should, in many cases, suffice.

The difficulties we face when assessing such problems are in three areas:
(1) We hatreto recognize the fact that we have considerable amounts of partial
informationconcerning many questions; (2) We need to reveal the appropriate
partial information-and to check its relation to the problem under discussion;
and (3) Finally, we need to organize the information in such 9. way that,we can
utilize it well and eventually reach a good assessment.

In this chapter we will study methods of identifying partial in tion
and deriving a numerical assessment from it.

What Is an Estimate?

.

A young novelist who has published some books in the past sent a manu-
script of.a new novel to a publishing house. The publishers read the manu-
script and agreed to publish it. Now they have to decide how many copiea they
should print in the first edition. They cannot be certain exactly'how many
copies of the first edition will,be sold. However, they certainly cannot
claim to have no idea because they have some information that may help them
assess approximately how many copies will be sold, namely, the relevant order

"4of.magnitude:

I.' The publishers have read the manuscript and know what it is about
(for instance, this novel describes one of the old families of the South;
within this framework a love story is told). They know generally how, any
copies of similar novels have been sold in the past.

2.' They axe acquainted with the previous boas by this novelist and
know how many copies have sold.

3. They know how many copies of a "best seller" are sold, and thy be-
lieve the new novel will not be a best seller.

After the publishtra gather and organize all these pieces of information,
they will be able to assess the number of copies for printing purposes.

)
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The procedure for making a numg4cal assessment based on
partial information is called an estikation procedure.

The estimation procedure contains two distinct stages:

1. Collect relevant information on the current problem:
a

Books about old families in the South have in the past sold
about 8,000 copies the first ydar.

The novelist's former books have sold. on average 2,500 Copies'
a year.

A best seller usually sells move than copies a year.

- 2. Assemble in some way all these fragments of information to obtain an
estimate.

The number obtained by the estimation procedure is called an
estimate.

Exercises

1. Following is a list of
rob lens that these people have

r` . .

1

professions. Give some examples o f estimation
to solve in connection with theiv daily ork.

Plumber,
,

Carpente4
Truck driver,
Constriction worker,
Tourist guide,
Dressmaker,
Film producer,
Housekeeper, and
Intelligence officer.

2. Describe five cases in which you have made estimates.

$

Searchink for Relevant Information

s

Jo 's.exam will; take place 2 weeks from today. John,is wondering how
many day before the exam he should,start preparing for it. Does he have
any relevant information that may help hii to decide when to start studying?
Certaiky this will not be his-first exam; he kibps approxiately how many

s he has spent for preparation in thk past for exams of a similar schle and

ce. He remembers also whether the preparation time was usually enough
or whether sometimes he had the feeling that stills needed more timaV
cover all the material, or, conversely, whether he'felt that he had stated

epreparing for the exam so early that by the time of the exam he had forgotten

68
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le .
. .

le vital details. In sum, his personal experience with similhr exams is
`finitely relevant information that he can use to obtain the desired

,

. .

..;

people,cel a ing the coming Fourth of July. Row. many bottles shouldeliiii6

A codple, tudents decided to earn some money by selling soft drinks

ky buy?'' They do not have personal experience, but they have several altei-
Ilmsources fdr collecting relevant information:
. , 0 .

I

. * .

1. in the city.ceiter there are booths that regularly sell,drinks and
Zeshments. The owners of these booths may furnish information concerning
.es of cold drinks on regular weekdays and. weekends. °.

P . 0
6.4-

2. Perhaps some%ot theAcboothelsold drinks last Fourth of July and .

7 may remember the. quantities sold then;

'3. pur students can,ask themselves and others how ny.bottles of.,
d.drInka a person who stays in the streets at this t f year will nor -
ly consume.

e
..

O.
4.

Pieces of informatipti.at our disposal and those we successful1776flect
'basic data to use' in estimattqal. Therefore, it is importaht that. they be
accurate as possible. It is sometimes hard to ensure.that all pieces of
ormation will be accurate'. We normally preferito ufe a piece of informa-
n in which we are more' confident than another piece that we trust leap,
n though the latter may seem to us"to contribute more to the final estimate.

6 .

4
. e

For nest of the quantitative probledia.that ewe face in.oui daily lives
do not have accurate information; thus we cannot solve ihem,,feeling ab-
utely conficrent insour solution. Ilevertheless,, we almost always have siline
tial information.that can help us obtain an assessment. Whit& thinking .

ut these probleufor the first time, we do not always realize we have
h intormatieb (for instance, we:have no, idea,how many bottles of soft ..
irk were sold last Fourth of July). But further ObinglIng in other direc -0_, ,'
ns will reveal partial information that,may help us in our assessment .

tees. We may'think, for insA,Ance,. of the average quantity of bottles con -'
6 &

hot weather.ed by somebody whirsta30 out 1 day in hther. ' .

.,

=
6.,.

6 .

. . .

sh, It is Highly important6(1r to seek relevant infOiMation
actively and, persistently and (2).to pursue it in different .

'channels add directionhd .
.

40,,

1. . s

_ tt

,,. . .* *
.

We can.seek'information by consulting source books OreXper.ts and by
. .

[icing bard enough tperevnal what partial information we already know.
ft if there is pot.enough time'to cpnsult outside sources oF.experts, it
iltrely the case that we find; aiter some thought, that we have no partial

. .

ormation: "
. . .

:

.
, . ,

°lb Alowmaiy.tons of apples were picked last year .in Oregqn orchards? '

What is the weight 0( the.,White licus47

' What is the total length of all the'blood,yeasels in our body?

11,

#

, t ,... . - :1 ; 0
.. .. . . . " .1
.
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For these and
but we should
think of some

.4 g
similar questions we hays to admiethavwe have no idea at all,
noo ove se such claims'oflack of knowledge; usually we can

f approaching the estimate.

4

Processing Partite Information--The Assessment Procedure

The releift information furnishes us with basic data. How can we make
use of such information? How can we process it to reach a numerical estimate?
There axe several methods for doing this. These methods differ in the ,thought
processes involved.. Following are several illustrations:

Example A:" The organizing committee of the coming convention of Korean
War veterans wishes to know the number of people who will attend the convention
next year: This ihfoimatioi is important to the organizers, for they have to
order adequate facilities, parking, food, programs, etc. How can the members
of the committee estimate this number? They decide that they will base their
estimate on the number of participants at the last convention, which was hap.
5 years ago. This information serves as a starting point to use in construct-
ing the estimate. They consider in what respects the coming convention will be
different from the last one. 'For example. the season Isumm9 verses fall),
publicity, celebrities and entertainers who are expected to arrive; etc.

. Based on such partial informatioil the v.mamittee decides thit 25X more people
will attend this year than attended the lest 'convention.

4 ir

In thispexample, thecoriaittee those as it8 starting point a number that

41
they knew accurately. Often, however, the starting point is itself an estimate,

' which is thAn adjusted according to the specific conditions of the problem.
The choice of a starting point depends, in part upon which aspect of the prob-
lem is known with the greatest accuracy. In our example, had notdtbe orga-
nizers of the convention/known how many.people attended the lasa convention,
they might have chosen her starting point, pethaps the total :Amber of
members pf the orgeniz 4

One of the methods for estimation is to begin with a starting
point and to, modify' it according to the specific conditions of the
.problem under discussion.

Example B: A platoon commander in the Air Force was Ordered to pre-

take off from it. He had toonotify his superiorif how much time he would need,
. pare an aiiStrip for emergency use so that light airplanes could land and.

i
for this t4Ek'or, in our terminology, he wasuppased to estimate the duration

1- of the operation. IS

The commander who persobally had never fore directed such an operation,
,recalled that the !basest titration for a similar operation was asfull month.
That operation was directed by one .of his fiiends, who was scolded by his

/
supetiors for taking miuch

-

ltb long.
. , ... 4 /

On the other handf ouriplatodn commander remembered hearing that such an
operation was completed by a platoon in 3 days during wartime: Therefore, he
beilkved that his assignment would take between'3 days and 30 days.

57 70
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i
. 1 ,

Now he considers the ecific conditionik,, The pla,topn is on ii.,011'clittime ; ,
status; there is no nee for exceptionally speedy. actiFM. But i' is Ammer, ,,
now; and the area is eneraIly flat, 'so 0137 oisera510,F C be icarriid,out ,quite .
quickly. Bearing all hese data in mind, the conanander ca Otitaate kow,:rtany

' days, more or less, he will need for execuOig,/trils order. e . .

6

Example C :. Whit is the aeriat-dista kbegweeli..San. ItFancisoo a
Wichita? It is definitely less than the d/sttn4,,frpin,San Francis,t0/0,:Ner,
York, but eit-tal.y more than the distance 'iroAlSait. Fancisco, tec7Sa3.tu,I4ke .

. . -.. \ ,- 1. .:-/ i ,?

.,:-.;,,.:...re i y ,,,,, .1 i .,-*/ j? 1

: - ,?. . ,, J., .

1

P144/

City.
,If we have estimates for the distan s to ,'"rd.iiraia,S4t 1,44 a0T1

we have a range of numbers within whi
shrink this range further by seekin
know the distance between San Fra
a more suitable upper limit, less

th
...classes.Father than using a aingle,estimate.,. In contiapt , fn.tizii:14:itt :pre-..

cedure we try to identify the most plausibleclast .pt_Oen a certain' '01:albeit ;..
within that class. In this respect, the two procOdiees ire essentially "--;
different. . , , -.1 -:,-;,--....,-- - ------, ,. -

. -- .- ......---' --.. .

XF.'"
N. , - .11

' , '
. , I./ ."'' ' .-Example D: .TWO foreign corresp,ondelits,'..Iack .anct Susan, are ifetchiiig

a an IDF (Israeli Damps Forces) parade.. they get.to.wonde-fipt,h.dw many4ftomen "
. . .

--- .--..is.

01010m,,,,

he deiired pail:Am:B*1411 bfr. Wa.,can
more informeti,..Sperl!aps we reaiire we
co and Chicago,' lavi.--this pay serve us as,

treme than. NewlOrti);-.
. ,

Another procedure is to seAect, twir'eXtre
theacwo boundaries considering the specific cOn4itions,,

0 , ..0. S.mate. the desired number. .
. , i'.:.-.. . ., '. ,

, .... %. - .......- ..

-t. . . .. - 4,,...--I--', ---z---1---zi-..;Th ex;eme (kis in this second kind of pro can also ACIV4k, . ..:,
points of classes of possibilities, whanever 'cielian,t ro_COns..416ti-u0.,.--...

. --.

; /.

soldierg serve in the IDE.* ...
f . ' ---t.Z..- ."*.% "..,-..,,. -- .*--:..,` .;".

\C\ -4-Yiltalt":, What doyo4 think the-intok. ber bit AI ., '1%-- ...- ..:.
.

. . .. . .. -.....-1 . ,

'Su s a n: 'Bow Cooid.i know? Th4a clas- s- if l- eA i.--l. o.rgi-or-.n...:-.....
Ii.,

`:..1. ' ':!:..,7-.-.1
-.&.. .. . .

.. ....- .
' Jini(:. I'd; Me to write an article' aboa e't,/te.ii.ciiiii.:ehicliers:In...lirael.. . . -. . ,Letts try:-,to eaximate how many theia.are. . - -- ---- -tx.

gUSai: oi can,,youfigure it oht?' ''- _,. - °° ...
--

---, . -.-.,. ... . . r

-- ..
' l'.-,-;,.

:1

, .

I

-.-.
Jaelc,: t, eel= po, me 'quite simple. The are some 3 milli Er lit

=.1._, --1---3--.-t
--.

Isr li, . ..of ,thei, are female, so there, are about 1..5 millionJewis -wo4e-11
in Israel. the ,avekrige.life.exPectancy 'tor women is ahOut70.years.' In evity -

age group er.4 arei therefore, approximatelly 20,Q.99,women,,,;:because,1..5 41-
lion .divid by 70- is, arOand /0,000 (assuming, of dnirae,.th-7--same nt4j..er7bg .
women 'In act' age proup)'..1(egular mill.tary serlii..*_..,stilor_Xpears. Thus, .
at any * en point in time, there ,are .about 40,909 -woren;s0.1..ciier,#..i..,the arraS, -..5 . .

in two a e groups, i8-19:- and-1.940.
.

. !// '.:,' ,. _ ''''-77--,--- '------.. .--;:.--,.''.:*-.-2-e-;;;'
s

I 0 .1.-!7- .... tar-/-.' . -:-4t.A."-:r.. ' -.
_4- .. --- 6-....=:

S an: gilt a \.,minute you don't wan tha
serve n the army? is >ex deems to me-.. . .,.

- - ,

-...

," 4
4.pf

. I t
.1/

A
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,
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4P,
r

3ack:. Okay, I'll deduct from my estimatimp quarter of thf:women, who do- r
.

not serve' for various reasons. therefore,' my final estimate ip about 30 000., ..
. -, Women:soldiers in fide Israeli army..-.

'

Example E: A tourist and a resident of Los Angeles are %king.
.

. .. . . . ,

tourigt: I envy you. The weather in Los Angeles is splendid; it h_erdly
ever tainniere. In London it rains almost,,every day he year around.

. :. .. -.
Resident: Alihough we do not have as Much rain as you have in London, ..,

I, ,4
t. 'there 'are -plenty of rainy.days .in Los Angeles durin4 die year.,, .. . .

Tourist: What are you talking about? I bet there are no more than,5
`rainy days during/the entire year. .

Resident: let's agree that a rainy day .,means at least 0.01 inch olf rain
during the 24-hour period. It rains in Las Angeles only fiom October until
April.' Rainoln 'other ionths is mill rare, so we can ipiore that
There are 7 months of rain, and Ari let's break it down: (1) in October
and in April there are few rainy days, say, about 3 days a month; (2) in, the '
other Months, too, not every day is rainy. Let's suppose that in each one of
these manure, there are 5 rainy days an the average. So from November until

. March we' ave some 25 (5 multiplied by 5) rainy days. In sum, there are about
1*.isiny days during the year in Los Angeles, Obviously, if the year is

either very rainy or unusually dry, our estimate will change. LI,
Tourist: I an still ehvious. If I do the same calculation for London

/..-.. Weather, I believe the figure will be around 150 rainy days a, year. .
-. weather,
,',;..:;..::,/,'..., . .., ,Ramillies D and Villustrate a procedure wherebytan estimate is constructed ....,

.,,',.:., ,..:`frain.,,partial or even full information abopt related events. Soinetimes'it is , .

,.-., , 441.0 to begin, the whole-, or with d large number (like the enttre Israeli
:''.... %ley'-lafc population,, ads in Example D), and to obtain by compOation one compon,ent....

-.
!ttfittita, "iglole ,..ii smaller number that is our goal (e. g. , the miimber-.fif yome.n .'"...6..p .-.44 , y

other_sta Len; . n cir ;instances we know something about the compon.e4ta,,,. ; I. ,,,,,)
S.

.:. (the .numbeeofirainy .: each. montht as in Example EY, .,,and thk:fugh'ith,ett; we ...?:.,
.'figute ou:tbte'sholo ).ar'e nuriber'4at we are tplig .tp, estimate' (dig: %p ,

47.pisal 34ar).total-sum/of raimrdaya
.t ,' - t

These two methods' jirf ttilty4.1.); called, d>omposl.t.ion,471. ricomiaoa

0

g' "'";
11,`,.:, !;

, . .0 ;/ ,
/ Bin "the:44104 cleMomticta3.tioa, we emit -w.d.thovrewimle,
est Pate atfif.bY,' g Puta 1:13q:plibtiib. the desired Apeptleitt;1

, ..!'
Dail* ate I ,F.Oe 4p.te Min** =/ .

aqd e9Mputatl.pagpomilise ;hem' to. 'get .the d-estfgd.',Ntb40,,,

.- , )(ave d:4,ec 04r meibide, each of chlaiphasiaque. r
,r % ,. . t;:a.. ,! 1 I if - . , $ ,

- 41' - .

/MeIt 51,114Ze o"r 911C.king. 'fie desired set should
-

ft Wart. ,",;,42{./.f,,, v.), :di/. ' ,--
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1 4 These methods are not totally different.,, so we will not always be.
able to statecloarty that v?4 .4 iliz e d one of the four methods. Possibly oux --,- K,

spe-cific methOd will be a mixture of two of more of them. ...
k " *

.- *,

.,

. : %i.2. ) It is often a jtood idea to apply :tve or more me oda. ,
...: ... {. .

3. When you deal with estimates, you will er ainly find "additional%
methods that Were not mentioned here. The' ty,pe o problem and kind ,of infor-
mation. available to you kill lead you to an appropriate method. Thus the.
word "methods" is perhaps too' formal; t:oliele methods should be used merely as r
recommendations. . -

.

Although the methodi discussed differ, they share something in
The estimate is bated On a detailed And explicit procedure. The partial, in.:
formation is 'spetified and so are ,the.ways by which it is processed. These
methods differ from the Common pratioe of estimating and assessing "Offhand"'
without thinking about the available partial informition nor the best way to ,

utilize.it.

''Adiiantages of 'Detailed and Etplicit Estimation 'Procedures
.. _ ,.. .. .
Detailed and e*plicit procedures as described in the prexiousse,ction

will probably produce better estimates. The estimates will usually-be'closer
to the true number than Will vague and inexplicit estimates for the following
feasons: 40 3

. . o

.
/ A ,0

1, Wh we spe5ify the Apeis more time thinking about the
various aspect of VA' problen7w

-7t. The details enable us to examine. the,extent to which we are familiar
with the data needed for solving the problem, how mini of4the desired infor7 .

mat'ion we already hilie,',and what we .itili'n d. In this way we-have some. ...

criteria to judge the reliability .Of the 'es ti to we prodUte.
,.. ', .. . 1

3.. The details "help. *1,4.14 thoim 'items' . out which we. have oonsiderablei
,- `amounts of informatiOn .and therefore can use in, the estimetion.,prdiedure. 14r

eociamp.lis we hays. more .kribriledge about the nntaber ,of" rainy &aye .in ,our area eacht.
month' than.abouk,tA0fOfai number thei.year around. This 4s yhy en attempt a

_..tacklix the iiyobrem,aa a. Whole (tc; 1: ninabesr of . rainy. days an:Qally) vitll irob-
.ablitresule.i.n.less..Saufate "est tea thaa.those: produneci by loolciiu at the0,
details on whici,we have laitqW1cnowledge..(gula-bet of rail* d'ay,s' ea-0.

.:A . 4.; Ak: idditlenial., Idirent ge to reaChing,ab. ebtimate bpi :i.giezil,led shd, '.'.
.

..%?0.-..evlicit way -ck!er.an offhand timate is:that the former is more:Op o
"o.:,...., scrutiny and ccritioi-siii th4n the latter. .he, ,average number of' rainy days eAch
.- .:., month; the constancy ;of .this'.'nuinber' across several monkhd, the modthiVith

;',.,k,t:b.%):014.1t,"Fecilittatiort, ikeee matters and eitpilar ones .are, detit.tabla 414 °Re* .

td scutt.ny The we ein examine the basis for different festinates of the. :tie:"
_. iiiitl..itdral, number of ;sr days in Los Angeles. -WithoUt Such datail, ittio '
3pore,dgfinulp to debatS or to Check :fi4al..esamste e Shen, tle tourist ,.

; in maniple E estiznittkd Cinly . 5. rainy its a Year) .. Similarly, 'teachers pi.,.. :
. mettlemat4si*milli,f0fsr fully, deaKribecissolOtioni over-sollitioni that give... .. 4, -. . ..- '
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(onlyihe auswei. 'pie detailed procedure can be scrutinized and corrected much
more efficiently than Can the finalAumi erical result. '

.Cr

leises

....,-", 1. Suggest one wartq. obtain each bf the following estimates using-I ..
' the methods of decomposition or recceposition. Describe the various componenti

.. .
_ ;,.. gin detail., but do not make any numerical. computations., 44,. a. How many rooms are there itt tote Plaza .Hotel in New. York?.

.\ , .
b. What was the al number of touchdOwns scored by the University

..of Achim foopall tea arson? .. k.
.

I.

, c. How many wc9rds, (including repeats) are there in the Bible?
- I

Whatits tee total Mather Of left handed people nationwide?
.

e. If .all Ohio's Iresideats .sEood4gVe by siAe holding hands, wbuld
they use in encompassing the state's bordeis?

4,--fleet .lab chec4 the reellibility of various commercial. products..
hetesting method- is illustrated by the following example: If the lab is
requested' to approve 'the durability of a certain cloth, say, over 100- vashings,

will sktly,wash a sample of this cloth 100 times and check any deterio-
rat qua4ty. Novo', for the fol),towing commercial products, .please eati
mate the number of actioni,--cfsi instance, vie3hings) that the test4.ab will

" have to carryt in ,order to piove the durability over 5 yeaxs:of use. ..

d.

a. Prod cts tended for use in a house occupied by four persons:
.

.- ' A ;front ' oor key--a single testing actiatiilebeone,4. ...

A
and one Unlocking, a

A lam. tpr%.flushing system, .1
.

An electric light for a kitchen stove, and
.i - . ' f t

An electric wall switch. - ,,

%, , 11
. 4 , r lit : . .

*i b. A ballpoint pen in age by a high school student (testing criteriqn ,1
would b4 the length in feet, of continuous Written line). ..

. ..
c.. A imall .pump for bike tires. 4 .

.
e /

1 s asp ects of modern living: ft /
3. Estimate numerically wim aspecdsg -

. .,. .,

iocki4.. '14

6

. . /
a. llotfimarty filmi have you watched in ydur life? .. r --

6 . t T.
.4 . ' iv

b.; How mucji,I neldoes an alierage smoker spend for cigaretees during ..
a lifetime?" .. .1 . % . * /

.

.
, .. . ... .. A.

.4
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c. What is the total number of hours an average college"student
kits in the classroom before graduation?

4. Row many steps do you take when walking from the, parking lot to
your desk'?

e. .What is the total number of eggs you have consumed so far?

- Checking the Estimate

Checking the estimate is an imptant part of the estimation procedure.
It ts'customary to daterentiate between two kinds -of check: preliminary and
detailed,

Preliminary Checks. We will check whether the estimate is plausible.
For instance, imagine a candidate becoming excited tn'en election campaign
and exclaiming, "Thirty million men are unemplbyed." ,The objedtive of making
the ereliminary check-is t& see whether this figure seems plausible, -It there
are about 1.5 million men in each age group in the United Si then there
are about 75 million men between the ages-of 20 and 70 (see Example D above,
about Israeli womenisoldiers). It is absurd to suppose.ihat almost half of

.

them are unemployed,. ,

.
.

Detailed Checks. Thisform of checking is more detailed than the former
in that we are not content with questioning thereasonableness of a given
estimate but actually make new estimates in one or more different ways.' Then,
we compare the new estimate Or estimates with the original. If the original
estimate 'seems to 1.1,3"t0 be unreasonable, we can.now.reach amore plausible one.

.

The eetimation 'procedure:is based; as was mentioned before, on ,partial
information and logic. Thepm9uht of partial infommation concerning." given
problem.differs'between geOle. Soiebody knows mote and some'others know less
about he problem, Somebody may be familiar with one aspect, while his or her
friend is more acquainted with another aspect, and a third person may be
familiarwith more than one aspect of the - matter.' Various aspicts of the

eliproblem, therefore, help the person or persons"favoried to carry on the esti-
mation

'

procedure in different ways.
1

The followingOs an illustration of a, detailed chedk: .
.

The city engineer tcasked to estimate how long it will,take to perform
some base cdnstruction work on a specific road. Rer superiors want to know
in advance how long to road will be closed to traffic. The engineer is try-
ing to recall tow long'it usually takes.to do the time work and accordingly
reaches adestimete (here she utilizes the firdtkestimation procedure: okart-
ing'fiom some base and -modifying it). The engineer knows this is only an ,
estimate and an error might have occurred (an error is likely when dealing

.;=-04.th iliyestimate).1 The important thing is that the errckshould,not be too
large. Accordingly, she cheeks herself by estimstiqg the same figure differ- '

lenily.1She detimates,the average time duration of each stage of the whole
job and then combines all the.estimates, (reeomposition). Computing the esti-
mates in different ways may rives?. Mises and efrors. If the two estimates

c

0
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are similar, it is'likely that the error is small. However, if they are very
,different, it may mean that one of them or both,of them ere'highly hissed;
the engineer should review all the stages of estimation to see where the prob-
lem'might lie.

Preliminary checking and detailed checking can be closely related. For
'example, having decided quickly that there cannot be as'many as 30 million
snemployed men, we can use Ehe same framework to arrive at a new, more de-
tailed estimate: There are about 75 milrion.men between the ages of 20 and
70; if about 10% of them-are Unemployed, then there are about 7.5:million un-

.employed men. An estimator more knowledgeable aboSt such demographics would
makeban even 'lore detailed estimatethat includes teenagers with their much
higher rates of unetployment, and so forth.

?".

- Each kind of checking can be either personal- -the estimator checks his
or her own estimate, -or interpersonal- -the estimate is checked by someone
else. The city engineer mentioned above made a personal ejieck by recomputing
her,original estimate using A different method. This would have been done,
of course, as an interpersonal Check by another person..

To the greatest extent possible, we should try to avoid lettii4 our
estimate depend on the estimation procedure. There is slwsys one true value
that we are trying to estimate. We wisti to obtain more or'less similar esti-
mates (that is, practically one estimate) oethis value by making use of dif-
ferent methods for computing these estinates

In 'this chapter, we realize the close connection between dhcertainty '

(which was discussed in chapter 1) and partial knowledgek For most of the
daily problems we solve, we have only partial, rather than full, knowledge.
That is why we feel uncertain when dealing with these proh ems. We have

illustrated that there are more- and less-clever routes f r utilizing the
partial information available.

. 4 . .

'We have stressed, qs we did in the fist chapter, t t clevet estimation

procedures cannot guarantee correct answers. However, the importance or esti-

. mationrprocedures lies in increasing the chances of a value that is close to-
the true one.- 0

- .

4.ercisee ,

1% Perform preliminary checks on ehe following estimates; are the '

estimates plausible?
0

InHungary there are 450 public telephones.

It takes a steamship 80 days to circle the,globe.

o One million copies of the New York Times are printed every day.
.

-.1 There are 100 industrial accidents in New York .ity each year:

If all Pennsylvania's residents stood one on top of the other%

the line would reach the moon.
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2. Fors the following questions, try to reach an estimate in two differ
ent ways. Are your two estimates close? If not, improve -one or boXil of them.

What is the total number of babies born each day in your state?

What is the total annual mileage of all the motorized vehicles
in your state?

H many books have been published in the world this year (includ
ng additional printings of all books)?

How many churches are there in the United States?

4

7
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. CHAPTER 6

111

Introduction

SAMPLINb:.** PAT I 6,

The New,York Times, December 20, 1984

New Show Big Eir

4

., . .....

' The new 117show, "M*A*S*H in World War /II," is proving to
be more popular than expected. A public opinion survey of2,000
'respondents revealed by the network today showed that 60Z M
those surveyed reported knowing of and'Iiking the. program.

..., .
*.

. , -3 , . .
. .

Kathaine: It's no wonder that most of the country tikes'this'program.
I'think it's good, too.

. Who says that lost Americias like
story says only 2,000 people participated 14 the
lhae the total popultion Is over.200 million?

this program? 'The news
survey*. Should./ remind you

. This news item introduces as additional method to reach-an estimate
.based on partial information. Here, partial information is obtained from .a
sample that is only a portion of the population that interests us. The sakple
is the source of the information.'

'V Nobddy can be absolutely confident that =WI §OZ of the entire popula-
tion (about 210 pillion people)1/ke that program. ,However,'60T of the 2,000
respondents is certainly an estimate of the l)ercentagi of those who like the
,prognai is the entire population. We do not have full 'information about the
opinion of all the 210 million, because they were not asked. The information
concerning these 2,000 slho were asked is partial, and may serve as an estimate.
for the population as aiwbtlie.

4.'
We frequently hear about estates based on samples:

1. Many public opinion polls re held before elections, In an attempt
to estimate the voting results. udh a poll is based on small, samples of
voters who are asked about their voeing Intentions. The ela ion results
are then infprrtd from the results of the poll'.

2s. When time magaktne A interested in knowing the opinda of .they public

on dew econdmi4 policies, fo instance, it sponsors a survey of a.stkMple of
the public and ion relies on the estimate obtained by the survey results.

ti

3. Testing labs that check the question of new commercial products
usually' conduct tests on samplesiof,the products; the results serve'as an
estimate of the(quality of the product in general.
40 I
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6

Also; we otrselves often experience making estimates based on samples:

1. `Mari:, Didyod tee that bus driver? He is so discourteous. He
closes the bus doo.rs before to last passenger touches' the ground,. and he
does not reply politely.t0 th passengers' questions.

1

Jane: 'He is not the only one. Yesterday I had a simdlar experiede
with 'another bus driver.

Mary: Bus drivers in this city are so rude!

2. Laurie: Look, Bob, what a'beautiful display window. Aren't those'.
clothes beautiful?

A/. Bob: YeAh. Let's go in; this store sells Veat things.` 41

3. Tom: Dan, I'm going to see "Black Storm." Do you want to come with'.
me?

.

Dan: Who told you that,film is ,any good?

Tom: I saw a small bit of it n a preview.. it was fascinating.
I assume the entire film is like that.

*
. .1

In all these cases, evaltiation was made on the basis of partial informa-
tion. This information was obtained from a sample:

1. Mary and Jane assume all city bus drivers are rude by, Observing only
two of them. For Jane and Mary; these two bus drivers constitute a sample
representing all the others.

2. Laurie and Bob believe the store sells attractive clothes just by
observing its display window. The displayed merchandise serves as a sample
of the entire -*Cock in the store..

%.s.

3. 'Toltlecides that the film 'is interesting because he was fascinated
by the portion he watched.

' Even this small list of examples shows /that in some instances it is
justified to infer from a sample of items to the whole set from which it was
originally sampled. However, in other,cases, such inferences are not justi-
fied. There are samples that look "good" and reliable; others seem "bad."
'In this chapter we will learn something about samplesin orderato know when
we can trust an estimate based on them. Nevertheless, we, should keep in mind
that-although the sample may be good and reliable, the information derived
from it is partial'and no more than an estimate. As in any other situation
involving uncertainty, we cannotbe sere what the true situation is. Unless
we cheek the whole relevant group, we will remain, to some extent, uncertain,
even with the best of samples.

66 79
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Population-and Sample

A major city is considering repaving a road often used by trucks to bypass
the city. To determine how thick the new paving should be, the city planning
office is interested in finding4out what proportion of all the traffic on this
road during the year is trucks. How can such an investigation be conducted?
Obviously, the city_will not hire a group of people to watch. the highway
whole yetr, 24 hours a day, and count all vehicles driven on it. Such e'Pko-.

cedure would consume an excess of time, funds, and personnel. Instead, a
sapling procedure is used.

A certain short period is selected, during which all vehicles on the
road, trucks as well as other vehicles, are counted. In suc4 a way, we get
a partial group of the total number of vehicles using the road. The percent-
age of trucks in this groOp is computed, and this percentage serves as an
estimate for the same percentage in the total group.

Y
Which partial group should be chosen? There re severe/ alternatives:

/ 1. The city could decide to count the vehicles during a single day in
that year. Thus thepercentage of trucks in that day will be the estimate
for the annual percentage.

2. It is possible to choose 1 day each month, soothe partial group
will be all vehicles on the road on these 12 days.

3. All vehicles on the road during 1 week could serve as a partial
-group.

4. Still another period for counting the vehicles could. toe 1 hOur
rery_day in the year.

Each one of these and other) partial groups is a sample of the larger
group of vehicles using the road throughout the year. This large group, of
which the percentage of trucks is our objective, is called the population.

The population is the sum total of items on/4hich we va3
to obtain information.

A sample is a partial group of items selected from the
population.

Sampling is the procedure of select'g a sample from the..
population.

Not all populations are people. You can say the populatiad of VW gabbits,,
or the population of all bottles in a food store, as well as the population of
our town.

67
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es WeNhave seen, various partial groups, that is, various samples, can be
selected. Figure 13 illustrates three different samples drams from the same
population.*:There are, of courge, many different samples, varying in size of
sample or observed features, that could be *awn from this population.

Men

Women

'without
glasses

0
0

with
glasses

13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 CI

' 0 N I 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
O 0 0 0 0 0 2.0 0

2 CI 0 0 0 -0 0 aa
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ti

Population

*c

O (0000000o
O 000s©000.
©©ao. o coo
.0001306@o0

o a go 0: o
O 0(400200e

Owl. 1

10

Dodo ooa®
o Doom ooaa
o e.aotoo 0 0
O 000niaeoo
aolOoo 0 oaao ciao woo

Sample 2

©0000,0@a®
O 0 0 0® 0.©00
a@ooOorio.o
O 0 0 © 0 ® ® 0 0
a 0..0 .0 0 0.0
O OCIO 0 00 00

-ds

figure 13. Three samples from one population.

Figure 13 demonstrates several features:

41
1. Every item in the

,

sample is part.Alp-the_ relevant popuiation.'

2. Not'every item of the population is included in :s'a nless

the entire population is ipcluded, and in cu h a rare case; it.is no longer

called, a sample). Tbess a sample is always sOgroup of the relevant
population.

3. There are many ways. to draw es from a population. 67::mples
can differ in comOiition'(different and iUltize (number Items).

4

S

. .

. . . -/
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.

*,

.
*

As far as the population is concerned, the
)

information derived from a-
sample is always partial and serves as an estimate of a certain quantity of
the population. The percentage of trucks among al& vehicles driven on the
road during a single day is used as an estimate of the annual percentage; the
percentage of people interested in a TV program, assessed in a sample of 2,000,
respondents, serves as an estimate of the percentage of the entire population-.
of TV watchers..

.

'Exercises

Go back to the exercises in chant r 5. Select five estimation problems
for which a sample would be helpful, nd n a sampling procedure. Answer

* the following questions for each:

1. What was the population of interest?

2. Whaemss the feature of interest?

111
3.. What was the sample you have chosen?

When to Use a
.

When'informa on on a certain popUlahon is iee4c1), the surest way is
to check the entire population. But suchdan approach ii usually impractical
and sometimes even impossible:

I

'

When the Relaxant Population Is VerydAge. For examp le, scientists want
to earn about the c position of the soil. It is impos ble to check! ,,%4:

t e entire soil of th moon. Instead, samples of it are inyeati -.

When the Costs CM ney, time, or Personiel) Involved in Cheat ng_the Whole
d ring

)

. ..

population Are Too Hi . Counting all the vehicles using a given
:

the whole year woilld be us costly task in terms of researti crew and time
involved. Testing the efficiency of a new medicine on the entire population -1

of people who suffer from speCific disease would be enotmblsly expensive; : .

quantities of prOfessional workerso sophisticated.equipmento'facilities, and
time would be required. Moreover, such a large-scale testing is almost impos-. !

Bible because some peopledo not know they suffer from the specific disease,

4

''

others are hard to locate,, and sti'l others would not agree, for various red- '+'

,....,.. .

i
4

I

l'

....In such cases, it is core practical id conv ant to use a s arwa.
.., .:

.

sons, to 'serve as "guinea pigs."

When a Portion of the Relevant Population _Is Inaccesiible.' A hospital :.

4Jrishes to assess the differences in body weight between male and femalesbabies.
Theentire relevant population consists of all babies born recen ly, those . .

. .4 :

1

who,are born right now, and those who will be born in the future. How can
babies not yet born be checked?

/.

. .. .:

. .

The Testing Procedure Either Destroys or Alters the.Teste: Items. Testr
ing Ile entire population, therefore, will result in tots1 destruction.

40
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A manufacturer of matches has recently received' complaints from customers
at their matches tend to break'when struck. The company wants to check the
remgth of the latch hat are'now being packedfor shipthent., Testing their
rength by striking a of 'them would destroy an entire ebipmeht. Therefore,
sting a sample is a betteridea.

..A testing lab is asked fo, check the durability of some glass cookware

at is supposed to be heat resistant. Ihe lab intends. to check, the maximum.
aperature that this cookware can stan'd..Thetesting procedurepillbe to
it the product and keep'a tonpinuous record of its condit/Nri4gferent
'els of heat until.it fails. Obviously, such a destructive et/pg proce-
:e cannot be performed on all the)fadadry's line of cookware. Instead, only

.

*simple can be subjected to such tasting. .. 4
.

.

. .

.

.. . . 44, Z ft . . ,..
In sumo we have seen that in many cases t sample is the best way to get

estimate of a certaisephenomenon in a total population. .
.

.% .

. . 0
.

.
. .

it Is a Good 'Sample? . .
1,-

./r A %V
4 .

Using a sample instead of checking the entire population is, as we hare
n, combs' and anthetimes even indispensable. .We have also_ seen alt ,various
ibles can be selected from the same population. Thus We mustcnoy-tsitthe

.

lowing questions: . 0 f
7,. .

A

1. What is a good ample? ir or:,..

2. How can such a sample be chosen from the population?

3: Given certain results based orsa sample, to Omit ektent calftwe rely
that sample?

t

: . 0 e ' .

Bet us Weal.with the,first question. The result obiqined by checking a
pie,06-instance, the percentage A4 trucks outof all vehicles diiven on a:
d during a week) serves Ea an estimate Of the similar result in the popula-:'.
n as' a whole the same percentage during the whole year). ..

' .!.. .! 4 ft ,.

The estibare oDttNed from d'SamplOks better % the extent that it is.
0tOlzhe true figyre.(which:can be obtained, in principle; if the entire
alaion ig tested). Therefore, aggbod sample is one that prbirides a good
imate. Such a sample is called Atreoredentative sample, namely,the esti-
e obtained frdm it represents, or reflect4, the relevant feature in the
Le populatiOn. . ..

.

. -,.

.4. .

'"-Litui shme that 52% of,the whole population like :the TV prognamr,

k*S*H iulforld War tit" (of Zourse, the percentage of the entire population
ictuall3 upknown, and that is why we ne a saiple). To -the extent that .

percentage of interested respondents n our sample_is close to 52*,the
sle is more'representativerand tile e imate derived from it is better (in
sense that it is clieser to, the true yalue)..-

_

..,..-. .

.

-0 .

....0:....." '', '..
.

I

'
1.
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to rm.

A
4 .

A. good sample is representative; if' reflects the entire
population. regardin4 t( feature of interest.

I

We choose a sample in order to avoid investigating the entire population. -

Therefore, we cannot judge whether or not a sample is reprpsentative of 'Tie ,

Afeature pg interest by comparing its results to those of the population.' We
infer from the sample to the population, rather'than compare the former with-I
the latter.

. ...,.......
4 e

2. When a public health agency wishes to know the.Pertentage of chlorine
in the drinking water Of: a certain neighborhood, one drop of water will
usually suffice for checking and estimating thiwmattet for the,entire "popu-

.
latipn of drinking water" in the area.

. . 4..
-

.4

. In these two examples, (die poputations involved (blood in the human4body,

,
drinkidg water in the neighborhood, are homogeneous concerning the invest ilia".
gated* feature. . One drop of blood is essentially' identical in its compositIW,r. ,

j2 ,,,to another drop from the same body; this homogeneity applies ,also to water 1

V
, 4 Therefori, we can infer theinvestigated feature (blood composition, for in- ' .

Ataire) from 'any small sample. Ahy sample that is chosen in this case will
'i'. be: 'good," fOr it is almostvertainly identical in this trait to the entire

population,,, Here, then, the result of apy sample tested will be identical .

' to :tie true value-zblood or water composition. Hawever, such cases, in,14hich

-., die populftlkon is homogeneous in-regard to the investigated 'feature, are rare'

indeed.' In most instances the population is not homogeneous with respect to
the feAturp of iatire4t. Quite often, this lack of uniformity is precisely .

'the core interest. - .,
.

.. .

. to..

, People ;s. opplion about a TV program is not uniform. W4 want to learn

.. how'many peoPle like the program, how, many are indifferent, and how many
disiVie it. , . : . .

u . .

. . _ t \
6 .4 X

...

.

' ' Moe all the 444icles driven on a road are trucks; . 'The percentage of,

'1 ,
J'tiggica, is.14fat me. need to know todesign the repaving.\/'

... .

, .. .

- . . .

In-preparatiod for a poss9ie draft, the army wants to
.

know the height of
AS *nd 19Asar qlOs for ale purpose of ordering adequate clothing. Obviously .

there' are idiffercrp8 in height; the army wishpa to obtain estimate's of the
percedtages of recruits in eacti height category (for instance, very tall--
aWie 6 '2",, tallikAptweep f 'II" and 6'2", and average--between ./7.1 and." ' IA)" ,
etc.).

I'

'
.

'' . V

4

__

e
-,

So..h00w can we ensure in advance, or #.1dast
.

increase d
.

ie chances ,ehat.
the sample we 'choose will be representati* regarding'the. feature .of interest?

We are dealing now with thh question, how does one select a good sample?
.

, A

4Following
4

are two situations in which i is relatively easy to choose 4
....

_.

good sample: .
--,

.
I.. .

1. When a physician needs to know the number.of red blood cells in a''
patienes blood,,usually a blood test will be conducted on a single drop of
blood. TVat*drop'will serve as .a sample representing.the composition of the
patient's pntireblood. ..."*.. '

, _;

-:r *

o

4
.
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,A group of men eatl.ng lunch. in an expensive Festaurpnt disc ssedIee .
," /,"
average annual income of American men. Afters lbng debate the' tier decided'

.
-. ..

.

When the - population is not homogeneous, not every sample ia`a goo
1

/ /
to use themselves as a sample. Each one wrotedown his annual wages add the "

4calculated the average. This figure served'them'as an.e?iimte of the aver
annual income44411...Americatemen.

4 SIs this-a good estimate? Is the'ample selected by thp diners representa-
tive of all hen in the.country4 'Probably not. The entire population, include
neonke,with high, nCedium, .and low salaries. Had the sample included

s kaging to all three classes of'salary4evel, there would be a better ance
/

that the estimate derived from it (the average inAme) would be cloittLY o the
, average.in the population,., never; since he sample consisted of men havidg,

." lunch in an expensive restaurant," it is reagonable'to assume at theyere
l all well-to-do. Therefore, this ample cannot be regarddd as r tative .

of the whole population,-and an 'estimate obtained from it ibPots gopd.one r
. (because it will, not be close to the true valde). This is a' biased simple.

.
.

.

' .

I

A biased sample is a sample that doe's not represent a popu-
lation with, regard to dhe feature of interest.

- r .4 . . - .

When d population is not homogeneous, not every, cample 'will represent it.
This.ip the case in most inxtanceethat.we.are interested in investigiting.
It is important when dealing with such populations that to samples drawn will '

be.representative. Hot/ can we select representative samples? How can we
avoid biaseft ones? .

4

Exerclses foo

Choose:a sample tohaealIn estimating
the.fillowing Characteristics-li theentire U.
sampling method for6each characteristic (i.e.,
result very biiged'sample)?

F.
The Characteristic

9. ',Iasi telephone

Likes classical music
Is married' '

Zs a Republican
Speaks English fluently .

Likesfootball
9...Weighs-more than 185 lbs,

Teaches at a university

gas fathered one,cbild
Had a high`Schoordip/r

4.4

the percentage of people having
St population. What is a' bad
a sampling method that All

4

. . c'

,
A bad sampling method ;,

. A A telephone survey

14

tai
lo4

r

.,
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The HepittpesI .131, Eduction Wishes to kigow ",,,ft_siTi4'41.5r.iioli of _,bigh ,sclui454. 4,,,,* "; seniors plOsb to r. tq.zqueo,ed. bass a 70e.r:SikEitl-0.1.Wi.at to col appro-.
priate,,researc,''on the topic. is adienti/ag .4.7es'AlCgaqhaktin, ne5k.thiae- -0e.i',-*`
private high/eoboole ii, _It ,s most cqnvenient, _lar her,: in tii/t(e-a.f --ttme,:, beulliit,. ;'

..., and .actessibiltty, to chaosi,a saiplfe flyi,Le jhe.t,lAee_neaAbby,4,g-h',46h,Po/s;%i''': :'
'.. ;,,. .. . : .. -.-o: .

_,. -, .
. , . .

____,- - --- , it.,..;. '.
' , Willi'sUch a proposed sample be reprepetitatike? Will this liamprio.:do'netatL". . .

ins of, the seniors.from.,thsee,tranhattan,private: soleale ; rApre n't al/ S. Ok i : '*" : :
high school. seniors on the characteristic, c 'nage Olans? :Probe ').y nadi-:-thiii,"- `; "1.-

. sample is.probably biased.:
:

%

Haw can we judge whethef the result bas on Such a *Sample- will -fe
unblaied? -- . '4-

.

..t -,

. ,

, I. Frrat., ve ask 'ourselves whether the pdtpntial Beige differs stgnif-, icantly from the entire popu/Stion. The ansAr,ts iffirmativer Thevpipu.la
tion As comprised of high, school saii ti rsaiding.lai Cities, towns, and rirsk
areas, whereas the proposeesample ,s made up' solely of -siiidents. ire a metro -'' ""
poli.tan area, Thus, the sample.d s not_ represent the relevant poPulatign-in'
connection, with the fea'ture rural/urban. Puithermore; the population contains ,

, both"publie sc al and grivate school .studentst vberefte t sample contains. r
only ,the latter:. . k T-' -'1

,
i. ' i . : ' ., . 0

..' . .

2., We the9. ask ;whether the .features rural /urban and public/priiratt have
soMe;tala04iii to :the: featurs .callege -plans-. pi' order _words; the question is
whether otty sesiaentS -differ 'from tow and'rural..tesildentt and whethet bitc
Istboal....studensadig.ef,_ftnie kiVata school-atude4e.i...ns.thel; inteTitio fZir
cal:late.. '1,Ze.-be.l.i,eie-stich'-diffaieqc4s::,exist.. ..: '' . .`g

:-. . :.- . .\::!!: ::- -:. . '.,;.-::', . _.:. : %:-.

.ii..Weapopme, glien,..tlia:t-sthere 4 a high.dhance, that the proposed sample \-
isk.not..rallresentative o_g the entdre populatio nOtentY in the -features '

._ :re_rel/arbeirati4. pilblialprivete_lwhiolz- are" net to titWast at the raoisent);- 1,4
:.:L..-- - . .-: also -iit,the,reieatCh topic -ccilleti plata: ..., t

% '''
-.. - -,.---,-.. ,.., ,. - -..

-41 $ We disqualified' the Itanhiti pritate,Alilltalersalsiiltecause firlopL L .
:- : ,. .:

tepresiint the populatiai:kii -POti' aturee-that we_believe are ted t .. -- f -
feature )of interest... We .can Ilse these .same coastderations to' try seleat 'a'.. -

A 0. representative simple, sa :that. Vie- will_ be abS.. to..pitinore. trust' n en bestir- , '-
./

. ..

. ", .

. ;: ,
--

"

mate obtained tam; it . , ': .1' .-
. .

; q .. is. :*. .
.:.. .... f .

t d.6' .

A $1. Before ,(not.oyfteapoLling the sample, we \can think of 'other .character-..
istics that we believe are re4itaa to, the *feat re' o,"K inierett; rikylenoliug6

. sample that .s.Tiequately repiesente these characterisii4. Such representation i
can increase the ch,anCes.4 havisivilietter repreitentatiori'of thefeatu're of -1 ...
interest and,- thus, of*the sample-beitqg a good one, in the sense EMI the

.
.

4 . 4
, - ,-

, '. %. _ ,_. , --2'
.

.. .
..,

. . ,. . Ail' (\''' .
estimate will be close to5 the tine value. ,.. . , r

' It What are th herectefistizEi,-rekated to collegb plans? W. ..
,,t , . ,
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,

:

"f3's ". 1.10;lialie<lready Mentioned private *xtsasieblicschoc/o., ge should take
V'this;Ottratirietic into accceht'in'ourstimpiae. tf.ve atm *at 11; of All

ITSzsenidre attend priihte scbbojs, then i# a. sample ofl-say-1,0010 student
We'4.tquldiMclude 30 (3t),152m4riliiie schools,* the "restArcel ublic,scbools. .

. -.
?.

,
7. :

,
1

,..

. '

ewiie,,we ehogld'include in our sample.a proportion of cit On; and
rgsiagnts; the proNir idn in tie sample should bp-the same as th propor-

t pdpulatiam,o igh school,seniors: 'f
",.

..-
. J.,

s that we believe are relateeto college .plans springs
. .

'-' total

*;tPl%

r eh aracteriSt

ai

"

Parinte
4
educatio

::.'- 41'.?atents, income, a
. Number: of ho in the -student's home.

..

ere just. a few,
-

(didonne or both of the parents attend college?)
.

.

' 'w't 4... -'

.

. ,. Thpre arepurelyotter charasperistics 11,fikeAto collegU plansesuch as
sex of time stut, number Of,childre in the family, and'cartain personality

. trails of the Student.
.

.

.,'. 1.4 * . .
4

. ,....vi

4

"
.

" . 44
,

Now, if We want the investigated trample to be similar to the population
''' ii:all these 'characteristics linked ti, the feature orintergst, we need to do

..tbe -followingr
.., ,

1. Make an tnclatve list.ofithe characteristics me believe
, .

to the feature of interest.. . %.

.
.

are related

. e

2. Check Ate ptOportion of ealh one of these characterieticsin the
Ovulation:

.

, *

3.- Make sure
:.baract istics

-

e will be anparahle representation of these
r

/

as,youimay have suspectid; are impossible. itirsto it

thatWe will think of all possible important characteristic
ed to the feature of interest Some o£ them we might simply-overlodk

stance, the.Parents' education), while'thermare surely other charac-,
eristiCsothat arerelated to the 'feature of interestunbeknOWast to us...

' , . ', :. r
. - ..

4 . t I , / il

Soqpnd, ev if.we were to inclu4s...eVery possibiAti influenqing Character-
- .

Fve oul not tn
le, hc!f many stud

4 ,tentage of Students ha

Ir

sear
a

.

ins order to know

Ahe proportion or each one' in .the poptilation. ,(For
s' homes 4ays-morejilan 200 boOks? 'What is the par-

ins'a high level Was/I-confidence?) ,

4oUldhavg to.co9du t :aspirate taL.

projects co' Meekning each OpattOlitie, ead.for that we Would. need

Afore) this theihod' is itapra in4e4d, it is
for samples.opriste ltigs we 4- req

t
4

dorm Use
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'
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Random.Samllink
. .

. - i
4 Thpri is another easier method ,for dealing with Sample problebs, It is

called thy, method *f random sampling. We will fivst demonatrate this .method
using thwstitie mearch sample.

, a

.4'
let us.ass4ite.tha; Vita totpl number of hull schOol sehiors is 3 nalion,

lftt.us assume...Ott)* Oat ihe.reSeardh scientist hat! the college .plans of
tfieselstudenicon parda,:One pit person.. Theepf3 million cards can. be
shuffled" by a gliapti6 .automat shuffling machine, which can spit nut a num-
ber.of cards after shuffling them/.

, "
-

r

ts,

. .t. .

. In order to seledt ameample of l,OWatude4s, the eivestigator operates
'the machine shuffle the cardi.and.I'clear..1400 of them. The investigator /
thub jlati a sample of 1,000 students, Mhatare thi features of this sampling
method? '

e . ,

-160
a/the same chance of being included

ow

This, is randomsampiing, which is,charac!ppetby the fact that the sore
determiiani of indlusion in the example is cha e, Here, then, ,Ws' cannot know

in advance what will be the composition.of the samOl(for example, how many,
private schoo3,0.tedents will be included).

1: Each %tee (card, personY
in therSample as an othei item.

ThectianCe of a certitialitem!s inclusion in the sample is independent
of any other item's thence:.. tat ii; Whether ox not A 'certain item is include
has no influince:whatsaever'oriwhether Ornot any other item will 6e included
too. This stemajrom_tge tact that, doe to thdcatiuffling, all pOssible items
of the population eia availah370.foi selaction_"

P um, *I...1M.
Note that *such

sampling method; Tfi

students would-be in
advance the simple
pure chances More
the sample solely, on
approach wilr be eien
have no, chatice of Inc

dents Waal be exclud
Wined in advance ekac

andomness;d6esnoe4ekist when we are using the former
e we determined that, for insance,30 /ftivetee-school
uded in the sample. /A.othet words, wed ermined in

itution, rather, than hiving it being d ermined by '44

if the investigatoOn this exempla woul4 indeed base
the,siudents)at three Manhattan priva,e schools,.th ip

ss random, ,for not omly would public cbool, stndats
ion in the iampie,,but also other 0 'ate school stp-;

in other words, the invtatiiat fabt,deier-
ly Who wolla'be i=ncluded.

, #

Another ?apple concerns a schOol.teacher who,wints to orde
film for the schoorliextra,curricular.,entertaihment progranii. R
sated in knowing, the percentage of his schoolli 'student,/ who.

Seen it, %e does not Vent to bother asking every singlistpden,
or she Has seen the film, or thou vould-hi time consuming and
f4re with an already buly.schedule: he school teacher decides,
to rely on a sample of students. Naturally, hayishes the sOple
sent as much as possible the entire Student population in 'regafd

4
true pekcentage.of those who have seep the ULM-

.

`a> certain

is ineet-
already:

idled* he
uld inter IA,

efore,

1.

4

f

t

repro-
to the ,

t I'

!;

...

I
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. If be aicides to utilize the first sampling method, he should first
think of all the characteristics lidked to has seen/has not seen the film

.-. .

, and then:try to.represent them in the sample. Some examples of such charac-
...teristics are class .level (seniors have more homework to do than juniors,
so have less time available for going.to the motrie.$),-residential area

t
*4

te distance from most movie theaters), possibly gender Sif it is a,war filmALL
ci.presq may have seenit than females)11 and so tin.

-
.. '

k
.

,
We have, already discussed the.difficuWes involved in this atethod. If, '4",

.
instead,-the school teacher decides rather tb.use the random s piing method,
he can use the students' fi)es, decide what will be the sample ze, say 100,4 t-*
;and then select.100'nemes from the files randomly. For instance, can throw

,
all the cards in fr9nt of.a fan and pick up, for his sample, the 100 cards '

thatland closest to thewater cooler (this sampling procedure, thOugh ridic- .4r
.

uptips is intended.to deionstrate again the term random). . ; -
$

.

I
4.0

t.

Using the random sampling method we select a sample such that:

-a

1. Each item in the.populatiOn had` an equal chance of

*
-inclusion in the sample.

2. &particular items chance of inclusion in the sample
is independent 'of-any other item's chance. .

"---;--1% sample selected by.this method is called random sample.

...!,
. 7pen usiqg the first, iepres tative-characteristic metho , we we e careak

.

ful to ensure in the edbple adequa representation Of charscte isSic we be-

'. 'lieVed hiarspme connection to the*investigated one. Thus,, we yere ping the
investigated characteristic would also be represented in the sampl t4e4y

'..ensuring.a good estimate -

k

. 4 .
I

. ..
_Nfildrafter the random sampling method.has.been introduced, he same A>

besicigestton'applies s Sow can we make sure there is adequate, representation
usingthis Thetho# )km.without representation of various characteristics, the,,

&noes-are 1p hat'thebampla wilt ,be representative of the investigated
charaCteristi'ild fast .the estimate will be close to the true value. Using

tne first nathOcip we nnsured beyond doubt adequate representativeness of such .
.

..

cliardc tietihe, cilaimtng that thisvincreases,the chahces of having adequate

reprasen tion of the investigated ctarackezistic too. Elting the randdm method,

e cannot' - . : to an thin definitel . ilowler,_ as god will Soon tee, there is
ntat_the.stmple represents the population with respect to all '-

ssincludilg the investigated pne, and o r gain As Chat wr.,

fiecosts involvedlan'implementingthe rst method: , 46
. - a

...

A

various consideratiots involved in.dhcidt, sample size ,
..-. . , a

#

A

. .

I,

. .
1
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. . There are 1,000 Small balls in a jar., They aretnumbeced, and all are
. , ..,

\jimilar in size and shape. Ten of these baliS (1%) are red and the rest,
990 (99%) are white. We Can draw a random sample of 100 balls by stirring

* the balls and then drawing out 100 with our_eyep closed. What is the chance
that suEn-a sample will be made up mostly of'ied bills (say, 70 red and 30
white)? This chance can be computed, but even without computation we would
agree.that such.aehance is quite small, for most of the balls in the jar are
white. ThereforeAit wouldupeEt that there-is a high chance of obtaiqring
a samalp in hich most of the balls are white.

It is.htghli improbablt that such a sample would be made up of exactly
1% of red balls (that. is, 1 such ball) and 99% white balls.(99Y. Xpt most of
the balls in the sample will be thite, and very few (or none) will Be red.

Similarly, if 3% of all high school sipiprs attend Privaterschools, by ...s-

.1 savlieg1,000 students randomly the chances of getting ixaetly 30 private
s ool students is very small, but we have a-geodchence of getting appx6ki-
tely 30 private school students and about 170 public school students. The

same ruie applies to all. other charecteiist4cs discussed here. . 0

Utilizing the random sapp1ing mathod,.we expect to obtaip an

11/

approximate r resentation of all possible characteristics,
, Withodt havi to 'think in advance about all the charaGterit -

-tics of to k tEeir piCiportions in the population. .

mi

.

When researchers use the firtt sampling method, therusually 4combine it Illi
with the second one. /f, for instance: in our example of high school s niers

:N,
the researchers want to ensure representation of poblic/Orivate schsera , hey,.

01, will decide that there will be, say, 30 private school studentsand 976
`..' . lic school students (according to the appropriate perc Cages in the pop a ion).

The 30 private sehoolAtudents will be selected rand from all ptivate

school students, and similarly, the otfier 970 will be /Acted randomly Sporn

amonietbe rest. Such a sample is oalled sk stratified alga
:-..

e. . 0 /- .

i /- IP'.
..

. e

Exercises :
, .

1. "7.n the following table, each cell represents a sample ora particular
characteristic, dnpled in p. certain way. Write'an R in each cell for which

-A .you believe the sampling is repratintati4e; write a B if you think the sampling
is biased.' The population oE concera is the entire population of the country.
ExplappyOut answers for-eaCh cese.

St

.1;

1

77
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No. Yr7i. Blood No
School Type Height TVs Gender

1. Sending letters toievery
10th addrebtvaii#g the
files os the AFT.eGIO.

J. interviewing/adults whose
Social Security number's
,last three digits are 357.

3. interviewing every person
who passes by a_certain
cafe one morning. .

4. Interviewing all Manpattin
high school seniors. r

5. Interviewing the parents
who attend PTA meetings
of.10 elementary schools
in Chicago.

I

' 2. For every B you'marked in the former exeicise, write down the ldrgest,
_populacj. for which it would be proper,tolmake inferences-from the sample to
'the pOpu ation .

. , 1
11

t ,
Sampling error

It is implausible that using the random sampling method we will select a
sample which ,exactly,represents the population the inwifigated cheracter-
istic (namely, that the estimate obtained from it.willFe fdenc4featl to the
true value, which would Cave been computed had we checked the entire popula-'
tion). There will nearly always be some'error.

3

r

. . .

. ,

A nurse in a college infirmary wishes to knoir the average weight of enter-

.

inglreshmen to compare with scipipir data she collected 10 yehts a o..
,

1. S- he can weigh each entering freihman and.d vide the total eight by
the number of students weighed; the result will he desipeble average.

%;
.

.

.

.

1.

* -,
.11tal it ight ofall : ;. .

.

.
. The alierage weight -' freshmen this year .

of freshmen ; Nu her of students red

Let iris assume she diRkthat:and the result she got was 135 lbs. This is
the true vi .

.
.1 . :

.- ..

,
. ,

s . 2. She caursapd'time and effort by Neigh* only a sample of students.. -
1:ertmenppose she decided to choose 30 etudents randomly. .She weighed .them .

arid' calculated the average. in a ORLI= *lay:
.

.

.
,

, . P

1.
"$ . .

./.4,

*84
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/.4

.

The average weight Total weight of the 30 students
of 30 students 30

Let,us say the average she calculated was 138 lbs.

...
If the nurse selec ted another random sgaple of 30%students, she would

get another number, perhaps 127, 145, or maybe 136 lbs. Any number based
upon results of-a sample will be merely an estimate, and there will usually

01
be errose WheE she computed the average.based.on her first sample, she got k

138 lb.,' a difference of 3 lbs. between thid estimate and the trill!. value.
If her estimate on another sample was, say, 142 lbs., the error would have.

...

been 7 lbs.

The difference between the estimate and the true value is
called sampling error.

A

Such an error will almost always occur. It stems from the heterogeneity
\f the population and the fact of sampling, that is, in sampling we check only
a portion rather that the whole population.. 4'

We cannot guarantee that such an error will not occur, for it is always
expected when inferring from a sample to the enEtre population. However, we

will always attempt to minimize the error.

.

4 The sampling error will be smaller to the extent that the sample is more
representative of the investigated characpristic. How can we ensure a repre-
sentative sample when sampling randomllBue to the pature of random sampling
we.cannot: of course, ensure2Othing de nitely. However, '

.

. .
.

1. Random sampling increases the chance that the sample will be repre-
sentative (in contrast to nonrandom sanplin). . lk

,

2. The chance that a random sample will be representative increases to
the extent that the sample is larger%

..--4-m--

N What is the connection between sample size and rePc'esentative sample?
4

9

4
'Imagina.that the nurse, who is still interested in the average weight of

incoming f eshmen, chdoses two students randomly, weighi them, and computes
their a age weight. This figure is an estimate of the average weight df

all Fittring fkeshme .' But it could happen that thellurse chose either two '
* fat s,dents, whose vera weight is, say, 180 lbs., or two very slim stu-

dents whose average we t 80 lbs. These `Weights, one very high and one
.
very -.;_ ious y, a estimates of the true average weight in the 1

loohulation 5 lb: ); 'in = the sampling errors are so large (45 and 55 lbs.).

It is much les: lik ly that such extreme averages will occur when ran-
. domlyThamplini 30 sta ents, rather than 2. Among these 30, ttere will prob-

. f. ably be some who are heavier than the average (say, 160 lbs. or move,) and
still otheis who are lighter than the average (say, 105 lbs. or less).. It

is unlikely that the randomly oho en 30 students are.all extremely fat or all

slim. The heavier than average a d the Glimmer than average will tend to

4
'
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1

o 1
.

balance one another, and the total average will be around 135 lb*. It is
very likely, therefore, that the sampling error based upon the weights of
30 randomly Sampled students Will be much smaller than that based on only
2 students.

-..

.This example demonstrates the general rule:
r

4'

A large sample, selected randomly, increases the chances
.-

that the sample is representative; the estimate is good, dhd the '

sampling error is small.
,-,.

.

As the sample gets larger, the chance of a large error
diminishes.

Wh'in the sample is actually the entire population, the esti-
mate ie equal, to the true value, And the error will be zero.

A

'Exercises

Following is a list of nine populations. For each one:

1.Formulate a question that may interest someone (including you).

2. Pint out how you might select.a good sample from the population to
obtain an estimate about the question of interest. .

1

.1

The population of chairs manufactured by a specified compapg

it

The population of cabbage butterflies,

The population of scientists in the United States,

The population of words Beginning with the letter H,

The population of books printed in the.United States,

The population of babies born in California,'

The population of urban areas in the world,

The populatioq of treaties that were aigned in the past among
varioua nations, and

slk The population of 80 year olda in the Unit4States:

4=14
4

80

9.$

4.`
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CHAPTER 7.

c.r

SWUNG: PART II

What Is Sampling From Memory?
4

Think a bit about the following questions and eiggest an answer for each:.

I. "Which are mime Rumen:1:28.in the English language?

. with letter M, or

b. Words beginning wit \the letter Q?

4r2. Which are more numerous in the English language?

.

a. Wo ds the third lette of which is R, or

b. Wo ds beginning with the letter R?

Probably, mal% of you answered a for the first question, and b. for the
. second. That is, most of you believe there are more words beginning with M

than words-beginning with Q and more words beginning with R than-m.6ra the
third letter of which is R.

Before checking the dictionary to see if these answers are correct, let
us try to reconstruct the thinking processes involved in your attempts to'
answer these questiods.

& You probably trie4 for the first questioe-, to recall words beginning

with M and words beginning with Q. In this short attempt you recalld more
of the former than the latter, and this led you to conclude that this situa-
tion is general in the language:

0
Similarly? you tried to recall words beginning with R and th se of which

the third letter-is R. Bec Se you were able to recall more word beginning
-with, R, you decided that this situation is gene ;l in Englidh.

looes this process remind you of something? We hope i s you of the
sampling issues we discussed in the previous chapter. Here age , we are note

dealing with the entire population--the complete English vocabularybut
rather with a. portion.of it: the words you could recall.

1. We asked abut the population of words beginning with 14 and with Q.

2. The desired characteristic was words beginning with M and words be-
.

' ginning with Q. .
.

f

.

.
. . o

3. The answer was basedon ksample: Words begibning with M and those
beginning.with Q that you recalled in a short time. .,...-

, t
4._

ile *. Because most words you recalled were those beginning with 14, you in-

ferred: there are more words heginhing with this letter than those begin-

ning with Q in the entire'language (the population).
.

14
01

a



- This cone si

i
ase1 on the sample you retrieved from memory. The

words recalled n tha s rteriod served as a sample representing the popula-

tion as awh?le. The situation is similar for the secon question. Try to
specify the population,, the characteristic, and the sample for it.

- Note that these two samples were not selected from a newspaper, a book, or
a dictionary but rather were created internally by thinking. Which items were
included in these samples,? Each word having the desired characteristic that
you recalled during ashort time.

4.

t

1.

Sampli rommemory yields a sample of items that one recall
during a cified petiod of time.

This.is certainly not the first time you haVe sampled from memory. This
form Or sampling is common when one is, attempting to estimate quantities to

uncertain situations. For example,

1. Which are more frequent on U.S
this question,;you will probably try to
acquaintances, neighbors, etc., and you
general situation.

. roads, GM or Ford cars? If.asked
recall cars belonging to friends,
will infer from this sample to the

2. Which are more freqakt in the United States, families with two
children or those with one? Again, you will search,your memory, and if among

the people you know there are more families with two children you will con-
elude that this is the situation in the entire population.

*

Is this sampling fro memory procedure "good" or "correct?" Does it

qualify in terms of the principles of good sampling discussed before?

Does Sampling From Memory Produce Good Sad les?

In the appendix to this chapter is a name list of various people. Read

the whole list once (now, before reading beyond this paragraph) and return to

this page. Please have a pencil and paper; ready.
. ,

This list serves as qespopulation. (We are interested in the Lollowing

question: Are there more men or women in the list (in the population)?

(Plfaie do not reread the list yet.)

Now, write down the sampling you did just now in your mind. Write doWit

all the.nani0 of the men and women that you can recall from that list. Do it

quick y; do not spend more than half.a minute on this task.'

Now look at the list that you wrote.- Ar6 there more men than women in
it ?. 'In former 'experiments dealing with this task, it was found "that most of.
the subjects (high school and college students as well as older people) re-
calledrote down more women's names thin men's names. Hence; these sub-

lects concluded that there gie more votneitisilaames Ap the original list. How

about you? Did you draw the same conclusion on thar basis of the list of

names you recalled?
4.
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If you now check the original list you will see that those of yo who
decided that it contains more women's namearwere wrong. There_Ae mo men's'
names on it.

We have said before that a g ood sampling p'ocedure may 1
result (a sample not representative of the entire pomiat4on)
biased estimate. Nevertheless, it is surprising that most peo
call, in this case, an "unrepresentative" sample (most of us r
men's names than men's names, contrary to'Vbe men/womedratio
list). Why did most of us produce a biased samples In order°
the reasons for that, let us consider sampling from 'Amory in
sampling principles discussed in the previous chapter.

We have said that in ordeF to increase the chances of the selected ;)ample

being representative of the populatin, we ought to ensure the following.two
principles:

d to a bad
ndthus a

tend to...re-'

all more wo#.

in the original
to understand
the light of the

1. The items will be sampled randomly.
.

2. There will be many items segCted (the sample, wiltnot' be too small).

t II .
.

1..

In chapter 6, we presented some methods one can use to sample randomly,
like drawing cards with eyes closed, using a shuffling machine: and sb on.
We W411 cheek now whether sampling from memory iiir..a..nravcloml. samplingprme-
dure. Does it satisfy the two principles mentioned before? In other words,

1. Does everyone of the items have the same chance of being ecalled?

if

Oft

2. Is the chance of recalling any one item independent of th chance
of every other item?

As Every Item Eave the Same Chance of'Being'Recalled?
a

.

The Availability Principle. In the very first example in this chapter,
we asked which are more numerous inognglish: words ?eginning with the letter,
11 or words beginning,1.th Q. We based our answer on the sample of words we
could recall. \.

0
r

When trying to answer that question, did each. word beginning with N and
each one beginning with Op have the same chance of being recalled? Did every
word have the same chance, or were there some words that had no chance at V
all? There are, for sure, some wards that we donot know and that we have
never used in our vocabulary, foe they are very.rare in daily language'use
(for example, meristic, miniver, quadrat, and quartan). The chances of such
totally unfamiliar words beiig recalled are practically zero,,no miter how
much effort we put into qur thinking:

H..ce
1

this is a situation where we actually didnot sample from the
total pulation, but rather from a portion of it* If there are words which
have n chance of recall, the principle that every item has the same thence .

.

o eing recalled is violated. ' ' r - .

:)

.9
2
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We canprobany think of situations whereile sainplg-in our memory from
the entire.population. In such cases, does every item haye.the same chance.
of being sampled? Let us check that experimentally.

. 4

Following is a liseld words. Pleas read it once'and then'cover it up.

cold, bolide, enol,'nice,
akee, frield,.ftlin, girl, picture, scop

Now write down, all the words you remember. Which of the words do you
remember easily? naturally, the one(that are familiar'(cold, nice, warm,
friend, girl, picture). These-are more easily recalled than the'unfamiliar
(bolide, enol, gavial, akeefoin, scop). Thus, familiar words are more
available in memory. Generally, a high familiar thinor event that we have
beelm repeatedly ekpoied to is more available in our memo; its chances of'
being recalled are greater. ''."

b Sowitems in our memory are more available than others;
that is, some items have a greater dance of being recalled
than other iteas have.

ti

. t .

.Therefore, even if we sample from the entire population, not every item
has they same chance of Veing'remembered. For that reason, sampling from

,..

memory is'not random. . ""

Let us review again the list in the appendix. We now can see'why we were
able'to remember more women's names than men's names, that is, why .our sample.
Was biased. For the purpose of demonstratiqn, the list was compiled Mt...In-
clude names of very famous women, whereas the men listed are less well known.
When asked to recall these, we were able to remember more women than men, be-
cause being better known increased women's recall chances in comparison with
the men's chances.

familiar, well- known, and prominent items are more available.
in memory than items not having these qualities.

'Anoth er feature ot, memory is' demonstrated here. If we return to the
original.list and the recalled one, we will realize that it is easier to re-
call both the beginning And the end of it than the middle, that is, the items
at both extremes are, more easily recalled than the middle items. Several ex-
planations have beep offered for this phenomenon. Some researchers think that
fewer factor interfering with recall exist for both the first item on the
list (before which there are no items) and the last,One (after which there
are none). Ip contrast, the middle it,e4s interfere with each other. Others
'believe we aremore attentive to the first and the last word of a list than
to words in the middle of a list. Still others say that the last words in a
list ere,closei in time to the start of recalling the list so they "do not
have time" to be forgotten.

I
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.

4 .

. We call probably think of situations where'Tle sample in our memory from
the entire population. In such cases, does every item haye.ihe same chance,
of being sampled? Let us check that experiiientally.

... : . .

. 8 4 a

) 4 . .

Following is a lisrbf words. Please read it onCi'and then
.

coveT it up.

., .

-cold, bolide, enol,'nice, warm,'Igavial,'

akee, friend,
.-

fqin, girl, picture, stop
...

.

Now write down all the words yqu remember. Which Of the words do you
remember easily? naturally, the one(that are familiar'(cold, nice, warm,

friend, girl, picture). These are more easily recalled than the'unfamiliar
(bolide, encl., gavial, akeefoin, soap) Thus, familiar words are more
available in memory. Generally, a high familiar thing or event that we have
been repeatedly expoied to is more available in our memo ; its chances of
being recalled are greater.

b Some items in our memory are more available than others;
that is, some items have a greater c ance of being recalled
than other iteis have.

Therefore, even if we sample from the entire population, not emery item
has they same chance of beingremembered. For that reason sampling from

,

memory is'not random.
.

4

Let us review again the list in the appendix. We now can see'why we were
able'to remember more women's names than men's names, that is, why our sampLe
as biased. For the purpose of demonstratiqn, the list was compiled aMftin-

clude names of very famous women, whereas the men listed are less well known.
When asked to recall these, we were able to remember more women than men, be-
cause being better known increased women's recall chances in comparison with
the men's chances.

4
oP

Familiar, well-known, and prominent items are more available
in memory than 'items not having these qualities.

*.

44

'Another feature o4, memory is' demonstrated here. If we return to the
originalist and the recalled one, we will realize that it is easier to re-
call both the beginning And the end of it than the middle, that is, till, items

at both extremes are, more easily recalled than the middle items. Several ex-
planations have beep offered for this phenomenon. Some researchers think that
fewer factors interfering with recall exist for both the first item on the
list (before which fhere are no items) and the last pne (after which there
are none). Ip contrast, the middle it.e6s interfere with each other. Others ,

'believe we are.more attentive tattle first and the last word of a list than
to words in the mifdle of a list. Still others say that the last words in a
list are,closir intime to the start of recalling the list so they "do not
have time" to be forgotten.

1
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;
The fact thatlwe rectal recent it

.# y'remember; many events that ocdurrea.r

'

than .things' that h4pened.long ago (provi

,the same_ ihiOrtince,ta,us) e However high

4
4

is familial t.0 us.' Usually we
cently (a few 'hours orcdaya ago)
d that theyall share more or less/

important, impressive, or well -
will stilt be recalled jIlavmdiivents that occurred in our remote pa

eventual ,y. .

.

I

. - .

VtisjiUture 'of memory- -the tendency. to
.recent things.? -means, in the present context,

A I

not equal forgll of theAtems.,. I .
I

. .

- . °.

call initial and, even more,
at, the dances af recall are

Ice .s that were first pr last in a'cert4n context are' more
:avillable iri memory than other items. °.

4 A

,.' ' .
'

.

Me.return now to the.two questions presented. at the start of this chapter.
4

Were your answers correct? -. . ,

. ..-. \

-

.

.When answering the first question, you decided it there are mord words-
beginning %4th the letter M than words beginning withthe letter Q. This is .

correct, (compare. the number of.pages,of M words ii any English dictionary with
Q words). If all the words beginning mith Wand those,beginninfwith Q were
equallykpows and familiar to us, they ill had.th4 same chance, more or less,'
of being recalled. Given that in the English language there ete,:in fact,11.., "'

. more words 'beg nning with M, no wonder we recalled more of these.thanwthose
.

beginning'Mith. and -then drew the'correct.ccmclusion..
$.

Now, reg4rding the second qiiestion, it i incorrect to'saythat there
are more wordi beginning with R theft those iniUhicfi R is the third letter..
There are more words of the second type..WWwere we mistakefi; why.did we. ,

A,. create a biased sample? Why did bur memory in,this,case fail us; 'that is,
Why did we recall more words beginning with R than wordevith R as C6e 614
letter?

. , ,
It did not happen,because gur knowledge ths'Englisi, language is im-

.perfect. It happened because of the method we used to think of :instanced for
the sample, It is relatively easy to. search for a word beginning with4a cer-
tain letter. Usually we pronounce that'letter and try to add various other
vowels Land consonants to it until we construct a meaningful. word. bIt is much
harder to do when looking for words'in which a certain letter appegfs in the :

third position. (Try ;olio this and you will realize the difficulty-.) Here,

again, not every word has an equal chance of being 'recalled (that is, being
included in the sample). . - .

The method we use for searching -our memory 'affects which items are re-
called. Sometimei that m"ethod'is chosen for onnveilience, as when we try to
form M words by thinking ma...;'me..., etc.,-Bdefhere are wvarimty of fac-
tors that determine the seatch method we t}se, :4ncluding beliefs arid wishes.

. ,44

.
4
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Instead of checking a random sample for the purpose of ascertai ,-tg the
' truth of a specific hypothesis or belief Oat we hold (for example, t. see
Adther in random samples of Sdots and Iish the percentage of miser Scots is
-higher than the petcentage of miser Irish),.our belief itself dictates the .

contents of .the sample: We quite easily remember instAntes,,confirMing our
belief and hardly evev.remember instances, disc'onfirming it, even if the hypo-
thesis is, in fact.i.false. If we strongly believed that the Irish were more
miserly than the Scots, we Wou10 find in easy to remember instances confIrm-

.

itlg that view; it would.be more difficult to find ones.

This tesdency,of recalling mostly confirming instances is one of the
rdots of prejudice, stereotyies, and incorrect images people hold in connec-
tion with other natiops, ethnic groups, and so on.

Obviously, we cannot always base ourgeneralizations On extensive scien- A'

titic studies of the entire population, but at leasvnt ought od'hase our be-
liefs'on random samples, rather than sampling instances from memory, which is
biased toward confirming. our beliefs.

. .

Items that confirm oUr'hypothesis are more easily recalled
hen items that contradict it.

,
.

.

1
Another xeason.that Some items are recalled easily is because they are

iivid,Axamatie, or emotionallyladen.

.

IA it true that most bus drivers in the city 'are discourteots? People"
who hold this View-will)be deeply impressed by any impolite reply of a..bus'-!
driver and will remark, ( "Another rude bus driver." They may tell this.to
friends or even write &letter about it to a local newspaper.' Each such
event wIll be very well remempoered. However, numerous other cases of riding .,

the bus without encountering rudeness are forgotten beoause:they'are not
dramatic dr vivid; noting happened worth remembering,

.

OOP
4.

ft.'..t 1

A

l
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. .1. '11736- "a11. Items' have:the same chance of being stored in eur^ -
memories., ,-- , .

:
.. .....

"arm%
'

<1

Not :ell. items' that Vave been stored in. our memories have
the same chance of being recalled: #. . - . .

3. The -mpst available items, those. having the Highest chance
:of being.recaliled, aie ^. .

..
s

,
Well-known, familiar, and .proniinent items (due to either
their, general importance or personalrelevance),a .. .

J Item s recently: stored in. memory,
.

Items we're ember because they confirm oue preexisting
beliefs, anti .

.
Items that are vivid, iiramatic,'ot emotional.

,1.- .i

Sampling from memory, thed, As not random sampling but sampling
according to availability. Hence, there is a "eensickrable-chance.;.-
that samples created Vroin memory are 'biased.

4-
.

.....0 . j
,...

Is the Chance of....----"--<An_y Item\Independent of the Chance of Any Ocher? +. ,
A ,

The second requirement concerning the randomness of e sampling method is

of any other it
that 'any iteratszi,cesof being se/Acted shouldbe independent of the chance

In other wnrds, after one particular item is, selected, _ '

there.sho'lld lie no change in the other items' chances of being "selected.

Does memory operate in this way? Studies of memory suggest that to an
extent, human memory operates in .the 'opposite way: We recall a' fact or event'
because remembering something else triggered it.(that reminds me of.) ,

Our memory often functibns by wa/ of asaptittions. Recalling one item

causes ttie 'recall of another, that is, the former decreases the recall chance
of yet a third item, because it diverts our attention to a different thinking

. path. , , , -'
.

-

, .4 .
.

If -we return,to the list of meaningful and meaRingless4worde in the
. . ..

previous section and the simple we were able tb recall, from it, we will rob-
ably realize that'in addition po,recalling more meaningful words., thoie. f (us

',wild recalled the word ":tOld". also rdfalled the word "warm" and vice vers .

' Usually, either both or neither were recalled. Thatis to liay, recallin one
of the two words increased the chanae of recall for the seCond., .

..
tif.

. Simil.arli, those of us who recalled froni the list in the appendix a nlIme

of a famous actress (for .iiistante,, Elizabeth Taylor)'very likely recalled .
another' ac *(Marilyn Monroe). ,

/ ' ,
, 4". . ,, .

, . . ,
1.1

r _

a
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, .1
lik

$. N - .F. '
Again, therefor4sampliiig fromIsemory does, no the requirements

ofArandom sampling.. T4 principle of associative recall, which dOirmines tc.
. a considerable extentohat,we wIll recall neXt, ,constitutes i contrast to the ..i,

t,,, piinciple that: any item's- chance" of recall shoilld,be,indepeniant. of the
chahces.of other items. ; . ' ... , A

.

de .

.

)
PP

In sampling from mfmory,. a specific item's chances of lAing .

"recalled are' often dependent on the chances of others items. There-
fore, sampling from memory isial* rindom; ther04 is a considerable
chance that the recalled.samplt is a biased one.

. . . .
, 't

.
,

I. .

If sampling 'from deiory is .not random, there is no advantage, of course,
to sampling many items. 'The4chances of the sample's being repte4;ntative are
small. X

. .

Evetf in the ideal 'situation, which rarely if ever exists, in which sail
pling from memory is random., there is an additional drawback lowering the
chances that the resdlting sample will be representative. Samples 4rom memory
are usually spell in size; either because.people liwnot remember.much, or be-
cause',they dcf'not bother 'toy take the time to recall many examples. A small,
sample has few chances of,Leing representative, even if it has been randomly
selected. .,

k . . ; "
..,

Memory Capabilities -- Positive and Negative Aspects

Since sampling from memory i not random, should we change our memory
habits? That would be nearly impossible to do, for this is the way the human
mind functions. Moreover, looking closely dt these capabilities,,we soon re
alize that even if we could change them (for ple, to train ourselves to
recall practically every item of a population it would not be morthwi} le.

Memory is,avaluable tool that serves us all our lives. We are constantly
bombarded'by vast quantities of information,,far more than we can store and
remember. Many things enter outs minds (and our memories), but most of them
fade away as if they did not exist at/ill. The human brain acts accordihg 6
th'e "availability principle" for efficiency and 'tonvenipnce. We remembex
things that are importafit to us;things that are prominent and familiar.'

`Insignificant things disappear from our memory.

It is good that we, forget tnsiAnificant details and remember impor-
tant ones.

It is good that we remember people we have met several times and
forget those we have seen only once.

It is good that we recall things that have impressed us, no matter
what the reasons, a2d forget the rest.

Imagine wh at would happen and how we would function if we remembered only -,

a small and constant portion .(according to our memory storage capacity) in a
completely- random way.

.
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.
f,

V
b.,,

.

.: . :
.

vlsemory, like other human ahilities: is a mechanism facilitating our
funtionini; In most cases, its Capabilities enakle us to function effi-, .

.

".. 'Oeptly and io adjust to vg: environment. Spmetimes, himever, memory can..,..

1

mislead and fail us.'
.3

-.: ,Thug, weshould not modify our memory and its capabilities, but we ought
to be aware of .them'.to 6e able to. evaluate the quality of our "memory prod-,

ucts." rq this cont4rt, the:products are "samples from memory." .
.

-. ., . ' r----( . . ' ,
.

" 'Sling from memoryi'al'not random, and therefore the resulting sample
. .

As usUa ly unrepresentative. We ,aught to remember this and to view estimates

-
4. ia&conclusions based oh'sappling frdi memory with appropriate skepticism and

.' .

caution. We need to:sek ourselves repeatedly, "Do I have any reason to sus-
ie. ."1"pect that mrsamildis.biasedr Specifically, we should think in the follow-
.. ' 7, leg di:reCtiOnsi, : '

A
, .

,:.
.;, when I sample frce7memory1)

, . -

. i 3e "'If is plausible' that sample T
'' tfain of-itibias We reconstructed? (Will chu

bes; more, churchgoirs?) - -

...
.

., - ,.
N.. '

.

. .
If e a that dur dampie'is bialedo

,fi4ent in; the resulting estimate, If we' are
the, bias, pe.rhapawa will, be able to correct
should b.e cautious and thoroughly check sempl
'they'are not ielected'raddomly but rather by
:

, 4 ,.'

. :.

, . %Exercises
: -.

,. c '
,

l,
S.

...4. 14. :Fellowing are several incorrect stat
,

. 'stances under which the principle of availabil
4 v

1. Was the sample drawn from the entire relevant population or from a
subpopyleil.cm that As unrepresentative of the total population? (What is the-
percentage, f5r instance., of people in your age,group throughout the country
who are regular churchgoers?, You definitely 4o not know all your peers in ttie.'
wnole country, and therefore you cannot sample from this huge group. You
sample from your friends; are they reitesentatiVe of the entire population *

of people' your age?)

2. Is my sample is b
the feictthat I attend church affect the aVai

sed fbr the same reason? (Does
abillAy of other churchgoers

chose is biased, can the direc-
chgoers tend to know and remem-

.

i will be. justifiably less

ble to guess the direction of
ur estimate, In anyaae?, we
e produCed from,"memory, because,
ailebility:

:. . .

,
f
b Example: Statement: The chances of being

.

at a p it-Tireular crossroad tre very high.

Possihle circumstances: Thi's statemenckses

rite. Itito,describe Circa-
ty generated these statements.

involved; inja dar accident
.

.2

made by zt worker in a gas

. station:focated at that crossroad. He item, tvIO'a cidents happen in the smile. :'-

' -.week. is this week.represintative of the whole
,. i

.

., The.perceniaga of-smokers is steadily
.

.
. ., 4.

4.11.geniuses are Somewhat mentally dist
'

..,. " .

. -.

r? .y

ncreasing.

. 4 ;
On

t,'.

t
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:9 Three-quarters of young people finish highkschool.

Every fourth person is accused, of some'exime at least once in
his or her life. ,

Relative to their nuiber, female driyers are involved more often
in car accidents than male drivers are.

Each time I prepare really well for an exam,-it gets canceled.

The weather is usually nice on weekends.

"
MishapOsually occuy in threes.

There are more officials'who treat' the public in &highly negative
way than officials who are exceptionally polite.

Buying large pagages of any produce is always more economical
than 'buying% smaller ones. . 4

2. Several categories are written below, partly in code. Fpr each one
in turn, first decipher the code, then Spend up to 30 seconds thinking of ex-
amples that fit the category.. Write down all the examples you think of, in
the order you thought of them, then go on to the next category, and repeat ,

this procedure.
.

This is the code: Each latter in the code represents
ate* following it in tJe 'English alphabet. -For instance,
represents B,, B represents C, erepiesents L, and so on; Z

.
- .

pople whose kzrs mzld adfhr with S.

People who vdzq fkzrrdr.

Cities whose onotkzshnm is greater than nmd lhkkhnmo4m-kg
A

Rszsdr smaller in size than Nghn.

the letter immedi- .

A in the code .

represents-r.

.4 Aqz/tic names you would see in a fqnbd,x store. 415

Try to find in the samples you just produced, examples demonstrating
nonrandom sampling for any of the reasons discUssed in this chriptet. For ex-
ample,, for the last item, if you thought of Coke, did .you also think' of

beelpse of the assocpeive link between them?

3% Bow do advertising people utilize the epailability phenomeibn?

Find some printediads d nstrating the use of; 41mailabllity;

.41
to compose advertisement slogans (in rhyMes if.you like) that

create a strong association between a particular objective andthee
product, so tbab.wbenever the object comes to mind, the product /
will be readily available.

I

i
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,
Obfective

enjoying a soft drink
4

the health: of our . teeth,

-.good bicycles
d.

9

ealashiot, pair ,of ,pants
.

a .refreshing shower
* A

an enjoyable and healthy sunehh

academic advancement

'Appendix

1. Queen Elizabeth II
e

2. Billy. -Jean King

.3. Sl.r. Johil Gielgud

4. Susail B. Anthony

.5. DavId StockmiL

6.. Christian Barpard

7. bJackie Onassis
.

Joe Hill8.

.9. Henry, Cabot "Lodge

10. Dag Hammarekjold

-

l,1. Archibald / Cox
. .

12. Elizabeth Taylor

13,f.. Jack Kerouac
l

,ouac .

14. Marilyn Monroe

15.' Henry ;Luce

14

t

Product
-

"TASTY DRINK"

'"stiow'pugg TOOTHPASTE"

"EASYRIDE"BICYCLES

"BODY" PANTS .

"SCiNT? SOAP

usUou'suNTAN LOTION

"WISDOM" ENCYCLOPEDIA

16. George Marrilson

.7. Florence Nightingale

18 . Ella 'Fitzgerald

'19. Arthur Miller

20. Gloria Steinem

21. Leonard Bernstein

22. Cal Tjader

23. Soupy Sales

24. Indira Gandhi

,
25. George Bush

26. Pearl Buck

27. B. F. Skinner

28. Barbarh Walters

;9. Linda Ronstadt
its
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SECTION III; PROBABILITY ASSESSMENT

CHAPTER

FROM GROUP PILENTAOES TO INDIVIDUAL CHAIES: PART I.

Introduction
N

. *
The following sEe excerpti from a fictitious,radio interview with a,space

scientist and the makager,of tweekly-state lottery.
'/ 4

.

Interviewer (addressing the scientist): What are, in your opinion, the
chances that we will succeed in making contact with, intelligent creatures in
outer space by the year 2000? W .

. -

4

Scientist: I think the chances aro pretty low, say, 1 out of 100.

Interviewer: One? One out of 160? How' id you figure out, that number?:

Seienast: I considered all the scientific knowledge we have at present
about outer space and also the technological advancements expected for the ,

near future, In addition to that, I took into account 'that fewer.thah 20
years remain before the year 2000, As well as other considerations I will pot
specify here. Viewing all these considerations together, I felt that my
degree of belief is best expressed numerically as a,1X chance.

Interviewer: I understand that in your view, it's unlikely that we'll
., .

make-some contact witbintelligent creatures in'outer space by 2000. Still,

I do not completely understand, your answer. Why do you say 1 chance in 100
rather than 5 or 10? ,How did you reach that particular number?

.

Scientist: To tell the truth, it is hard-for me to explain precisely
why I said 1 and pot 5, for instance. My difficklty ienot due to your or
your listeners' pdesible deck of tinderStanding of the,scientifig; evidence I

considered. It's just,that I can't really specify the process I used to #
arrive at my answer;it wasn't an exact arinhietic computatipn involVing
addition, multiplication, or division of numbers. It was more like an edu
cated intuition. The only thing I can say is thd when I,combined all Ehe
information at my disposal and considered the ing over and over again,

4010I had a certain feeling that matches the number ou of,100 rscher'than 5 or

10 out of 100.5

4

. Interviewer: If I had referred my question, to one.of your colleagues,. 6 "4.;

4
do you think his or ker inner feeling concerning this issue would be expressed t

by the same number? : A

it .

l
.

5
Nte that the scientist is actually saying that he would stave been indiffereap

had he been given the choice between These two gambles: cl) winning $1,000 if"

some contact is=established with creatures in.outer space by,the year 2000, '-

versus (2) winning $1,000 if the pointer in the chance circle lands on the'
shaded area, constituting 1% of the'tircle area (see chapter 4); ' .
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Scientist: I have a colleague working c osely with me.: She shares the`
sam4 information that I have; but most probably she would translate that in-
formation to different feelings.about your question. I believe her reply
would have been 10eout of 100.. . '

Interviewer: Thank you very much indeed. (Turning to the lottery man-
,: ager) Yesterday' my wife bought a lottery ticket of yours. What would you say

her chanced of winning the grand prize are?

.Lottery mansger: I think she,has some chance; for instance, a week ago
at woman in Pittaurgh won that prize.

Interviewer: I know she hes some *chance, but can you.tell me how 'high,
the chance is? "

' tottery manager:. Of ceurse I can. Ti-1's week exactly 800,000 tickets
were sold. .We offer many prizes, but only one ticket wins the grand prize
each week. Hepce, the chances are 1 out of 80Q,000.

Interviewer: My wife's chance of winning the grind prize is, then, 1
`out of.p00,000?

Lottery managers./ Yes, exactly.

If we check the answers of the two interviewees, we realize they reached
their anoWrs,in different ways. The scientist considered the entire infor-
mation aehis disposal, and thereafter a, certain inner feeling evolved which
he translated to apecific lumber. It is hard to describe in detail the
process by which the scientist translated his considerations and knowledge'to
a feeling, and how that feeling was translated to a number. He emphasized

.,, the difficulty a-describing this process in detail. He added that his col-
league, who shares the same information toncerning the subject under di ion,

would have reached larger number. In contrast, the lottery manager could"
produce the number she suggested quite easily by a d1ect calculation from,, the
information available to her:

.

1. She kneio how many tickets were sold (600,000).

2., She knew how many tickets the interviewer's wife bought Gone ticker).

3. She knew that itly one ticket wins the grand prize.

L

4. She is familiar siith the lottery method. This is a random method in
which every ticket bas exactly the same chance of Winning.

se

N Fr.= these four inforpation. items, the lottery manager drew the simple
ar ?thmetic conclusion coneerning that chance: 1 out of 800,000.

There are cases in Which obtaining a number from the information
at our disposal is done in a'direct and obvious way accepted by every-.
oneolse; In cc:Rarest, there are cases in whieh obtaining a number
fret available information is a matter of personal feelingnot nacos-
satilyshared by others.

4,
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In the fourth chapter we.dealt with cases of the second type. We pre-
sented the device of the Chance wheel, which we used to help us in producing

se number. We will return to similar cases later. This chapter and the next
, one deal exclusively with cases in whiO the available information is used
to produce the number in a direct, obvious, and accepted waY. We will see

- the features of such eases. and how information, can be translated to 4 number
ekkessing the'chances. ,

.

.Example; There are 40 students in it particular class in law.school, 30
men and 10 women. 'If you are asked to bet who will enter the clissrobm firs;
next Monday morning, will you say "a man" or "a woman?". (Assume that you
have no additional intormation concern `g either the topic of the first Mon-
day mining class or the habits'of the women. and men in that particular Class.)
A clever gambler will obviously bet in "s man," since there are more men than'
women in the class, and therefore the chances that the, first entrant is a man
are greater than that the first entrant is a woman.6

I

0--

Let us'rechipck the data: There are 40 students in,the class, 10 women
and 30 men. Here is a new expression, "frequency"; its deffilition is as
follows: .

I.PrequOilcy = number of cases (items) in the grog 1 -1

4

Hence, the frequency of women in the Class 1s 10 and the frequency of men'is
30.

A smart
group is 'grea
entrant being
woman,

,gambler will bet on a man because the frequency of men in the
nr than the frequency of women; thus, the chance of the first
a man is greater than the chance of the first entrant being a

, ('' : ' M. t
. To what extent, precisely, is the men's chance greater than the women's? I

If we wish to express these chances numerically, as percenfame within the .

range of'0 to 100, what numbers will we use? Obviously, the men's chance will
'be expressed by 'a number larger than 50, for the. men have a grtfer chance
than the women and therm two arel'the only two possibilities. __,/

There are 40 students in the cats.
,are woolen, and three - quartets of them (30

hc proportions are expressed as percentages,'
plied by 100) and 75 men (three-Auarters
make 100%.

A quarter of them (10 divided iy 40)

di4ded by 40) are men. When these
there are 25% wdmen.(a quarter multi -
multiplied by 10Q). Together they

. tt
6
Evfn if such a gambler loses the bet, because the first entrant happens
to be a woman, nevertheless his or her decision is still clever. c.This is a
situation of uncertainty and either result, the more expected as well as the

less expected, can occur. In other words, a good decision can end in an unT
desired resufi.

95
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A smart'gambler will figure that'the chances of the first entrant being
a man are equal tb the peicentage of fbn,in the class: 75%. And the chancel
that the first entrant will be a woman are 25%. Thereare 'three times as many
men.as women, and this ratio holds also forethe chances: The chance that the

first entrant will be a man is three times as great as the chance it will be a
Women.

Ifye ask the same question about another class consisting)Of 42 students,
24 women and .18 men, the chance of the first entrant being a woman is about
577 (24/42x 100), as is the women's percentage, and the chat*. it.is a man is
identical to the men's percentage,. about 43% (18/42 x 100). .

The chance of * tife first student entering the classroom being a man. Wes'
determine4 directly by the class.composItion, the compoiition ofAhe group
under discussion. In the next section, we willdiscusi the relationship be-
tween the chances for a single observation of a characteristic in'question'
and the percentag(1/4of that characteristic ein the group as a whole.

a-

I

From Group Percentages to Individual Chances
"11

.. .

First, let us Apia simple experiment. I have an ordinary thwack.
What is the chance that ifI drop it on the floor it will fall head down in .

contrast to falling on its side? If I drop it one 0 either one'of these two '

results can occur; therefore, a single trial wilrnot-teach us anything about'
'the 'relevant chance. 4

. A.

#

But supposes we throw the tack many times and calculate the percentage
If trials gn which it fell head down out of al+ the trials (number of throws).
If the tack show§ more side falls than head -down fella, it`will be possible
to say thstothe chance of a side fall on a single throwiis greater than the
chance of a tead-down 411. Since these are the only two chances possible,
the chance of a side fall would then be higher than 50%. If. the tack fell

orrpits 'side, say, 75% of the time in the trials, we could be even more
accurate by saying that the chance of a side all in a single throw is about
75%.

v.
4 '

Such an experiment was carried out; a,tackwas thrown many timed. %Once
in a while (after some throws) the results up to that point were.recwordedin
the follo4ing neater: 4

.

- .

1. Number, of current throWS (the first column.in Table 1). ;

-
,

2. Frequency of head-down falls, namely, how many times up to that
point the tack has fallen head down" (the second.eplymp).

3. The percentage of times the tick fell hea wn °a of t he total .

number of, throws to'that point (the third columpOr.. s columh was obtained
by dAviding column 2 by column 1 and tiplying by 1

column 2 Frequency othead-dowfi falls
x 100 or x 100

column Total number of. throws

.4t



Table 1

Frequency and Pertentage of Head-Down Falls

Column 1

*

. Totalnumber-
of throws

2

.
5

10

...,,,, 30

50

100

.

200"

00

400

500

600

Column 2 ,1 Column 3

Frequency of , Percentage of
head-down falls bend-down falls

-,

.

3

. 4J

.

8 i

.
14

..

-,
30

Ilk .=.

1

. 80 IT'

. . 4

3 118 .
-0, -

160 .

. 41'

..,
. , e ,

2bi
A

241 A

,*

. 1- .
, V .,

L 2
.

x 100 = 100
1y X. 10 0 = 50

2
3. x 100 = 40'

3

10 .:, :
100 = 3b

4 ,e100 us, 26.7

14
.su 'x 100' = 28 .

30 2(.100 = 30
100

200 x
100 - 1 41:).

80

118

x
-=100 139.3

3006,

160 .

41100 = 48w x
.

202
,wo x 100 i= 40.4

600

241
x 100 = 40.2

;

. ii. .

_ . ..1 t

Obviously,* if you were to repeat the entire experiment, yOuF table of
results would be slightly diff#rent. For iristange the firSt grow could -

have resulted in a., side fall Tether than a haad-down fall, and then the per-
centagecentage . of head-doWnaalIs in:thit. 'throw woad. have. been -M. ', .

'.'.' '
%

.. 4

,.
.

Eabb toy in the Ulan is one 'sample. of thrq06 otit:,of linfinite number
. .

,pn , .

of spossibls throws.. . t ! \ !..-4-: .
. 1"

,,,...

-. . \ : ' r \
w.

.lie AlirdiVow AhOynikthe results of a sample 04 five throt.is': 1%41ce the 44 .

tack fell head down; the corresponding percentage is 45%. In the seventh xow. ''''".

a sample of 100 throis is ,secordel,,,-of which 30 were head-down falls, for a

percentage of 30%. '%:, . t'. - '''-'. '
.

f ,
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A 0
The total. population weft!. interested in is th:population'of all.possible

t rows of the thumbtack. rowHof the table is a random.aampled (see'chapter
6,%Random Sampling sectio0 from this population lbeciLTW-I-

.14.

A.. Each possible- throw has an., equal chance .of inclusion in the sample!

2. There is no connection Whatsoever between one throw and another.
,

We have learned that the chances'of'a random sample's being represeAtetive
increase 'as the ze of the sample gets larger. Let us suppose that the tack
has the same cha ce of falling either head,down or on its side. Is plau-
sible to obtain, in esample of 500 throws, 50 head-down and 450 sidi falls?
It is. very unlikely. However, is it possible in'ia small sample, say five

a throws, to obtai$four side falls and ipne head-down fall? This result is
.% such more likely.

.0"

We realize, therefore, that if we want to rely on -the resulti of dur tack
throws in order to say something about the chances of landing head dclwmcor
side down, it is worthwhile.to have a large sample. orthrovis. Such a sample
has a much better chance than a small sample of representing the features of
the.tack falling.

This familiar effect is clearly demon strated in Table 1: In the small
samples, tije percentage of head-down falls is highly' inconsistent, 10Q%, 50%,
40%, 30%, etc. As the sample size increases, the percentages stabilize:
39.3% (300 throws), 40% (400), 40.4% (500), and 40.2% (600).

'If we continue the experiment and throw the tack 800 times and'even more,
we will realize that the percentage of head-down falls will not change much.
The percentage of head-down falls stabilizes at around 4074. We can now say
that the chances of the tack falling head down in one throw are approximately
40Z, because this has been tfie percentage of head-XEZI falls in a large number
of throws.

e We infer the Chance of a specific outcome (elg., head-down
fall) in a single trial from theipercentage of that outcobie in
a large number of trials (a large sample).

Another experiment demonstrating the same ariClusIbn was conducted by a)
...",*

..
statistician named Rio. He put 10 belie:Into a sack. The bals were identi-

0 cal inehape and size but'not,in color: Five were black, three were white,--'
040 were red. The question was, tThat.is the chance that a ball removed,

at random, fro. the sack' will be black? In order to answer this question, Rio,
without looking in the sack, took out one ball, wrote down its color, and
returned it to the sack. He then stirred the contents of the sick thoroughly.
He repeated this procedure 1,000 times'(this:is like throwing a Sack 1,000
times), and every once in awhile recorded, the following three data (es we
did with the tack),:

. .
. . .

Number of balls taken out to this point (sample size);

How many balls were black (frequency of the 'outcome "black"), and

4
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The percentage ofdblack ball retrievals to this p oint (the percentage
of the outcome "black").

1'

Whdn he.finished the experiment, he realized that as thesize of the saw- .

ple (number of retrievals) becamt larger, the percentage bf black balls
stabilized at about 50%. Rao's conclusion was that the chance'of retrieving,
one black ball from a sack containing 5 out of:10 balls is 5Q%. .

' Let us we are asked to answer.a similaiquestion: If take .

out 10ball.from a sack having similar content of balls, what will be the
color of the ball? Obviously, we cannot answer this question with certainty.
This is an uncertain situation, for three different outcomes (black, red, And
white) are possible. Nevertheless, we Can answer the .question probabilistically:

I. We will prepare a set of echa$stive and mutually exclusive possibili-
ties. The set is black, red, and white. This set is exhaustive, for there
are no other balls in the sack., The possibilities are4lutually exclusive be-
cause no ball is painted with more than one color.

2. We will assign'thances to the various possibilities. Rio''s,experiment
told us that the chance of a ball being black is 50% (because in re-
t'rievals the percentage of black balls stabilized at abouP°50%):

a.

1

40 we also counted, at each point, the numbers and computed tA percent,.
ages of white and red balls, we wnuld have seen that the percentages tended
to seabilize around 30% white afia 20% red. Nene: the chante of a single
ball being white is 30% and that of p single ball being red#is 20X.

. . . .

The chances which we will assign to the different possibilities are,
than, - .... .

riladk white red total?
50% '30% 20% 11 100%

The sack contains a group of%10 items, identicailin shape and size.
The chance of any one item being sampled-in,one retrieval is equal to.tiie
chance of any other item, precisely because of this sameness in'shape'and ,

A.

slize. Each one of the 10 balls has
A
exactly die Ism chance.

.
IN

We have seen that the chan ce of taking out stied ball,lot example, is 20%
(according to the percentage of red belle in many retrievals). We alao knows

thit 20% ,of the balls in the sack are red. Is the identity of these numbers a
coincidence? Is it only by accident that the percentage red balls in many
retrievals is identital,to the percentage of, red balls in t sack? No.

.

.

7
In a sample of 1,000 retrievals, for instance, the pert s of black,

red, and white balls shodld, obviously,.pdd up to 100%. Similarly,' this will

be the Ease in anyothe'r sample. In a set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive
;possibilities, the degrees of'belief based on sample information will a4 up

, ;to 100% across ale various possibilities% . . .

. ,
.

(..

A

0
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...

The Chance of retrieving nstd balla chance we figured out
by computing tie percentage of4redballs in ajarge sample of re-
trievals) is exiktly the same as the percentage of red balls in the

`,--ack--20%:
)

.. -
.

. 4
, +. . 4

4 4

Ibe'chance of taking ou4 a black ball (a chance we figured out
seby'computing fhe'percepta8e;of4black balls in'a large sample of re-

tridlia/s)' is exactly tl*.sahe'as.the percentageof black balls in
thei..sack--50%.' This rule applies also twthe.white balls.

.% 4 . ".'
.4 lawfulness exists only if all the balls are identical in shape and

sixe,_for only then d&s each ballshave the same chance Of being sampled.
. If, foriAnstanCe, the red balls are bigger than the other balls, then in
e44ruardpling,,,their chances of being picked would be greater, and in a large
sample (say 1,000) there would have been morq, than 20% red balls, their per
cettage in 4he semis., But if all balls have the same chance .of being sampled,
the.percenfage'of a certain color in a large sample is equal (approximately)
to the percentage of this Color among all the balls. Furthermore, we pie-
ihously inferied the .chances of'drawieg just one ball of a given color from
the percentagi of balls of that ColOr in the sack.

4

ti

to

4Wecan formulate all this as a more general rule:

If all items in a.group have the same chance of being sampled,
tEen the percentage of 'a specific characteristic in a large sample
is equal to the percentage of this characteristic among all items in
the group. This percentage is also equal to the chancesthat the
speciffed4haracteritic will be the outcome when only one item is
sampled:

gel

4 .
Let us resew the former examplei:

1. It is clear now why in a class consisting of 30 men and 10 women
the chance thOirst student entering the classroom will bea man is 75%:

.
4

Let us assume that every morning, each one of the students has
4e'lliame chance of being the first to enter the classroom.

dm e If we had checked who was thd ffist to enter every .mo*ning for a
)t,

. long period of time, we would have found that for about 75%'of the
mornings itwes a man. This is because men comprise 75%.of the
class.

-o
\. This'peicenEage is also the chanCe that we will assign to any single

'morning in tonne Lion with the question under discussion. We will
say that there is 75% chance of a man being the first to enter the

'clasiroom..

tl

4
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2. It is also clear now why the chance of the woman winning the grand
.,priz is 1 out of 800,000. .% .

. o
'

...
-

, Tbse are 800,,000 tickets {like 10 ball in a sack), only one of which
. ,..

will be(the winner (like 5 black gel's). What is.thecbance that the ?omen
'who bought a single ticket is holding the winning.ohe (like the chance that
in a singLgAtetrieval we will pick out a black ball)/ The chance in percent-
age teams is sse . . , ..

"`

.0

600
x 100

8
0.06012n >,

000 ,000

What is, then, the common Aenominator of all three probleEs?

. *.lhe chance -of picking out black ball (balls in a sack)?

The chance the that student entering the classroom is a man?

\ Thy chance ofwinning the grand prize

1. In all,ttlese problems there is a defined
(10 balls in a"sack, 46 students in a class, and
sold in e given week)'.

(lottery)?

group having a given size
800,000 lottery tickets

2. A'question is asked concerning the chance of a single specific char-
.

acteristic-or result (a black ball; a male student, a winning ticket).

.3. If we sample randomly one item of the group, then each item in the
group has the same chance of being selected (each ball, each student, or each;"

.

ticket has' the same chance). I.

4. In order to compute the chance in all three cases, we check
/

(1 The site of the specific group (10:40, 800,000 for the ball',
classroom, and lottery questions, respectively).

0 The size of the subgroup having the relevant characteristic (5,
30, 1), and

. The perc(entage of the subgroup in the entire group (50%, 75%,
0.000125%).

ThiS pprcentage is the chance we assign to the question concerning the
chance of a single item's having the relevant characteristic.

When I was.visiting my family in the Midwest, I met a young man, 'George,
who is'a student at Midwest University (MU). Later, may family and I bad a
vigorous 4iscussion'about the use of marijuana on U.S. college campuses, and
I began to wonder wh4her George, the young man I met, smoked marijuana.

I could not answer that question conclusively; indeed, I knew very little
'about George,/having met him only briefly. But-I wondered about the chances
that. he is a dope smoker. HOw could I compute those chances accurately?

I
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.

I ought to define both the appropriate group.and the releVant character-4
istic. Here the appropriate group is

All male students enrolled at Midwest University:I.
%

Defining the relevant. characteristic requiies A little more care; what,
exactly do I mean by "dope smoker?". Remember,'I must satidfy the clairvoyance
test in this definition. My family and r decided after some discussion that
dope smoker meant .

-
a

K petson who had smoked or otherwise ingested marljuana at least
once every 2 weeks for the last 6 months.

.

The relevant characteristic is then

m211e student enrolled at Midwest University who is a dope smoker.

Note that the rele4ant characteristic is always defin adefined a aubgroup.of
.

the appropriate
t

group.

Now that our group and subgroup are car efully defined, we need only ottain
the appropriate data in'order to calculate the percentage

Number of,male MU students who, smoke dope x 100
Number of male students at MU

I will use this percentage to express my belief that Geotge, about whom I
know nothing else, smokes dope.

When we have the relevant data, it is simple to Compute the chances.
However; in most interesting and important cases, there are no available data 14.

either on the size of the group or on the Ilze of the relevant subgroup. In

such cases, we will use estimates. Sometimes wewill directly estimate the
percentage, and in other instances we will estimate the size of each group
and thus obtain the desired percentage. The next. chapter will discuss these
estimation procedures. lb

'Exercises

1. What are the chances that the next peron yOu meet was born
.4% V

On a Saturday?
On the Fourth of July?
On Christmas Day?

2. What are the chances that this same person is a twin? What informa-
tion do you need to answer this question?

.3. Take a paper clip and bend the center, part, out slightly,, just far
enough so *at it is possible for the paper clip, When tossed, to land resting
sideways. Now toss the paper clip 300 times and record, for each toss, whether
the center (sinner) part landed 225 down, or sideways. Frio these data, con-

-struct.a table like Table 1. Because you are dealing here with three outcomes

102
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,rither than two, you will have wexpand column,2 to three columns: frequency,
up, frequency down, and frequency sideways. What Ore the chine thit, on the'
nett tots, the paper clip will land with the cent7p part VP?"
.

. 4.-

4. Below are two tablei giving frequency data.. From them, formulate two
Anestibns in terms ofvchancesgWhat are the chances that.?"). Answer each

,..

of your questiousty

Defining a total group,

Defining the relevant' characteristic,

.w

Defining the subgriipp that has that characteristic, ands

Calculating the percentage that the subgroup is within the
total group.

Women' in the Armed- Serviices, 1978

TotqA. military

Womdtk

Total' olfipers

Women officers
Enlisted personnel
Enlisted womqn

2 Oh2 000
000

274
17,000

1,788,000 _

117,000

Total Arrests, by Age Group, 1978

Under 15 728,198

I.5-241 2,808,664

" /J5-34
.., 2,111,396

35-44 - 1,036,863
45-54

1

669,074

55 or older 411,998

Not known 6,898

Total. 9,775,091

i .

. ,
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FROM GRiUP; PERCENTAGES 30 INDIVIDUAL CHANCEP 'PART II .*
a. . .,

The JJse of Estithates for `Computing Chances , %. . ,
.. 4, .

.
.. ., . .

Tonight I amgoing to the,theater. I beim just discovered that my friend,
Ralph, has ilso bought a ticket for the show tonight. 41 seat is in'the 15th -

row. What,is the chance that Ralph will sit in the "same row?
... ....

- .
. .

In the previous chapter, it Oas

,/
such chances from the percentage Of
out of the total number of seats in
procedure.

.4
shown that we cafilW,ske.inferenees about.,-r.

the number of seats in row 15 (except inhi"
the theater (except mine). This it th6.

`1. Define the entire grotip: total number of seats in the theater, not
counting mine.

v..

.2. Define the sub group: number of seats int,row 15, not counting mine.

1

. 3. Fihd the ,tize of 'these two g roups.

4.. Compute the appropriate percentage:

Number of seatsin row 15, minusone
x 100

Total number of seats in the theater, minus one

This percentagclis the chance that Ralph'will sit in the same row that I
do,.provided of course, that I am willing to assume that Ralph's ticket is
equally likely to be for any seat in the theater except mine.

Even with simple probl ems like,this'one, we 'usually do not have accurate
.data on the size of each group; this is even more often the case with compli-

, cated and interesting probleis. For instance, the chance of recoveriqg from
a specific disease (what is the usual percentage of people recovering irom
it?); the chance of my friend giving birthto &ins (what is the percentage

6f twin births out of all births?); my chance of being accepted to the Navy
school for combat pilots (what is the percentage of petPle accepted to the
school out.of allapplicants?).

. In such cases, in Ohich the relevaht information is lacking,' we will use
an already familiar method - -estimation. Three estimation procedures are.
available.

, .

Estimating the Size of Each Group

1.

We will attempt to estimate Ate total-number of seats in the theater.
There are, for example, about 30 rows. in the theater't main hall and 30 more
An the balcony. By estimating the number of seats in rows located in various
areas in the main hall and balcorii, wereached a total estimation figure of
3,000.

;
ti
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Estimating the number of seats in row 15, We>figured out there art
about '50. ' .

..
.

.

The chance, then, that Ralph will sit fn the same row that I do is:

x =50 Mr
"..u^

3,009.

(subtracting my seat, from bath 50 acrid' 3,000 is not significant, since
thaseligures are estimates rather than the true values).

Returning.to the probrem that ended the last chapter, how can we evaluate
t e chances that George smokes aape? Probably we do not have accurate iefor-
titian concerning the sizi of efch of the relevant groups. Instead,,we will

use estimates:

1. Define the total group: male students' enrolled at Midwest University.

2

2. Define the subgroup:. male students enrolled at Midwest University
kiho smoke dope. ..

3. Estimate the size of each group..

4. Compute the percentage:

Size estimate.of the subgroup
x 100

Size estimate of the total group

--

Sometimes it will be difficult for us to estimate the size of one or both
groups. In such cases, we will use adifferent method in order to obtain the
desired percentage.

Estimation Based on Samples /'

In this method, we estimate the desired percentages in a sample father
than in the entire group. For instances I know about 20 male students at
Midwest University% Four of them use dope. Thus, the percentage of ddpe
amokess is approximately 20% (4/20 x 100). This method is convenient when
we have no. idea about the size of one or both groups but we can recall enough
Examples to create a salable upon which we will base our estimates. Such a
sample is, obviously, as vulnerable as any other one: Are the students I khow
from Midwest University representative of all male students at.Midwest Univer-
sity? Is the number of my student acquaintances too small,to constitute z!
decent sample?

In the two estimation methods discussed, we compute the percentagee either
relying on estimates of the sizes of both groups or relying on relevant sam-
plee-Tbere is another estimation method in which the percentage we seek is
itself estimated.
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'Direct EstLination of the P centage

.

Very often we estiaate the'percentage directly rather than compute it
from timates of groups or samples. "/ have read in the newspaper that 37%
of I(IIcollege.males smoke dope. But Midwest Unilersity is a rather conier-
yeti e university compared to, say, California colleges. Therefore, t "esti-
mate the desired percentage as being,about 25%." . .

.

In this case, the tIroblem is &A-dec/omposed so that.we deal with its
elements, the appropriate two groups. insteaalbve estimate the percentage,
directly, using some information we possess. We .should seep in mind, Though,
that "this is an estimate just like any other. We might be wrong in remember-
ing what the newspape said or in correcting that estimate on the basis of

.

-,,our knowledge of.a p ticulareotiversity..
-

We can use one'of the following three,methods to obtain esti-
mates of chances:

1. Estimate both the size oi:rthe relevant total ;;C:41 and
that of the subgroup; teen compute the percentage utilizing both
estimates and from it infer.the desired chance.

fc

.2:2: out the same procedure using a sample of the total
group: Obtainiestimatea4or exact figures of the sample size and 11
of the number of its having the relevant characteristic in tie
samples then compute the percentages, which are also the chandft,
using the sample estimates. 4

3. Estimate the,percentage (the chance) directly, using some
information available to you.

As with other numerical estimates, it is a good idea to use more than
one estimation technique whenever possible. When tgo different estimation
'techniques produce greatly different estimates of t)e chances, this signals
possible errors (eke chapter 5). ,

What is the Relevant Total Group?

1h the examples discussed so far, we dA1 ave great difficulty in
defining the appropriate groups. Sometimes, owever, it Is not completely
clear exactly what group,we are trying to estimate. For example,,,

X end gave birth last year. What are the chances that she gave
birth to t ?8 itG

0

V

)8
Let us assume thai"we do not know whether or not she has given birth to
twins in the past. .0 . .
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2. My friend is pregnant and ct,ue to give birth next month. Wh at are
theichances that she will haVe twins?

In these two examples the approp riate total group is '14(11 births" and
the subgroup is "twin births:" Here we have two problems:*

. .

Problem 1: re total group limallbirths" since when? This is a huge 1

gro4. How could've count all births up. to now in order to compute the per-
.centage of twin births out of them? We 'can overcome this. roblem by using a
really large sample,,say, all U.S. births in the last deaile.

Problem 2: In thefirst'examble, my friendAlas already given birth.
Thus tteWEF really, is an item from the defined group, "all births in the
last decade." Irk contrast, the second example involves a birth that has net
yet-ocCurred. The event ivnot really a member of the group we are using to
compute the shances,for the group isof,births in the past, while the event

in
.
the future. ' .

%

Wi encounter this problem whenever. we 1,id past data to assess the ehancesp

of future events (Aren't these often the modt'interesting issues?). In so
doing, we assume that the similarity between the past cases and the future
case justifies our'inferences from the past to the' future:

V

A friend of mine has a son who will enter Midwest University next year.
What are the chances that he will, while in college, be a dope smoker? We
will answer this question as we have answered the question concerning George,
who is now attending Midwest University: When we do, we are assuming that
the situation in 01 future in this respect (the rate of dope spacing at
Midwest Universi is not going to change siApificantly.

What is the chance of at least one snowy day in Atlanta next Ftbruhry?
If we believe next year to be basically similar to previous years (as far
as winter weather is concerned), we will use as a group; several February
months of the past and we will check the percentage of those February modths
in 'which there was at least, one snowy day. While discussing.the topic of
estimation in chapter 6, we saidthat to the extent that the sample is large:,
the chance of its being representative idcreases. Hence, in attempting to .

estimate chances of future events, like at least nmesnovy day next February
in Atlanta, we would do well to base the estimate on a sample of many past
years, as many as 100. Is this always the case?

What is the chance that my friend, who ismoving to an apartment in mid-
town Manhtan, will experience a burglary during her first year there? If

Fe check 8hck,on the burglary statistics for the past 100 yearst.we will find
that over time burglaries have substantially increased in mid-Manhattan. The
1930s,-for instance, are not at all representative of the present (nor of the
future) in this respect. It is better, then, to base our estimation on,a ,

much smaller sample of recent years, say, the last 5 years; these yeiis are
more representative of the present and of our expectations for the future.
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:

If the relevant total group is too large, it will,suffice/to

, use a sample for estimating the chances, providIng that It Ss.
plausible to assume thatibis sample is repregen;ative Of the total
group.

When assigning chances to a future event, the estimates can be
based on similar past cases, providing pat it is readbnable to as-
sumehat no substantial change has occurred nor will occur with re-
gard to the chara6teristic whose chanCeb. we are estimating.

xercises
.

1. Followidg are questions involvirii ctiarec 'of various events. -,For

each question; 'do the following: .,

a. Specify the total gioup and the subgroup having the relevant

characteristic.

b. Find samples representative of these" stoups (consult friends

if you need to) .

c., Estimate the sizes of tl e samples you chose:
,

d. Compute the chance of he event in question by using the
figures you obtain n step.c.

, Example: What is the chance that the next ring of my telephone will turn
out to be a wrong number?

a. Total group: incominichone calls to my house in the past and-

future. Subgroup: wrong number calls.
4

b. Sample of the group: numker of calls lastweek. Sample of the

subgroup: number of wrong numbers.last week.

. c. I get approximately 6 calls daily during the week and about 20
on the weekends, which mkkes about 50 incoming Calls weekly.
Last week, as far as I remember, there were two wrong.numbers.

d. The chance,'then, is: 21,50 x 100 4%.

$ere are the question.., What is the chance of:

1: Finding a t leas t one typographical error on the third page. of

tomorrow's local newspaper? , .

'41
2'. Running oat of gas sometime next month?-

6

3. Pinding a coin on the iidhwalk during a 1-hour walk ,in town?

4. Being contacted at least once by a pollster during the coming year?
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Reducing the'Group
.

, :
v . -.0e 410W

William Smith, a high-ranking official of the Pentagon, invited Jean .

Baker, a Pentagon security officer, td.'1unch. Following is their conversation
over lunch: ,

.
.

,

Smith: Yesterday at a concert I met a Soviet named Boris YeksiloV: .

' He works in the Soviet consulate. 4Do you know him?

Baker: No.

di

-Smith: We talked during the intermission and he invited me to a dinner
at his house nextweek...... 41"

Baker: You don't mean, you...

Smiths That is precisely why T wanted to talk to you. You have mote ex-
perience .and knowledge concerning Soviet diplomats than I do. What is, in your
opinion, thechance Yermilov is an undercover Soviet intelligence agent?

Baker: I do not knob Yermilov and you did not tell me anything about him,
except that he is an employee of the Soviet consulate here. Based on my ex-.
perience of recent years, I would say that about 60% of the personnel at the
Soviet consulate are actually undercover agents wftose official positions are
secondary to their intelligence-gathering functions. Thus, I would estimate
the chance that Yermilov is such an agent as about 60%.

go.

Here, as the former examples, the assessor has relied upon the percent-
age of similar cases in the group, namely, the percentage of those who arebe-,
lieved to be undercover agents, out of all Soy.tat consulate staff members. Let
us proceed with the conversation:

k
Smith: I do know something about Yermilov that may change the picture

a little. He works in the economic delegation at'the consulate.
' .

Baket: Oh, that's different.- In my opinion, the percentage of Soviet
spies among Soviet consulate economists is much lower than among the others.
I would estimate it as perhaps 25%. Therefore, the chance that Yermilov is a
spy has debreased to 25%.

We ha ve seen that Smith furnished Baker with anotUr information item' *
concerning Yermilov and that she had to define a new total group from which
to estimate the appropriate percentage. That is, we are no longer'dealing
with the percentage of undercoVIr spies among all Sov.iet consulate staff mem-
bers in Washington, D.C., in recent ears but rather among all economic
delegation personnel. This additioal information item was insetted into the
redefinition of the groups in the following manner:

Theitotal group is all staff members of the economic delegation in the
Soviet consulate in Washington, D.C. v.
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Thesubgroup is all staff members of the economic delegation in ate.) .

LnIriet consulate in Washington, MC., who are also Soliet Aidercover intellif,,
Bence agents.' .

.

. r
.

4 o , f.
4.

Thus,%the two groups are reduced. The percentage can elper increase,
decrease, or. xemain the same (in the presdht case, it has decreased).

, ..

If William Smith had also told Jean'Baker that Yermitov flies at least
once a month to the Soviet Union, she should Alive considered two even Smaller

groups4 . : .

,
: .

, .

The total grout it.eil staff medrers of the economic/defegation In the
Soviet consulate'in Washington, D.C., who fly at least onteka month to the'
USgR. . , ,, ,

.
, . -,... ... . .

.

The subgroup is all stiff members of the economic:delegation in the
Soviet consulate in Washington, D.C.,'Irho. fly at lealt once a month to the :

USSR and who are also Soviet underground intelligence agents.
*r 1 . /

. . 1

. 1
The chance that.Yermilov'is an undercOver agent is th

I
patcentage of tpe

,

subgroup within this'newly'reduced total group (Figure 14).

4 .

,

Aron 04,0g 0 OA
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.

0 Soviet Conkulate,Mernber
Underaover' riftelligence

- Economic Delegation Member,.
Visits USSR-At Least Once A rVio

figure 14. Total group and subgroups.
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From Figure 14, count or compete eachNof the following:

. a. The total number of Soviet conaulaie stafraiemkets,

-"-, , 0
b. 0The number of Soviet consulate,itaff members who' are'aiso undercover

-

agents. . .

-
.. ,...,:'

V
c. The percentageof agents among all Soviet Consulate personnel.

'44
a. The totalilumb'er of economic 'delegation members.

a.. The number of economic delegation members who are alio undercover
spies.

r'

g.t.The nnMber of-economic'delegation members who fly to ,the USSR at
. .

-,.

..

, A . . . t.

.f. The Pacentage o£ agents in the Soviet economic delegation.

east once a month.
.°,.s

h. The number of economic delegation members who fly to the USSR at
least once a month 'and are also. intelligence agents.. -,,

i. The percentage of agents out of all'oviet economic delegatibn -

members who fly to the USSR at leait once a month.

With each adational.plece.of information, the total group gets smelter
(a versus d versus 2) and-the:Percentage of intelligence agents in the group
changes (c versus f'yersus i) frol 60% to 25% to 33%. The change in the per-
centage indicates that the additional items of information, "he is in the
economic delegation" and "he flies to the USSR at least o ce a month," are
relevant.

It is worthwhile to use additional information to redefine
the groups involved. Each additional item of information dimin-
ishes the si e of 14th the total-group and the subgroup; it may ,

also modif)p. e estimated chances'Aggificantly.

he Relevh ce or Dia: ostic of Available Information

Is it useful to take into mccouti4each piece of information available
o us? 'Should we consider, for instance, the fact that Yermilov is tomplitely
aid? Iettus define the appropriate groupeaccordingly: 4

. .

-° The yotil-nnmber 9f economic delegation staff members in the Washing-
toni. D.C., Saiiiet consulate who fly to the Soviet Union at least once
a month andwho have bald heads.'

. 0

The total numh'er of eceemic delegating,staff members in theyashing-
--$ Van, D.C., Soviet 'consu.ate who fly to the Soviet'Union at least once

a month; who hal* 'bEtld heads, and who are undercover intelMence
agents.

e



The size of each of these groups.is obviously 'atelier than the forme *

groups, in which the information about Imldne'Ss.was not used.

, .14;

Will the percentage (the ra .9mL.51.w la,both groups multiplAd by f00),

from which we infer the chance 0.41 'Av., always change when new infor-
mation is used? No; it is alwaWc4oseib *Oi;.itat the ratio will remain the same
although the size of.the group 40;10.::: X.e%nge in the percentage will in-
dicate that the newt item of inf ton- sNkt but it is a retrospective
indicator, since the item has al '41jetiigfria nto account. We would like
to check the relevancy of each a AT' ta in advance, in orderito decide
whether to use it. ligotle-

To check relevance, one has to ask oneself whether et is realbonablecto
assume that,the percentage of agents out of those who have bald heads is
different from the percentage of those who do not have bald heads. As there
is no reason to assume that baldness can be regarded as a relevant item of
information, it should not be taken into account.

A check, in advance, of an item like "flies to the USSR at least once. a
,month" should be done by asking oneself whether the percentage of agents out
of those who fly frequently is different from the percentage of4agents who do
not. This time the answer will probably be positive and this item would be
taken into account (as we did) ...

Information abOut a person's position (high verso low rank), travel
abroad (travel much vers(is little), education (elenentar school, high school,
higher education) is relevant if one believes that the percentage of under-
cover agents differs with the different Values each of these items can take.-,

When we conclude thertaking a certain item of.in ormation into account
will not change the percentage, we will regard this it m as irrelevant or'` "
nondiagnostic information, If we believe that consideration pf a certain
item will change the percentage, we will consider it aktelevant or diagnosn
tic information. '

Irrelevant information #oes not change the estimate and therefore"is'no

. beneficial. However, ca it b'e harmful? Sometimes it cad lessen the quality.
of the estimate. Let us assume, for example, that among the'staff.members of
the goviet economtc delegation in Weshiugtoni.D.C., in recent years there
were onlytwo people who shred the following two characteristics: travelifie

quite often to their homeland and being bald. Later it turned out that'one
was an undercover intelligence agent. Would it be reasonable to say that
Yermilov's chance of being a spy is 50%, just because there were two Soviets
similar to him in these respects and one of them wap a. spy? The additional
information (being bald) excessively reduced the size of the relevant groupel.
so that the total group is now made up of only two people. This'is a rather.'

4. small sample, and as you may recall, small samples have seriousdrewbaCks.

In,addition, in many cases we do not have accurate information about the'
' .sample sizes; instead, we are thinking about the relevant groups, trying to

estimate their sizes. 1't is far more difficult to think about such ?mall

groups that are multiply specified.. When we search otnrimmory, we may obtain.

lighly biased estimates.
'

4 t
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It is better, then, to ignore, in our example, the baldness information

and rely'onimformation'concerning economists 4lying frequently in .the USSR.
Thesa characteristics will lead to forming a large enough group that the esti -'
-mate obtaoined from it is reasonably reliable.

4, *In summ ary, we were'faced with the dilemma of attempting to consider
every piece of information; doing so may improve the estimate by defining a
more appropriate group, but, at the same time, considering all infOrmation
may lead us to a group so small that the estimate is unreliable. We recommend,
therefore, that every avaglable item of information be checked for relevance.
If

.1«
item seems relevant; would inclide,:it in defining the groups' (eve

tough we are, thus, decreasing tkheir size); any irrelevant items should bdr
disregarded, to avoid,the unnecessary reduction of the sizes of the groups. ",

' So4etimes, however, we have lso much. information that even 'after disre-

garding the irrelevant pieces,the samples are, too small or difficult to think
"about. What should we do in such rases? Following is a'Odicussion of such
situatodS.

.

;A.,
-. f . (

FaceptiOnal Problems
.

.'

.

4
.

. - NO
.0yppOse I learn more about George,. the student,at Midwest Viliversity. ... ,

He is ,now a junior, kajtoring Ir'eleetriCal engineering, with'a cuimulative
grade point avArege pt 3.2. He grew.upein a $mall Kansas town (population
4,100) 'and wasTthe valedictorian of his high echoorclass. At the university

-lie is anlavidlan of rock ?usic apd*frequently attends rock concerts. What
antthe chancesrthat GeOrge imokts dope .

d
. 4 -.. . ..

l 0,
Al the information item' conterning George appear relevant.* Some 'of'

...

them will increase and othersldecrease the 'chances that he stook& dope.
For example, the, fact that George grew up, in d small town in Kansas may de- A
crease drat chance; on the Other hand, the faCt that he often goes to rocE
concerts may increase it. 1

. . , .

. . N
. 'le,' . . .

d
Trying to estimate the chances, we define the.greupe: .

. \
I . . ,

lb .The total group is male- students at Midwest University who are juniors in
electridal engineering with GPAs of 1.2, who grew up in'a malt tom in *edam, .
.imere valedictorians in highechoor, and who now frequently attend rock
concerts. .

The subgroup is dope smokers among the group defined 'above.

X.t is likely that even if we had full ilforMktion on every Midwest Untirer7

sity student, we would not find even one other, besides George, who has ,these
$ same characteristict. We just could not,fotm a group.

Such cases are .called exceptional_ problems because it is 'difficult--some-

times impossibleto form a group of similar cases,:

:
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et An exceptional problem is one for which we have plenty of
relevant informatiod; therefOre, it is hard'Xo find many cases
similar tn'the one discussed in order to form a group

de
.

In the chapter and chapter 8, we demonstrated computation of chances
according to frequencies, relying on 'the.percentage'of similar cases in the

* appropriate group. The requirement fot applying such an approach is the
. abgity 16 find a large enough group. When such a group can be found, rela-

° tiye frequencies determine our degree of confidence.

Elsewhere in thd book we have presented exceptional problems. For ex-
ample at the end of chapter 4 we asked you to assess the probability that
Rtagin Will be reelected in 1984. We assume that you have a lot of knowledge
about Reagathat Is relevant; you will quickly realize that no previous
president is similar in all respects to Reagan. Since an appropriate group ".
cannot be found, one cannot entirelysely on methods using frequency to arrive
at any assessment'of chances.
r.

s d Consider, as we did in chapter 4, an intelligence officer who is assess-
ing chances of. war. Had she done so by relying solely on frequencies,
4Shefnhould have done the following:

"10 1.' Analyze the current situation and check the relevancy of the avail-
able information.

2. Search in the past for identical periods (times during which the
Imili4ry and political, situation was the samelasuow., 4

3. Check the. percentage of these periods which actually led-to war.

Such a procedure is ridiculous; past situations are rarely, if ever,
identlearin all characteristics to the present situation. TheAnteiligerice

never be able to get to Step 3.
_

Methods of estimating chances that rely exclusively on frequenCy"
counts can only be used when a relatively large group of similar
cases is available.

. -

..,gxel;cises

ollowing are questions involving chances of various events. For each
question:

. 1 p

..a.,IrSpecify the total group and subgroup having the relevant
chiraatristics.

. , ...
.

. o
b.. List an item of information that'Alliaars to be relevant (that is,

one that4ill alter the chances). 4.

J.

4
. .

rit. .
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c. List one information item that.seems irrelevant.

d. If the question seems to deal with an exceptional problem, point
that out and elaborate.

. . 41

.
. . gxample, What are the chances that gt least one time during the coming
. week when.I leave my house, I will meet friends coming to visit me?

P

a. Total group: all the times that I have left my house in the last
year., Subgroup: all the times that, while leaving my haute, I have met

: .friends comint to ,visit me, during the past year.

p. Relevant imloration: the number of my friends who have told me
they plan to visit me this coming week.

c. Irreleliant information: my house is'painted white.

These are the questions: What are the chances that

1. The bullret. I am about to shoot will hit the target accurat ly?

24 .The next person to go on trial for murder, in boy state will e

"found guilty?'

3. My gild will be more than 5'8" tall when the child is 18"years o],d?

4. Humans will make contact with intelligent creatures'in outer space
within tie next- 10 years?

5. The bridge will collapse while we are crossing it?*

4

WO
I
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CHAPTER 10

ESTIMATING CHANCES IN EXCEPTIONAL PROBLEMS

' Introduction #

We will start with several examples.

Example 1: Dan is a high school senior. He is an attractive young man,
above average in height. He has excellent grad* not because he is brilliant,
but because he is bright and works hard at his studies. He is a well-rounded
and well-liked student who plays on` the tenais team and who was elected
treasurer of the senior class. While sociable, he has not dated as often as
many of his peers, although he does haye a girl friend this year. For many
years he has wanted to become a physician, and he plans to go to college as
a premed students.

What is Dan's chance of being accepted into a medical school?

Example 2: Dick is a tall, handsome'junior in one of the best high
schools in town. During his sophomore ear, he was a good student, but re-
cently, his grades and behavior have d teriarated. He often quarrels with
his peers and spends time with a bad c wd.. He drinks a lot of beer, and it
is also rumored that he takes amphetamines ("speed"). Several times he has
disappeared for a few days. He is surly with his parents and refuses to tell
them Where he has been. Discussing Dick's case with the school psychologist,
the principal,tried to estimate Dick'achance of becoming entangled with the
law (becoming entangled with the law will be defined here as a police file
concerning Dick will be opened within 2 years).

Example 3: Judyois a beautiful young woman. She takes care of llerself,

and her figure is slim and sexy. She always wears fashionable cloihee and is
frequently seen in beauty parlors, coffee houses, and clothing boutiques.

What is the chance Chit Judy is a fashion-model?

Example 4: Robert is a young writer and journalist teaching part-time
in one of the universities on the East coast. His students regard him as a
sensitive,honest, and interesting person. He is now spending most of his
time writing'his second book, which is about three young men in the Vietnam

war. Robert's first book rece/Ved enthusiastic review( by literary critics.

What is the chance his second book will fail (that is, will sell fewer
than 1,000 copies a year)? '

What is common to all these examples? 6ing the terminology of the
foimer chapter, then are all exceptional problems with a multitude of de-
tsiAl; for each, there re, it is hard to find appropriate groups of similar
cases. at is hard to find-many people whose description and history com-
plete match the person portrayed An each of the four,eamples. For in-

4 stance, it will be extremely difficult to4filipther'books that deal with
three young men in Vietnam and that are also- a second book'bf*a young writer
and journalist who is an instructor at a university.

- 128
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Theidegaged'infOimatiofi creates a' picture of living human beings, each
one having trailltory'and.personality of his qr her own. Thus it is difficult
in eaCh.oasi.o find '"duplicates" and orgaq,fie them in a group. This problem

qieCdmes%eventore severe when more personal aspects enter the picture. Let
:'-ui'asiume that it is Dan's mother who is estimating hs chance of being ac-
-*eipted.eo a ni4idal-sclool. She knows "her Dan" better, having an enormous
-amouit'of details aboOt him. She conceptualizes Dan as a very special and

.',unique Person. /n addli.ENft Dan's mother has certain asp4rations concerning
her son; and it is not easy for her to ignore them when estimating his chances

;. of being accepted into medical school.

With all these problems, we cannot use the frequentistic approach. We
cannot compute the percentage of people or items having the same character-.
istic out of the relevant total poup.

What shouldilwe do with such problems? Before attemptlig to answer this
question, we will: show a common approach to estimating chances when consider -
ing exceptional problems. Later we will discuss the poksible cooeibution of
the frequenjistic approach even to such problems.

The Common ApproachRow Do We Usually Estimate Chances of Exceptional Problems?
I-

Let us review the examples presented in the beginning of this chapter:

You probably assigned Dan a high chance of being accepted into medical
school on the giOunds that:

Jo.

. Dan has traits that are necessary to be a dddior.
el Dan is an ideal candidate.

Most doctors were like Dan in high school.

And what did you think about Judy?

She looks and acts like a fashion model.
Most fashion models look like Judy.

What about Robert? The chances his second book till fail seem small
because: 'rw

Robert looks like a "symbol of success."'
He is.a sensitive and promising young writer.
Robert's first book was a success. Why should the second one fail?

Such are:manta can teach us something about ouv/Oay of thinking. We can
divide teem into two groups:

1. Reasoning based on the similarity between a description and a proto-
type. We find (or somelmes fail to'find) a striking.similaritytbetteen the
described case and the characteristic that we areattempting" to estimate:
Dick is acting like ,tynical predelinquent. Judy looks like a .fashion model

ought to look. But Robert 1:s just not the usual "failure" as a writer

A
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2. Frequentistic reasoning: Examples of frequentistic reasoning are
"Most doctorstwere like Dan in high school" or "Most fashion models look like
Judy."

We will see'in a moment that such reasoning leads us to faulty conclusions.

Similarity between a Description and a Prototype. Let us look again at
Judy's description (Example 3). What are the chances that she is an airline
stewardess, an owner or employee of a boutique, an actress, a cosmetics sales-
person, a television announcer, or rich and unemployed?

We will try now to answer these questions in an orderly way as we recom-
mended doing in chapter 3, where we discussed the methods of counting all possi-
bilities. Doing as we recommended there, we will write down all of Judy's,
possible professions and organize them in a list 9f exhaustive and e*clusive
possibilities. Then we need to divide our 100% confidence among all possibili-
ties (see chapter 4).

Doing so, we realize immediately that it is,exaggerited to assiv, say, 70%
for fashion model because it leaves only 30% chance to spread across all other
9ccupa%lons. The problenhere is that similarity considerations do not comply
with tEi rules concerning chance. When we assign ciwnces to mutually e.u-
sive and exhaustive events, our assignment is compensatory: The more confi-
dence we assign to one possibility, the less we have available to assign to
all the other possibilities. Our total store of confidence is a constant,
that is, the chances must add up to'100%. But similarity does not work this
way. There is no constant store of similarity, so our assessments of similar-
ity need not be compensatory. Judy,can be highly sailer to an airline steward-
ess, and highly similar to a fashion model, and highly similar to a boutique
owner, etc. But with chances, we are limited to 100%. So, if the chance of
her being a stewardess is high, then the chances of her having other' occupa-
tions must be small.

Thus, similarity between a description and a prototype is not a good
basis for assessing chances; it is likely to mislead,,sometimes leading to
ridiculous conclusions.

.

qrequentistic Considerations. What is 'wrong with applying the'frequent-
istic

'

approach, namely, using the reasoning "most fashion models look like .

-----1

Judy
.

.

.

.

It is advantageous to utilize the fr4quentistiapproach, but only if it
La applied properly, that s using correct definitions of the total group and
the subgroup. In Judy's ca the total group is all young women who resemble
Judy in all details mention . The dubgroup is the fashion modqla out of the
total group. Therefore, the correct frequentistic consideration should be'the
percentage of fashion models out of those young women who resemble Judy.

t. . - ant
Compare these groups with the total group and the subgroup underlying

the reasoning that most fashion models look like Judy. The total group is all
fashion models. The subgroup is the group of young women who resemble Judy.
Thus, the mistaken frequentistic consideration is the percentage of young
warned resembling Judy out of all fashion models (i.e., most fashion models
look like Judy). .

119. 130
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It is easy to show that one should not make inferences about one of these
frequentistic arguments based on the other one. If it is true that most
%fashion models look like Judy (the mistaken reasoning), it is not necessarily
true that most young women who look like Judy are fashion models (the correct
reasoning). In the same way, if it is true that most heroin addict's drank
milk as children, it does not logically follow that most people 'who drank
milk as children become heroin addiCts.

d/

airline

stewardesses

Those who resemble
Judy

Actresses

boutique owners
or employees

+fashion
models

Figure 15. Diagram of the fashion model example.

I
.

.

Consider Figure 15. The large rectangle represents young women,10ho re-
semble Judy. The smaller areas represent those who hold theAobs Judy Might
bold: fashion model, stewardess, actress, etc. The shaded area represents
fashion models. Of these, most resemble Judy (shown hy.cross-hatching). But
among all the young women who look liki Judy, only about one-sixth (approxi-
mately 17%) are fashion models. Inother words, only 17% of all ycrung "women
who look like Judy are actually fashion models., When we are asked to estimate
the chance of Judy's being a fashion model, we are asked to estimate the per-
centage of fashion models among those young men who 1 ike her. Based on
the information given in Figure 15, the'cor ect answer o this question should
have been approximately 17%.

The infor6atioi that "most fashio models look like MO is not irrele-
vant to the question, What are the chances that Judy 'is a fashion model? But
the relationship between the two complex. One cannot infer directly from
the petcentage of A in B.to the percentage of B in A. When using a frequent -

istic approach, .it is essenttal hat ono carefully and properly define the
relevant groups and make sure hat the estimate is based on the ratio between
the correct two groups.
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When estimating chances, we tend to rely heavily on

Similarity between, descriptions and prototypes and
. Mistaken frequentistic considerations.

Instead we ought to

Avoid the errors similarity considerations can induce
by listing a mutually exclusive and exhaustivd set of
possibilities and

Check whether the group and subgroup we use for fre-
quency estimates are indeed the correct ones.

The Desirable Approach - -How to Apply Prequentistic Considerations With
Exceptional Problems'

Frequentistie'Reasoning for a Preliminary Estimate. Although it is often
difficult to find other cases similar, to an exceptional case (and when we do
find them, there are usually too few of thim to rely on for our estimates),'
we do not have to refrain.completely from using frequeatistic considerations,
Instead of relying on frequencies as the sole course of our estimate, we use
them for a starting point-. Let us take another look at Dick's case (Example
2). What do we know-about him?

. ,
He is a junior in a good high school in town.

4 4
'......)

He was a good student last year.
...----

His academic performance has deteriorated.

He attends school only' irregularly and has disappeared for days at a
time.

He'quarrels with fellow students.

He drinks a lot of beer. ,

It is said that he uses amphetamines.

He hangs out with a bad crowd.

Htiis surly and withdrawn from his parents.

What is Dick's chance Of becOming entangled with the law (i.e., that a
polite file concerning him will be opened within 2 years)? Having all this
information about Dick, we are tempted to say that the chances areequite

t
.. "This is-tha,Apagit of an early delinquent."
"Most deliaqUatsstarted doing similar things."

-1 ,

.
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ilut these considerations reflect the very errors described in the pre-
vious section. We should not consider the percentage of delinquents4pho re-
sembled Dick when they were his age (a mistaken frequentistic reasoning), but
rather the percentage of young men like Dick who later become 4delinquent
(a correct reasoning). This latter percentage may not seem high if we recall
how common it is for teenagers to go through a transient rebellious period.
Most of them do not become delinquents.

To estimate such a percentage we would need to define a group similar
in every respect to Dick; tkis would be difficult if not impossible, because
of the wealth of detaili weilnow about Dick. Still, how can we assess the
chance without relyincompIetely on intuition?

As an initial step, we recommend temporarily ignoring some of the infor-
mation we have, and concentrating on an item (or some few items) that can
help us obtain an estimate of chance based on frequentistic considerations.

,

For example, let us deal now with the first item of information about
Dick. He is a junior in a good high school in town. We can use this item
to start to estimate Dick's chances by estimating the percentage of juniors
in that high school who became' entangled with the).aw. Perhaps this percent-

, age is recorded at the school or WOW-Police, but even if we cannot get this
percentage, we can quite easily estimate it. The estimated percentage will be
the chance of a junior'enrolled in that high school becoming entangled with
the law. Still, this is not Dick's chance, for we have not yet taken into ac-
count all the rest of the information about him.

This percentage is then only a preliminary estimate of Dick's chance of
becoming entangled with the law. This is a preliminary rather than the final
estimate because it, concerns only asoortion of the information at our dis-
posal. The preliminary estimate uses a frequentistic consideration. This is
the starting point.

Utilizing the additional information items concerning Dick, we will
modify the preliminary estimate to get the final estimate. We will return
to this modification later. Let us now examine ways of selecting,information
items for establishing a preliminary estimate by using a frece5,istic approach.

Selecting Information Items for Preliminary Estimates--Some Considerations

Ted isbrOught to the emergency ward of the local hospital. He is 60
years old, quite fat, and complaining of acute abdominal pains; he has a high
temperature (702.20), is shuddering, and reports dryness in his mouth. $

What is the chance Ted is having an appendicitis attack?

I

If the doctor examining Ted wished to substantiate his diagnosis on fre-
quentistic considerations, hp would have to think About the group of people
arriving in the past at the emergency ward who were 60, quite fat, omplaining

of abdominal pains, with high fever, shudders, and dry mouth. He ould have
then attempted to estimate the.frequency of people having an append itis

attack among that group.
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This cannot be done; thi group is not large enough. Nevertheless, -the
physician wishes to base his diagnosis partly on frequentiseic considerations.
If he takes our recommendation, he will temporarily ignore some information
and will estimate the percentage of appendicitis patients out. of, say, all
people arriving at the emergency ward complainiqg about abdominal pain. He
thus uses two informatiotitems: patients coming to the emergency ward and
patients with abdominal pains. Or the physician could think about the per-
centage of appendicitis patients out of all those having both high fever and
abdominal pains. The doctor has to decide what information item or items) he
will use for the preliminary Astimate. _How does he do that?

First, his professional knowledge and experience assist him in making
these decisions. It is highly plausible that there are some statistics in
the medical literature about the percentage of appendicitis cases among Ill
people checked in emergency wards having high fever. If such statistics are
not currently at his disposal, he might arrive at an estimate using his pro-
fessioeal experience. Perhapn he keels he personally has more information
concerning the percentage of appendicitis cases among those brought to the
emergency ward with abdominal pains. If this is the case, he will start with
that information.

Similarly, the school principal (Example 2) is more familiar with the
percentage of those who: became entangled with the law among her students
than the same percentage among beer drinkers. She will, therefore, probably
base her preliminary estimate on the information item, high school juniors.

Apart from the wish to star] with a reasonably accurate estimate, esti-
mators should also be guided by their assessment of the extent to which the
item (items) is (are) relevant and valid. The school principal, for instance,
may think that the critical item is the youth's being a student in her school;
this fact, in her view, diminishes greatly the chance'of his becoming a delin-
quent. Thus, she will start with,that item.

111 contrast, a social worker who believes that amphetamine users have
a high chance of becoming delinquents will probably start with the item, it
is said that Dick takes speed. Both the school principal and the social
worker will eventually have to modify their preliminary estimates according
to the other information items concerning Dick. -

We would expect that the two estimators will end up with similar final
estimates, for they,used the same data. Thuawe most avoid letting the selec-
tion of the fire item(s) bias the final estimate. 'I , q

An estimator' decides which and ho'w many informatio us will
be used for obtaining a preliminary estimate involving frequentistic
considerations. Two criteria should guide the estimator:

1. A Okiiminary estimate should be based on an information
item (or items). for which the estimator has a reasonably substantiated
freguentistic estimate.

3

2. The starting item(s) should be most relevant and valid re-
garding the matter under consideration.
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From a Preliminary Estimate to a Final One

We have reached a preliminary estimate based on a frequentistic approach:
for instance, the percentage bf-those who become entangled with the law among
all the students of a certain high school, or the percentage of appendicitis
patients among all people who report to an emergency ward wits abdominal

1. pains. Now shall we proceed to consider the rest of the information?
4

After determining the information that be the basis for the prelim-
inary estimate utilizing a frequentistic approach, we need to decide in which
direction and to what extent to modify the preliminary estimate according to
the additional information. We will use three guidelines for making these
decisions. However, before discussing these guidelines, we ought to warn
that they do not consist of exact mathematical formulas describing how much
we need raise or lower the estimate. The 4irection and magnitude of modifi-

, cation will be, by and large, the result of impressions. This modification,
therefore, can vary from one estimator to another.

Following are the three guidelines:

1. Is the Information New-or Redundant? When we observe the items left
after assessing the preliminary estimate, we ought to ask ourselves whether
they are really aew informatibn or whether they are part of the information
we already used. For example, supposing we learn that Dick comes from a
middle-class family. Does this really single him out from the other. students

at the high school? If most of the students coml from middle-class families,
then we have, in effect, already taken this information into account yhen we

(

based our initial estimate on the student population. If, similarly, it were
f said of Ted that he was brought to the ethergency.ward feeling sick,.it would
not be new information; we'can assume that all people who experien4e spdominal
pain feel sick.

0011.

1--

.

An item that does not add information beyond that already
used for the preliminary estimate'is redundant and should be
disregarded in the transition between the preliminary estimate
and theefinal estimate.

Hence, before deciding on modification of the preliiinary estimate, we
mei to examine every information item for newness. Ifit is redundant,
we dimply ought to ignore it.

Sometimes information is only partially redundant. For example, while
80% of the students at th6 high school haveAuiddle-class families, there
some very rich or very poor students. In that case, the information that
Dick's,family is middle class is partly redundant with the previously used
information that Dick attends X high school. To the Extent that tit item

'adds some small amount of new information, we can use it to change ur esti-

mate, but only to a small extent. . . . .

"

t
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2. Is the Information Reliable/ So far; we have not doubted the truth-
/fulness of the we discussed.

IP
Dan plans to be attilthysician.'

Ted has acute abdbminal painse
. It is said that Dichatakes'amphetaminei.

Such reports are not always reliable: Prom whom did we learn about Dan's
career plans? ,Did,those repOrters know 6 they Wereitalking about? sthe
rumor about Dick's drug use really true ?. This may be a lie started by someone
with whom Dick quarreled.

-t

We cannot be absolutely sure about the truth of information based on im
press ions, gdssip, rumors, and so on. We cannot assign such information as
much weight as we would have. assigned had the item been verified. If, for -`
instance, it was Dan himself who told us dist he intended to be a.doctoi, we

would have increased our_preliminary estimate based on the percentage of those
accepted into medical school among studenti with excellent high school grades.
However, to the extent that we have doubts about thereliability of such in-

.

formattam, we will moderate that increase. .

Check the reliability of every new item. To.the extent that
you doubt its reliability, moderate its influence on the prelimi-,

. .

nary estimate.

If reliability is important in a transition from a preliminiry'e;timate
to a final one, it is much more important in.selecting the item on which the
preliminary estimate will be based. The preliminary estimate has a special
weight in asselaing the final estimate and therefore it should be anchored to
a reliable item. Before the social worker assesses a preliminary estimate
for the percentage of those becoming entangled with the law from among all
amphetamine users, he ought'to check whether Dick really uses amphetamines.

3. Is the Item Valid? The third guideline concerns the validity of
every information item. The question is, Should we change the preliminary
estimate because of the item and to what extent?

If the item is valid, the chances associated with the event
weare trying to assess will be different when the item is true from
when the item is false. If the item does not change the chances,
the item is invalid.

Por example, we are told that Ted is fat. Are, fat people more (or less)
likely to have appendicitis-than people who are not fat, or are the chances '

the same regardless of the person's weight? If the chances do not differ as
weight differs, then we should disregard this item of information.- If the
chances do differ according to weight, the information that Ted is fat is
valid. We will use this informatibn.to change our estimate. To do go, we
need to decide whether the information increases or decreases the chances.
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flow much should we etaingeour9stimate?That,depluds on our impressions of
how strongly_related'ithe item is to 'the event we. are trying to predict.

ii
EVety information item:snoOld be checked according to three guidelines:

.

- .

'1. Is it. new? .,,, ... ...
i" ', - "t"-

2. Is it reliable? '',.. ;.. . ,1

.11
3 Is it vaidt,,

. .

,..
.

,. . .
(,.,

,e These guidelines will help us' to shift from a preliminary-estimate
,

(based on frequentiitic donsiderations).to a final one. We.cipn4 offer an
accurate procedure fnr per101iaing this transition, but the three guidelines
ASUld be taken into"account.

To deal pith exceptional problems AC

1. 'choose cingor more.reliable and valid information items on
which you Will base a preliminary estimate, based on frequency
'considerations. 27,

2. Check other items for newness, reliabilitt:at#4;lidity.

3. bisiard items that are completely re4naint, un,reliabn,
at invalid'. ' I,: ' -, .,

4. Modify e preliminary estimate to tike into account each.
. of the remain items. The magnitude of.theedoodifications de-
pends on your impression of each item's degree of newness, reliabil-
ity, and validity.

i . "° ../

A,

Checking the Procedure
* k

.
/ . i.

0 Much of the_procedure Wasse,esiug,Chances invotlies inflations ands im-
preeiipns; 014 4Is unavoidab,whin we deal with exceptipnil problems. We
trx.te start With, a solid base by using friquency.consideutiolls to determine
the'preliminary estimate. Still, persdual impressions filay.4. large role in
Ala transition from alp`reiimlnari estimate tea final one. Sueh'impressions
Can cause biasei inimilatakei. ,Therefore, we rgtoimend,that,the final_esti-
mtste'be checked or 6.43 Wed, usfitg two different methods. "*., -

.... tc

i , . 1 ,
, ,

, .p.
. ,s. -

:.-Methdd A,e_Checking' Against Your Intuition. When wering thibughlthe
prOblan; you engaged in,a4enggEry'proceas with mfuy,celcugitions and con-

r_ ;
sidp?itIons. Thus itli4Ow.a0propriate to ask, :des mOfelarest to souip
reasonable?, We do not reco end relying solelyi,on one's intuits to malkeIppr,

probability assessiefieS for e" eptional problems,AUt here we e_rleolimendr.

ing something sligbtly differeat:Ciippare your.flial estimertemitjx,ihe in-
tuitions you now hold, after wor4ngithrough the problem. TOC1,o,04,.use a'

----. , I . tt.
chance 'wheel,: . r ' '. I II, ,, ",. \ .0,

, e'. 4 ''s, r.8 C si

* 4 '
%
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A

Let, 46 supOse that aft, performing the whole proceddre you obtain a
/final estimate that the chance of Dick's becoming entangled with the law.is
/40%. To compare this estimate sgainstyour intuition, that is, ip see if it
is reasonable, ask yourself which of the two following bets you prefer:
One betVill pay $100. if 2 years from now, IlicktUras out to have a police
record; theother bet pays $100 if .2 years'from now, the spinner on a'chance
wheel lands in the shaded area whenthe wheel is set at 40% shaded. "(If you
dislike the idea that you might profit from Dick's troubles, these bets eould
be written in tetras Of winning $100 if,Dick did not have a police record
versus winning $100 with the wheel set at 60%.) Finding yourself with a
strong preferepce for one of these bets over the other suggests that, in-
tuitively, your final estimate seems wrong. Believing that these bets are ,'...

approximately equally likely to pay off,shows that your final estimate agrees
with your intuAion.

9
. .

... When yoduae this method And find that your estimate dies not agree with
your intuition, you should keep in mind that intuitio as explored via a

1
chance Wheel is .not necessarily a more valid guide to a good estimate than the
starting-point-and-adjustment procedure you are,check hg. Just'the opposite
maybe true./ Particularly in cases with many items of information, it could
happen that your global intuitive feelings are biased or that you are unable,
intuitively, to make sense out of somany pieces of information at once,
whereas the earlier procedire, during which you systematically sorted every
item for newness, reliability, and validity and carefully considered the im-

. pact of every item in turn, would.produce,,in the final estimate, a better
reflection of your well - reasoned beliefs. fiscrepancies that occur using
Method A signal that something is wrong, but the diqcrepancy itself does not
pinpoint the locus of the problem. You must then rew all..the steps you
have taken tosee where the problem might lie.

: Checking your estimate against'your &tuition can be
,

helpful in avoidtg,sitotiOnsin which a lot of little carelessnesses or biases build up to a
nonsensical final estimate. Like the first checking method abed for the
estimation*" quantities (chapter 5), this is a way of standing back from a0

final sta ement. of chances to say, "Can I really believe that ?"

Met d B: Using Another Starting Point: .Jest as Method A is parallel
. .

to the preliminary contrdl used for est imating quantities'(see chapter 5), so
Method B is parallel to the detailed control.

,

.Sometimes there are two different items (or sets.of items), either of
which'could zrovidet solid initial estimate based on frequency considerations.
When thib is true, we can carry out the whole procedure twice, once with each
of the two preliminary estimates.

For Dick's case, we will first start with the fretuentistic estimate of
the schoollprincipal, namely, the percentage of those becoming entangled with
the law out of her schooDs'students; and modify this percentage later accord-
ing to the additional infdriation st our disposal. Setting that aside; we . ..

, .will start anew with the percentage of those becomingentEngled with the law
among smphetaMine users (if Dick is one), and modify this preliminanf estimate'

...

to take intasccount ths other informations If we obtain two very different
.final estImates,'it is reasonable to,essume we have made mistakes in one or -

4
A
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both procedures. But if the two final estimates are approximaiely.equal,we
feel a greater assurance that we have not made any big mistakes.

In such a way, we also control our natural inclin t to overrate theme
'item on which the preliminary estimate is based, and o un rrate the addi-
tional items. We tend to anchor the proqedure.to the rekiginary estimate
and later change this'estimate according to the other information items legs
than we should. For instance, if we start with a high preliminary estimate
(the percentage-of those becoming entangled with the law among amphetamine

.users), we will probably end with a higher estimated phince concerning Dick
than a final estimate based on a low preliminary ektimate (the pe&entageof
those becoming entangled with the law among all tligt high school's-students).

A

The fallacy of anchoring is especially severe because all of us tend to
begin with a preliminary estimate that is influpnced by'our values.. For 4x-,,
ample, the school principal hopes that Dick's chance of becdking a. delinquent
is low and therefore starts with the percentage of those becoming entangled
with the law out of her school's students. Differences between final esti-
mates may be the result of strong' anchoring on different starting points* By

carrying out the whole procedure several times, starting at different points,
we will be able to check whether there are large discrepancies between fib
estimates. Such discrepancies are indicative of one or more mistakes-in the

'procedure.

Exercises

1. Read'the following pairs of sentences. Decide, whether Bach sentence

is true or false.

a. Cl) Most Menare more than 20 years old.

(2) Most of 'those who are more than 20years old are men.
1 '

b. (1) Most soldiers on regulai military service are men.

(2) Most men are soldiers on regular military service.

c. (1) Most cars are private property.

(2) Most private property is'ct.rs.

d. (1) Most fish are not mammals.

(.2) Most aiimals that are not mammals are fish.

e. (1) Most pilots also have driving licenies..

(2) Mostof those who have driving licenses are pilots.
t
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. 2. Choose two,of,the four exanples from the beginning of this chapter.
Please make a list.bf all the information items contained in each example.

-,

e. .
.

I
.

a. Choose one information item that you think is suitable as a
''basis of a preliminary estimpe. Explain your choice of that particulai
item. ,

., N.
. a

b. For each,one of the other items, e#aluate and'explain to what

''extent it is:
. r

qh

New,
Reliable, and

'1 Valid.

c. For each one of these items, would you change the preliminary
estimate in view of the new item, and in what direction?

,,

o

r
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CHAPTER 11

TWO DEMONSTRATIONS

Thii final chapter presents two examples that are worked out in some
detail, using the starting-point-and-adjustment method presented in chapter
.10. In the first example, we have a small amount of quite specific inforr
mation that we use to form groups and subgroups. We arrive at the answer to
our question by estimating the requencies of these subgroups. In contrast,
the second_example provides an bundance of rather vague information. It is
am exceptional problem for whic it is difficult or impossible to estimate
the frequencies for the relevant subgroups. Thus, in,the second example we
make our assessment of the chances more informally.

. '

The Basketball Player and the Bank President

Fred is a research assistant employed by a survey research institute.
One day he was preparing.for the computer some questionnaires filled out by
a ratilom sample of adult men infAmerica. The questionnaires dealt with the
professions. and occupations of these men.

When working on one of the questionnaires, Fred saw that the respondent's'
occupation was marked carelessly. This is part of the questionnaire:

Respondent #423

Sex 0 Male
2 Female

Height 1 under 5'

2 5' to 5'5"
3 5'6" tes 5'1V
4 6: to 6'5"

over 6'5"

Occupation

16

17 baker
18 bank, employee

0 bank president
basketball player (NBA)

21 beauticiin
22 ... 0

Fred could not decide whether the respondent's occupation was bank president
or basketball player. Then he noticed the respondent's height, over 6'S ".
He thought,,,I cannot be sure, but I think there is a far greater chance this
guy is a basketball player than a bank president.

The Common Approach

Most people would have estimated the chances the way Fred did. When
.asked to divide 100% chance between the two possibilities, they would have
answered something like:

Bank president 5%
Ba etball player 95Z

1
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The reasons for such answers would have been: Basketball players are taller
than bank presidents, or he is tall like a basketball player. Let us now
deal with this problem by using the techniques described im the last two
Chapters.

The Desirable Approach

A Preouellistic Preliminary Estimate. Let us suppose that for some
reason the questionnaire under consideration lacks-the information about
height. In such a case we have to rely solely on the knowledge that the
respondent is a male in America who is either a basketball player or a bank
president. We will use frequency considerations to arrive at the chances for
each occupation.

Basketball Players: A quick call to the sports desk of our local news-
... paper reveals that there are 23 National Basketball Association (NBA) teams,

each of Whom carries a roster of 12 players, for a total of 276 NBA players
in the United States.

Bank Proidents: We find an almanac saying that as of 1980, there were
about 15,000 commercial balks in the United States. Assuming that each bahk

7 has just one president, we can use thanumber as an estimate of rhe number
of bank presidents. /

Chances: Thus our respondent could be any oqf 15,276 people, of whom
15,000, or 98%, are bank presidents, while 276,Apr 2%, are basketball players.
Our preliminary estimate thus is

Bank president 98%
Basketball player 2%

Modifying.the Estimate with Additional Information. Clearly, the infor-

mation that the respondent is over 6'S" is valid--it is safe to assume that
basketball players, as a group, are taller than bank presidents.. And it is
certainly new information. Let us also assume it is reliable, that the Inter-
viewer very rarely makes a mistake in filling out the questionnaire. So the

respondent's height is a good piece of information we can use to change 013Z
evaluation of the chances. How cal) we do that? We will use that information
to reduce the size of the original group, from the group of all bank presi-
dents and basketball players who are over 6'S" (see chapter 9). With the help
of the frequency-iablebelow, we will, now assess the size and composition of
this aew reduced group.

Whit proportion of basketball players are over 6'S "? Many of them.
Let us estimaterthat 60% of all baske ball players are 6'6" tall or greater.
That is 60% of 276 players, or 166 (s e Table 2; second column).

"Whae proportion of bank president are over 6"5" in height? This is a
rare height for males in America. Per ps it is a lLttle more common among
successful and prosperous males like be4kk presidents. Perhaps 22 of all bank

presidents are over 6'S" tall. Thit is ,1 in every 50; does that seem reason-'
able? So, how many tall bank presidents \are there? Two percent of 15,000 is

300 tall bank presidents (see Table 2, fst column).
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We can summarize these estimates in Table 2.

Table 2

Frequency Table

4

.

Bank
presidents

Basketball
players Total

6'5" or shorter 14,700 110 14,810

4 Over 6'5" 300 166 .6

Total 15,000 27t 15,276

.1

Thus we have reduced the total group of 15,276 to a smaller group of
466 (300 + 166) which more closely matches all the inforhation we have. Those
466 men comprise the group of males in America who are over 6'S" tail. and
are either bank presidents or basketball players.

f"
Now what are the chances that the questionnaire respondent is a bank

president? Since 300 of those 466 men are bank presidents,'the percentage is
100/466 x 100 = 64%. The rest, 36%, are basketball players. Our revised es-
timate, based on all our information is:

Bank president 64%
Basketball player 36%

Checking the Estimate. As recommended in the last chapter, we will
check our estimate.

Method A requires us to choose between-the following two bets:

Bet 1: Win $100 if,!he respondent is a basketball player; otherwise
win nothing.

Bet 2.: Win $100 if, using a chance wheel set at 36% in the shaded area,.
the spinner stops in the shaded area. ,

Here we realize. that our intuitions favor Bet 1 by.a large margin. We
feel that it is very likely, far more than 36% chance, that the respondent is
a basketball player (we had, earlier estimated the chances as 95%). Bet 1
seems much better than Bet 2; this shows that something 1.5 wrong.

Let us then review our procedure for possible errors. The starting esti-
mates elite from an almanac and the sports desk of a newspaper, so they are

'likely to be pretty close. They also accord with our intuitions. 410 this
doetenot seem to to the source of the problem.
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Gould our uae of the height information be faulty? Yes, we did use rather
informal and rough estimates of the proportions of, bank presidents and basket-
ball players who are over 6'S" tall. How far off mightice be? Up8n reconsid-
eration, we, find it not implausible that only 1% of bank priDidents (i.e.,'
150 of them) are that tall, And perhaps as many as two-thirds (67%) of all
basketball players are that tall. Using these new estimates, we revise the
frequency table to look like Table 3.

gt-

Table 3

Revised Frequency Table

Bank Basketball
presidents players Total

6'5" or shorter 14,850 92 14,942

Over 6'5" 150 184. 334

Total 15,000 276 , 15,276

1

Now our estimate for the chances that the respondent is a basketball player
is 184/334 x 100 55%. This number is larger thin.our previous estimate of
36%, but it is still much lower than our intuitive estimate of 952. Some
fooling around with height percentages U411 reveal that we will get an esti-
mate as high as 952 that the respondent iSia basketball player only if we use
extreme estimates like 80% of all basketball players are over 6'5' and only
12 out of the 15,000.benk presidents are over 6'5". Both these last estimate,'

are too extreme. We just cannot believe them. We are, therefore, convinced
that our first quick and intuitive estimate (95%) was much too high.

*

1* We already know from chapter 10 that intuition is not an infallible
guide. Let us reexamine our intuitive estimate and sae whypur intuitions
mislead us. Our intuitive estimate was based on similarity: Avery tall
person.is similar to a basketball played but not similar to a bank presi
But as discussed in'Cbapter 10, similarity considerations can lead us a t ay.
What our intuitive.thinking omitted is revealed by our step7by-step pr ce-

dures: Although very tall bank presidents are relatively unlikely, there are
so many more bank presidents than basketball players that even the_proportion-

`ately few tall ones can outnumber the tall basketball players. Whin we re-
alize this,,we understand why in this case it was our faulty intuition which

led,us astray.

Once we understand that the discrepancy revealed by checking our esti-

mate using Method A miss from our faulty intuition and.not from errors in
our step-by-step procedle, we can more cals4 review those procedures once
again.. We decide that w e we are still'not certain of the height sptimates
of 2X ind 60% for the two occupations, they do appear to be pretty pose;
closer than the 1% and 672.estimates we later tried. So after all our

1
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checking (more checking thian this problem may deserve, but not more checking
than we ought to devote 0 serious life decisions), we en up feeling comfort-
able in saying, "The chance that our respondent is a basketball payer is 36%."

Method B for checking the estimate requires us to choose some other in-
formation to use as a starting point. This method does not really apply to
this simplified egample. Ow original question was "What Are the chances the
respondent is a bank president versus a basketball player?" The question it-
self provided the basis for our origihal estimate! Gender and height, our
only additional items of information, could not have been used alone to pro-
vide a starting estimate. So here we cannot use Method B.

Marriage and Divorce

Art: Did you hear Anne and Joe are getting.marritd next week?

Bill: Yeah, I know Anne, but who's Joe?

Art: Oh, you know, he's that studious guy who lives down the hall;
he's aunior majoring,in computer science.

Cathy: You think Anne'll stay in college?

Doris: Sure, for one more year, anyway. Both their parents have
agreed to support them until Joe graduates.

Bill: And if they get hard up'for money, they can sell that car Anne's
parents gave her last year.

Cathy: I bet that marriage won't last a year.

Bill: Why?

Cathy: Anne's such a friendly,' sociable, gregarious type, while Jr's
a loner--he left Sue's party last Saturday night by 9:30: They'll never get

along.

Doris: Well, I heard they're getting married because Anne's pregnant.

Bill: Who told you that?

Doris: I beard two guys joking about it at Sue's party. I don't know

who they were; I never saw them before.

Cathy: Juicy gossip, if true. Anybody elseghear,that? (Pause) Anyhow,

that marriage will never lost; he's only 20 and site just burned 19.

4'

Doris:. Early marriages never work. Even if they make it through the
first. year, the chances are.they'll be divorced before they can celebrate their

fifth anniversary.
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Art: ,Don't beso gloomy.\-They're nice, bright people. Uoe'll get a
good job. They'll make it.

0
a

Doris: We'll 'see.

Frio the information giVen above,pe will use the methods of chapter 10
to assess the probability that Joe and Anne will still be married 5 years
after their marriage.
-1E

A Erequentistic Preliminary tstimate. First, we have to choose something
to use for our starting point. ipetting aside all the details about Anne and
Joe, how many American marriage today last for 5 years? Searching the library
for marriaikstatistics, we founkrelevant data oply.for the years 1960-1966.
Forkhose years, 93% of all marriages lasted 5 years or more. Can we use
these statistics? Only if we believe thereLbaa been no real change since.
then. But we are pretty sure there has been a change since the early 1960s.
We have often read that divorces are more frequent today. In 1978, Alp America
there were 2,282,000 marriages and 1,130,000 divorces. That is a lot'Of
divorces; for every 1,000 married couples at the start of 19708, there weye 22
divorces during that one year alone. Of course, not all those divorces in--
volved couples who had been married less than 5 years. Still, thinking hard
about all we know about divorce in America today, we believe that the statis-
tics, 93% of all marriages last for 5 years or more, while true in the 1960s,

- is no longer true. After some copsideratiop, we arrive at a lower estimate:
We'believe that, of all American marriages today, about 75% will'last for 5
years or more.

Should we use this estimate of 75% as our startitig point? It is cer-
tainly relevant to the problem atjand, it is simple and direct, and it pro-
vides us a natural starting point we could adjust to take other information
into account. But the trouble with this as a starting point is that it is
based more on our intuitions than on any actual frequencies. Still, it is
probably the best we can do. Whatever problems we encountered in arriving
at the 75% estimate would still be with us were we to use some more specific
fact (e.g., 5-year sufvival of marriages of two college students) for our
starting point. So, with less confidence than,we would prefer, we will use
"75% of all U.S. marriages today survive 5 years or more," to start with.

Modifying the Estimate with Additional Information. Next we must con-
sider the newness, validity, and reliability of each item of information.

1. Arnie is 19; Joe is 20. This strikes us as
i

new and reliable infor-
mation. Furthermore, we think its valid: We believe that divorce is mbre"
likely imong those who marry when, young. We definitely want to use this
information.

04..

2. Anne is friendly, sociable, gregarious; Joe is a studious loner.
Again, this seems to be new and reliable. Is it vans'? Cathy thought so;

she seems to believe that people who are dissimilar in outgoingness,are more.%
likely to get divorced than are similar people. But one could argue that
Anne and Joe will complement, each other and get along fine. After same thought,
we tend to believe. that personality information like this is not a valid ,pre-
dictor of marital success. We are going to disregard this information.

4
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3. Anne is a freshman or sophomore in college; Joe is a junior majoring
in computer science. What are we really learniqg here? They are college'
students. Are college-student marriages more stable than 19- and 20-year-old
nonstudent marriages? We find we can argue this both ways: intelligent and
educated enough to cope with the crises that may arise, but also able to
recognize w)en a marriage goes sour, and get out quickly. So we think there
is no vaiidfty to the college-stvdent information. How about Joe's major,
computer science? That is consistent With the knowledge that Joe is a studi-
ous 'oder, butme already decided to disregard personality information.
Finally, there is # hint here, as Art points out, that Joe's major may pre-
pare him for a good job after graduation. This hint we will, combinewith
two more items of information:

4. Their parents will support them until Joe graduates.

5. Anne owns a car.

Separately these items may seem irrelevant, but together they paint a
8icture.of adequate (or betty? financial support for the marriage. This
derived piece of information is new, seems reasonably reliable, and valid.
Young people who must scrape for money seem to us more likely to get divorced
than other people. Notice here that we combined tl)e items, computer science
major, Joe will get a good job, parents' support, and Anne's car into a single
item, adequate financial support, in order 'to avoid redundancy.

6. Anne may be preggant. If true, we might regard this item as valid;
a "shot-gun" marriage seems doomed. But oe reject this bit of gossip as un-
substantiated and. unreliable.

7. They are nice, bright people. But everybody thinks their friends are
nice, and in our discussion of item 3 we already assumed they were intelligent.
So there is no new information here.

What are we left with? Young people with adequate financial support.
How can we use this information to alter our estimate? Perhaps we could Ilse
this information in a formal way, as we didfor the bank president /basketball
player egample. We would create Table 4.

Table 4

FrequeAcy Table

Still married Divorced
after 5 years within 5 years Total

Young with
adequate finances

A/1 other couples

Total
-Or
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If we could find or estimate the frequencies for the crucial subgroups, shown
boxed in the frequency table above, we could use them to assess the probability
we want. But our knowledge and our almanacs now fail us. In de previous ex-

it'''. ample, we could learn from an almanac that there are about 15,000 bank presi-
dents, and our knowledge and experience with the heights of men supplied us
with an estimate that about 22 of them were 6'5" or taller. Here, however,
we do not know how many marriages last 5 years, and our intuitions are silent
on the percentage of such long-lasting marriages that involve two people who,
When they got married, were young and with adequate financial support;

Instead, we-will consider each fact separately. First, they are young.
What are our beliefs-about the effect of youth on the lastingness of marriage?
We believe that people are more likely to get divorced when they marry young.
Earlier, we estimated that one of every four marriages ends in divorce within
5 years. But if the partners are both young, it seems to us that one of every

41, three will be divorced in 5 years. That translates into a change from our
starting point of 75% to a new estimate of 67E that the marriage will last 5
years. Notice that even though we were unable to guess the'total number of
marriages in vario5esubgroups, so that we could not fill in the frequency
table, we were abl e to estimate a,relevant relative frequency, one of every
three (see chapter 9). We are approaching this problem a bit differently
from the way we approached the bank president /basketball player example to
make best use of what little infotmation our intuition provides.

Next we must take1kpount of our last fact: adequate financial support.
This is a positive factor; it should increase the chances that the marriage
will last. But how much should we raise our last estimate of 672? This time
our knowledge is even weaker. We do not seem to be able to estimate even
relative frequencies. So we turn now to a 'different kind of reasoning to help

4 '

Us. It seems to us that the age factor is a stronger piece of evidence (to
lower our estimate) than is the financial-factor (to raise our estimate). So
we should raise our estimate, but not as far as we just lowered it. 4e lowered
it from 75% to 67%; now let us raise it just a little, to take into account
this new but weaker information. We decide to raise it to about 70%.

We. have now taken ito account all the information that passed through
our triple screen of new, valid, and reliable. Our final estimate is that
the chance that this marriage will last for 5 years is around /0%.

Checking our Estimate. Using Method A, we compare two bets:

1. We will win $100.in 5 years if Anne and Joeare still married.

2. We will win $100 in 5 years if a chance-wheel spinner lands in the
70% area.

When we think about these bets, we recognize that we feer'very little conr
fidence in the decision of our estimate. An estimate of 60% Or 80% does not
seem totally unreasonable. Still, our analysis convinces us thawe disagree
with Doris; the marriage seems more likely to last than to fail.
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Next, let usbriefly sketch an approach to Method B, checking by using,
a new starting point. We will take as our starting point the age fadtor, be-
cause we found we had strong feelings about this. But we will reword the prob-
lem to start with as low an estimate as possible, in contrast with our origi-
nal analysis, which started with a rather high estimate of 75%.

0

Starting Point: Let us estimate the quantity;what proportion of mar-
riages between two ptItt,whware both'younger,than 21wwill last, without
divorce, until the d 0,:of one partner? ''We do not really know the answer

to this question] but We feel that, eventually, most of these people will get
divorced. Indeed, we believe that, of every 100 such marriages, 75 will end
IA divorce, while only 25 will endure until the death of one partner. We are
not too confident in our estimate, but we will se it as our starting point:
25% of marriages among the young last.

Adjustment 1: We must now adjust our estimate to reflect the fact that
our real interest lies in marriages that eadre for 5 years, not forever.
Of our hypothetical 100 marriages, 25 never got divorced and 75 did. When did
those 75 get divorced--early (within the first 5 years) or late? Again we
feel quite uncertain of our estimate, but roughly, we estimate that 35 got '

divorced during the first 5 years and 40 got divorced later. So at the end
of 5 years, 65 are still married, the 25 who Will never divorce and the 40
who'will get divorced later. Our new estimate is 6%. i

Adjustment 2: But our couple's ages are not 11 and 16, they'are near
the top of the age range, 19 and 20. That is a positive sign; we use it to
increase the chances fbam 65% to 70%.

A4justment 3: The financial factor is also, in our minds, positive.
We use it to raise our estimate again, from 70% to 75%.

At
Since we have now used all the valid, new, reliable inforthation, this

is our final estimate: 75%. This does not differ mdch MA our original
estimate of 70Z. We realize that our recalculations were even more subjective
and open to error than was our original analysis. We conclude that our esti-
mate is only approximate. Still, these analy es have made us reasonably
confident that Anne and Joe's chances are fa ly high, perhaps somewhere in
the range 60% to 85%.

Final Comment

While the two problems discussed in this chapter may seem trivial, we .

believe they capture some essential aspects.of the serious, important problems
involving uncertainty that one encounters:

Research or consultations with experts will often reveal highly
relevant estimates.

2. One's own problem (particularly exceptional mblems) will have spe-
cial features for which no solid facts are available. One inevitably ends up

relying to some.extent on subjective beliefs.
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3. A careful analysis will enable one to merges the "hard facts" with
ithe "soft impressions" to yield a better estimate than would reliance on

either the faCts glone'or unaided intuition. .

76. We should choope a structure for our #natysis that is mOitvcompatible
with the form of our facts and beliefs.

i!

Exercises

1. Reread the basketball playeribiErnasadent analysi/ Is there any
estimate you feel(is wrong? If so, make a new estimate (or more, as needed)
and completclite calculations with'your new estimates. Is bank president still
the bore

l

likely answer? -' .
. .

9

,

2. Repeat the.entire marriagektivorce ii.ample, making your judgments
I:about starting point, newness, validity, reliability, and adjustments. Would
you rather bet on divorce or no divorce after5 years?

,
/

3. Choosaa problem which interests you and for which you feel you have
some informatioh. Analyze it using a starting point and appropriate modifi

,

.

.
-1/4'.\, d 40'

41. ..,
,

.. ,,, !, .

cations. Check it afterward.

1,

c
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